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. Summary of.Research

'The overall purpose of this resea 1project has been to describe inati-

tutional decision aaking. The research rovides a description of the actual-
day-to-day deciSion making activities of educators in' an elementary school

diStrict as they make evaluative decisions about the careers of students in
schools, more specifically, as they decide to place student's in one

i
.of many

Ispecial education programs, or retain them in reguiar classrooms.

4

Data was gathered by field observation, review of official reberds,

interviewing, and-by videotaping key decision making eVents. This Combination
of techniques provides both a description of patterns of decisions made, .amd a
description of the institutional practices that comprise those patterns,.

The study was conducted in two phases. In-the first,phase, we described

the distribution of itudents in the referral system, which lead us te'discover
theyarious constraints impinging on the decision making process. Decisions '

to provide special education'servIces Were constrained by fiscal, legal, and
practical circumstances, such as the amount.of money available for educationo -

legal Ceilings, and scheduling difficulties'. The school district responded tO
these constraints in innovative ways: creative beekeeping, formalizing infer-
mal 'procedures, and making placements for practical, not necesarily educe-

.

tional reasons.
. . \

,

4

The second-phase of the study has been concerned with the institutional:-

i.zed practices that Constitute the distribution of students in various apecial
education programs. 'We conducted more intensive analyses oT key events at the
referral, assessment, and placement phases of-the referral Olicesa.

Since the referral process most often starts in the classroom we sought

the basis of, teachers' referral recommendations by comparing the interaction

between teachers with referral and,non-refernal students in regular classroom

events, and by examining teachers' accounts about the causes.of students' sue-
cess and failure.

Thdre was*considerable variability in the behavior of referral students.

That is, all stddents in the same institutionally constructed category, (e.
g., .ulearning disabled", did not give eviderice of similar clasarombehavior,
suggesting that the basis of teachers' referral is net the characteristics of
students' behavior..

While there was not much consistency in the behavior of, students, there

was consistency in teachers' accounts about atudents' behavior. All teachers

talked about the CalAe of atricTWEil-r difficultie in iimilar terms; they

lecated the cause of difficulties within students, notably their ability aril \
psychological states. FurtherMore,.teachers described "normal" and many dif-

ferent tyPes of "special students in stMilar terms. This phase or the study

counters personaiity theories that posit stable behavior pattsrns beneath
trait terms.

When eferral oases wene forwarded to the assessment phase of the refer-

ral System, examined psychologists' diagnostic practices. We found: (1)

students' perform ce on psychological tests were collaboratively produced
between testers and students, which argues against individualistic views of

intelligence; (2) a "teat until find". diagnostic procedure that continued

until supposed disabilities were located. These diagnostic practices have the

1:74
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s,
(unintended) consequence of confirming 'teacherst original perceptions, and-
substituting institutionally refined tesignatiOns ("learning disabled") for
teachers' often vague descriptions .("needs help").

f

Final placements are made by a district level 'committee which -in ludes.
parents. The full range of placement possibiliti:es were nt.disdussed in cam !

mittee meetings; one.or two options, were presented to the comMittee for con....

sideratron. Placement -outcomes were not so much'deciAions reached, in the'

meetings as they were ratifications of' action; taken at previous stages cf .the
dectsion making process: Practical circumstances constrain dectsion m king
such'that final placements are Made in terms of available educational; pro
grams, available 'funds, teacher schedul,es, legal, mandates, mot.juSt the
student's."educational needs," or "disability." This practice of making place
ments by available category contrasts sharply, with both "comprIlvnsive" and
"bounded" rationality theories of decision making, and the directives in spe
cial educatiOri.guidelines.

, One conclusion reached'from this study is that large s0a4 institutions,.
like school districts are organized to implement routinestand standardized "

practices more so,than they are to make Systematic choiCes among' a range of
alternatiVes.

e s

Another conclusiod is that "educational handidaps" and "learnincdisabil
ittes", are not characteristics inherent in students' actions. They.are the
consequence of institutional praCtices arranged for the identification,
assessment and placement of students in educatival programs. This meafis that
displays of competence can be expected to vary from context to..contex'k..,

We recommend that this ".context specific" view, of ability and disability
be taken 'into account wbpn forMulating special education policy. We also
recommend that seeidus Consideration be given tc-:, adopting a "pr9grammaic"
rather than a "regulatory" view of polidy implementation', and modifying the
provisions of special education law that deal with the identification and
placement of learning disabled and educationally handicapped students.

1
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SECTION 0. INTRODUCTION

Ttie overall purpose of this research project has been to describe insti

tutional decision.making. The research provides a description of ihe actual

-

daytoday deCision making activities of educators in an elementary .school

district as tney make evaluative decisions about the, careers of students in

schools, more-specifically, as they decide to 'place students in one of many

special education programs, or retain them in regular cla9Arcoms.

The study has been conducted in three phases. Phpse I, which was the

subject of tne first End of Year Report (Mehan et al 1979) was con&rned with

data gatnering. Phase II, which was the subject of the second End of Year

Report, (Menan et al.1980) was concerned with tne distribution'of students in

tile referral system and tne various constraints on the decision making .pro

cess. Pnase III (this report) is concerned with the institutionalized prib

tices that constitute tne.patterns of' behavior reported in previous reports.

\

Thus: tnis report is not a comprenénsive review of all three years of oif

study. Instead, it is a summary of the actiVities of the third, and .finai

year of our project. Readers interested in 'details about earlier pnases of tne

study are encouraged to consult Mehhn et al (1979) and (1980).-

I.

4

Like researchers on education fr'om many disciplines wno have gone before

us, we are interested in the ways schooling makes a difference in the lives of

students wnó attend them. Our original plans for investigating tnis issue

were to study the educational eciston making associated withthe placement of

students into a variety of educational progrmns. However, PL 94-342, "Tne

Education for 4ll Handicapped Students.Act," was enacted at about the time the
.

,

tie
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study was to begin. The implementation-dr this_law_tnansformedthe2.study_rnom

a general study 2..ijelfiie-;tional decisidn Making to a specific study. of,the

"referral lordc'ess" mandated by this recently enacted federal law:

,
This coi\ncidence (like so many other serendipitobs events in social sci

, ence research) turned out to. be fortuitous. It provided us with a unique

opportunity to see now a local agencyimpTtmented a recently enacted federal

law. (cf. Attewell and Gerstein, 1979): This law is particularly important,

sociologiCally speaking, as it seems to have been informed by social, science

researcn on' "labelling,i' esp.cially tne stigmatizing effects of mislabelli.ni

(Goffmen, 1963; Mercer, 1974). The law is also important because 'it is so,

specific in its Provisions. For example, it specifies the population to be

served, tne-compOnents and temporal parameters af the placement process in

'great detail.

The Setting.

Tne study is situated in the "Coast District," located in a small West

Coast town 'witn a poi)ulation of approximaterY 26,000-27,000. The population

is approximately 70% wnite and 30% black and MexicanAmerican. Tnis popia

tion nas increased about 50% in the last ten years with the bulk of'the gnowth

occurring in the last five years witn the building of several new housing

developments. Tne community is' located about 40 miles from a large Southern

Califprnian metropolitan area, separated from tne city by a number of other

mnall coastal towns. ProdUctive output is nonindustrial; the majority of

this town,s.income comes from tourism, local liut restricted.agricultural pro

duCtidn, and a multutude of small entrepreneurial shops selling clothing,

foods, books.and surfing matekals. The central area has several .large

o.
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shoPping- oentersl- espcially_16_ ".NeW, Town," Whil'e the older.section remain

primarily small snops.

3

:The community as a wnole is fairly affluent. The Mediam income is $18,815

with 63% receiving $15,000 and over a year, In 1970, this income' range was

skewed in the opposite'direction: 58% made $10,000 or less annually. One

explanation offered for this change is that families with higher incomes have

been imported to New fOwn which is a higher.c.st a4a, and, other financially

sOlvent people have also bought land in Old Town, pnincipally along the-cliffs -40511

overlooking the ocean. Tne 'unused land' was bought from those who' were'

unable to meet the hign (and increasing) tax demands of the area. Increas-

ingly, local and "out of town" business speculators are buying in the area and

establl,shing themselves. :Recent proposals .have been approved for q-e-

,

development' of the main street in the old part of town: A "walk-in,mallP is

plafine4; the re-devlopment is financed by businesses, so no housing ig

included in the plan. It is expected to be completed by 1982.

About 12 years ago a major interstate highwai was built and the town's

businesses "went downnill," in the words of one resident, because tne majority

of traffic was re-routed to giant shopping centers whicn received the business

tnat was historically provided by local stOres. The shopping centers could

also afford to sell products ch6aper than the Old Town shops. Business in Old

Town suffered. Recently, says a resident, attempts have been made to

encourage increased travel o the old nighway. She says thia has helped

sligntly, but "it will never be tre same again."
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In the meantime, virtualy no building or changes have occurred in the Old

" section of,town. The.recent "mall proposal" is the first attempt to deal with .

dying businese in Old Town. Residential organizatiab, on the other hand, has

%changed radically. ieveral.new housing tracks have b'een buil,t in tne lett 5

years accounting for the mushrooming population. Very similar patterns are

occurring in surround;ing dOmmunitiee" Ten years ago surrounding areas of

'unused land' supported farms raising beans, corn, tomatoes, tavocadoes and
,

flowers. They were considered 'chief exports' for a long period of.time.

Agricultural production IllacS been reduced to tomatoes, avacadoes and flowers..

Real Estate ventures and fashionable commodity snops are tne new ,at.tractions.

The New Town residents are basically young, profetsional and upwardly

mdbile members of the middle and upperMiddle class. They are predominantly

doctors, lawyers, dentists, and executives. It is a very high rental district

with a relatively high turnover among residents. Few residents consider it

permanent but rather regad these nignly priced housings as 'stepping stones'

to bigger, and better homes. Old Town residents continue to be farmers on

wnat natural land remains, small old establisned shopowners, flower growers

and surfers. Tne personality of New Town is not unlike the personality of

most of the concrete villages built overnight in Southern California in. the

last five years!, it's contours are relatively nondesdript, flattened versions

of onetime hills and valleys where generalfzed lawns replace indigenous Chap

paral, and cnncrete covers what has not been turned to green grass lawne

Water and its immanent shortage is a concern nere since this area of the coun
t"

try is fundamentallY desert. Only tne importation of water througn mammoth

viaducts enables green lawns and swimming pools to survive.
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yhe personality of Old Town says-a resident, tas nat_ohanged

at

5

cantly despite contempOrary business maneuvers. However, tnis may all change

with the planneb establishment of the "walk-in mall" scheduled...to line the

main street. Syrfers, long time residents, flower growers and small farmers

continue to reside in the older parts of town. But their number has been

4
reduced and cloistered by the effect of tne larger and--newer snopping, areas.

There are a number of fashionable speciality shops in tne old areas', which,

- one resident explains, "come_and go" because of tne high cost of competition

with tne larger shopping areas. Also the increasing tax Thase forces. many

,

small snop owners to sell out. Nonetheless, a number of restaurants ranging

from 'greasy spoons% to healtn food spois persist.. By ,far, said the same

resident, surf snops hava done and continue to do tne best business. And,-zvhe

added, this has been the case for tne last 30 years. Put ,together, surfers,

naturalists', farmers, "hippies," entrepreneurial businesses and_relig-ious-

groups co-exist fairly peacefully in Old Town.
,

A major political issue is th issiieof growtn, and of course, wateA A

N

coastal commission presum66-1-y organized and directed ty" 'residents witn,.

_--

interests in_presirving .ne coastal environment and organization of life in
,

the --area is a constant source of disagreement and "false promises." Large
_

scale leveling of land for tne purposes'of condominium constrOction persists

despite protests. From one resident's point of view the Coastal Commission
,

claims to want to stop rapid.unp hcied growtn, but nave to date, fareg, poorly

in tnis aim. This, she. believ , is because members of tne Rroup are-°bdugnt

off" by big developers and speculators solvent enotlp to buy their interests.

In addition, developers willing to pay well over what "the market can bear"

force tne tax base up and tnen wait until Erie small owners fold.
Ars.

0
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Thirty years ago thii community had one grade school, One Junior High and

one Hign Scholbl. Each giOol h 'its own principal! At the time this study

bes4h, tnereyere five.elementary sdhools, three of which are direct results
0

of the condon4ium/apartment construction of "New Town" in the last five

yeat!s.. 4 sixth scnool opened in two years ago--also a direct result of .neW

construction. The elementary school system serves the entire district within

whicn this town is situated. Enrollm ht.in the district is 2700. The school

system ia governed by a school superintendent who is responsible to a local

board of, 5 elected members whlch in term reports to a county board and a State

Board of Education.

Public Law and Social Research .

Under normal circumstances; studentS-progress tnrougn scnool, in a regular

sequence. They enter school ip the kindergarten, an t!tle end of each year
49

are prpmoted to the next higher grade. Not all students follow--thts routine

career patn th7ogn 'school, however. Under unus..., circumstances, stUcients

are removed-fr:om tnei... regular classrooms dUring the.school year, and are
, .

placed in a variety of "special education" programs.

These special career patns have been a long standing feature in

lio scnools. Recently, federal legislation has formalized the

involved in placing students in 'ipecial 'education proaraMs. Pubiic

was enacted to integrate handicapiPed individuals into the mainstream

U.S. pub

procedures

Law 94-142

of Ameri.

can life. This act mandates a feee and appropriate public education 'for all
4 i

nandicapped cnildren between the ages of 3 and ?1,1and sets up a system of

,Uargarct S. Crowdes contributed slgnificantly to tnis section of tne report.

,13
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federal financial support to states who implement the law. , Funds are supplied

to eacn scnool system for each cnild wno is enrolled in a special education
/

program, until the numbers of students reaches 12% of the school population,
c

after wnich no funds are available.

e

The major purpose of PL 94-142, is "to assure that all handicappe& chil

dren have available to them...a free appropriate public education which

empnasizes special education and related serv4Ce's designed to meet their

unique needs." (Sec. 601(6)). What constitutes an appropriate education for

.a nandicapped child is embedded in the six leading principles of the act: zero

reject; nondiscriminatory evaluation, individualized education programs, least

restrictive environment, due process, and parental participation. The princi

ple of zero reject prescribes that all handicapped children be given a free,
\

appropriate public education. The law defines it in tniS way:

Special education and related services whicn (A) have
been provided at public expense, under public super-Vision
and direction, and without charge, (B) meet the standards
of the State eduaational agency, (C) include an appropriate

prescnool, 'elementary, or secondary school educatioh in
tne State anvolved, and (D) are provided in conformity with
tne Individualized education program required under section
614(a)(5) (Sec. 602(18)) '

Tne means for tne zero reject principle are provided by(a"cnild find" program

on an annual asis to locate, identify,
,

and evaluate all andicapped children

who live in the;public agency's domain. .

Prior to ahy special education placement decision the law mpdates a full

individual evaluation of the referred child. Evaluation is defined as:
1

procedures used . . . to determine wnether a child is
handiCapped and the nature and exteht of the special

/education and related services tnat.tne child needs.
The term means procedures used selectively with an
individual child and does not inc.lude basic'tests
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administered to or prOcedures useçiwith,,a11 chil ren
in °a school, grade, or class. (Fe0era Register,
August_23, 1977, p. 42494)

The 1977 Federal Tegister stipulates tnat certaln standards must be maintained

to insure the nondiscriminatory evaluation of cnildren with suspected disabil-

0.

8

ities:

(a) Tests and other evaluation materials:
(1) Are provided and aftinistered in the
child's native language qr other mode
of communication, un1es0 it is clearly
not feasible to do so;

.(2):Have been validated lOr the specific
purpose'for when they are used; and 4
(3) Are administered by trained personnel
fd conformance withthe instructions
-provided by their producer;

(b) Tests"and other evaluation mtterials
include those tailored to-assess specific areas
6f-educationa3. need and not merely,tnose which.
are designed,to provide-a single general
intelligence quotient;

(c) Tests 6re Selected and administered so as
best to assure.that when a'test is admin'Istered
to a chil.d with impaired sensory, manual; or

speaking skills, the test re§ults accurately
reflect the child's aptitude or achievement
level or whatever other factors the test
purports to measure, rather.than reflecting
the cnild's impaired-sensory, manual, or'
.speaking skills (except-where tnose skills

are the factors which the test purports to
measure);
61) No single procedure is Used as the sole
criterion for determining an appropriate
educational program for a child; and
(e) Tne evaluation is made'by a'multidisciplinary
team or group of persons, including atileast one
teacher or other Specialist with knowledge'in,
the area of suspected disability.

1

(f) The child is assessed in all areal related
to tne suspected.disabilityi including, ,where
appropriate, health, vision, hearingOocial
and emotional status, generak'intelligence,
acadedic performancel,eommunicative status,
and motor ahilitieS.(Federal Register, 1977,
pp. 42496-97)

>

Information rrom a variety of sources including psychologiCal and educational

15
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tests, teacher and nurse advisements, and knowledge About the'chird's cultural

or social-background must be Carefully documented wnen considering a special

education pkacement.

FollOwing tne interpretation of evaluation data and identification of

handicapped cnild, the ilvidualized education program (IEP) is developed by

a multidisCiplinary team in order to assure an appropriate education. Allssix

of the leading principles.bf. PL .94-142 are interdependent; however all muSt be

considered in the process of developihg and implementing the, IEP. Tne IEP

insures tne legislative intent that all handicapped students' individual needs

are met. For 6e.purpose.of revision, IEP.s are reviewed at least once a

year. The conati.tuent reatures of each IEP are:

1. A documentation of the dtudeni's current level

df educatiodal performance.'
2. Annual ipalS or the attainments expected by tne
'end of.the school year.
3. Short-term objectives, stated in instructional
terms, which are the intermediate steps leading to
the mastery of annual goals.
4. Documentation of the particular special education
and related services Which will be.provided to the
cnild.

5. An.indication of the extent of time a cnild will

participate in tne regular education program.
6. Projected dates for initiating services and tne
anticipated duration of services.
7.. Evaluation procedures and scnedules for determining
mastery of snort-term objectives at least on an annual
basis.

It is tne public agency's responsibility to develop the IEP, even if an

appropriate program is not available for the handicapped child residing in its

glrisdiction. .Furtner, a representative from the private (special or residen-I

tiai) scnool must participate at the evaluation and placement meeting where

tne IEP is written.
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To the maximum extent conceivable the'placement of children should be

the leaSt restrictive' environment, that is, handicaived children should be .

educated with nonhandieapped children.. While the.preference is clearly in the'

direction of less restrictive, precaution has tro be taken when moving a stu
,.

dent througn the different levels of educational services to insure that han'

-dicapped children'are not harmed by their emotiional placements. 4

;

PL 94-142 sets forth specific protective safeguards pertaining to the

rights and responsibilities of parents. Briefly, tnese rights and responsi
..

bilitiet involve the folloying:

1
1. If agreement cannot be reached about the appropriate
placement orflEp -for a handicapped cnild,-then either
parents or educators coUldinitiate an impartiel due
process hearing. The principle behind due process'
is to ihsureP.the fairness of educational'decisions
affecting student's careers,and the acdOuntabp.ity.
of tnose 'perspns making thete deoisibns.:
2. Parenti mustNoe previded.access to all educatiónal-
records and information pertaininfLto the-School's,

evaluation'of their child (including testing data)'.
3. 'Parental participation (direct and indireW
ris-secured by their inVOlvement in the development and
apprqal of education poliey
(e.g.,.-permission to conduct assessments and attendance
WevaluatiOn and placement decision meetings5.

ParentS or tuardians mustkredeive written notice
(in theirnatiVe language) wheneier the school aancy'
proposes a change in the identification, asseSsment,
dr educational placement of their child.,

, The Referral System,

In order to describe the decision making process involved as students are

-

A
referred from "regular:" elemehtary school classrooms, and are considered for

placement in one of a number of "speciai" education progrmns, or are retained

in the regular classroom, we followed the progress of students' Cases through

tne special education referral system Mandated by PL 94-142. A given case has.\..

.
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t.g

tne potential of progressing througp a number of,major deeision making pords.'

The key decision making points are "referral," "appraisal," "assessment,"

"re-appraisal," "evaluation" and "placement." These decision making points are

' identified by ? in Figure 0.1. Referral caSes progress at 'varying rates,

ahd ire resolved at different, points in the system-(e.g., after aPpraisal,I.
qter assessment, in the placement comtittep). The fpllowing desCription is

intended to describe the activitievossociated with each of these key decision

making points, and to describe tne variety of students' edicationaltAers

that .result a their cases travel different paths t, ough this referral sys-
..s. 7

tern.

The referral 'system in tAis school.district is activated by a recommenda-

tion from a teacher, principal, or parents. Students are referred for a hest

of reasons, including unusual academic performanct discipline for misconduct,

physical handicaps, or behavioral problems.

--insert Figure 0.1 nere--
,,.

The case is supposed to be forwarded to a "School Appraisal Team" (SAT)

by tne school principal. However, the case may never get an'y further tnan the

office log book for a variety of reasons: e.g., the fgaly movest_out of the

Or the case may be,forwarded to tne committee but"not considered

due to a backlog of mark. The consequencescof any of these circuMstances is

that the student stays in the regulf education classroom. This is career

patn #1 "SAT never considers _case" on Figure 0.1.
0
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Most cases are considered by the School Appraisal Team, howeVer. The SAT

, -

scnool-b-alSed committee coMposed of the school principal, the teacher of

the referred student, a special education teacher, and a psychologist from the

district, office. - The person 'Making the referral, most often the classroom

teacher, present's the case to the BAT. The purOose of the SAT comm4tee is to

appraise the meritS of the ease. After hearing tne evidence, the committee

could exercise a numl:rer of options. It could conclude that the referral was .

not, warranted. By taking 40 further action the case is closed% which retains/

'the referred student in the regular.education classroom.. This "no assessment

recommended, " (NAR) option. is career path #2 on Figure 9.1.. The'SAT could

alsonolude that the referral". was warrant0. In such cases, the committee

recommends assessment by tne school psycnologist (ahd/or tne special education

teacher or other professional in.the case of speech, hearing, or other physi

cal problem).. This action 1(641 the one open, and in the sistem.

According to the law, z parent or guardian of the referral child is sup-

posed to be notif.ied once a_decision to give aririntelhgence test is.reache-

*,
1

or a psychologisv, works with-the child on a one to'one basis. The referral

, process was often interrupted at this time, when, for exampke, parents refused

to give permission for pSychological or educational testing, disagreed with

tne decision to refer, o when records from,another educational institution

were not obtained. When the referral process is interrupted, students stay in

the regular classroom, as inOicated by career path #3 on Figure 0.1. `

0

1. At tnis point in the referral process, students are identified and talked

about as ''referral students." As we will discuss in a later point (section 2),
sucn early labelling of students has consequences for students' careers.
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"AssessmentP involved psychological and educational tests, tame and

clasiroom visits, and donsultations with parents and teachers. The results of

those examinations And consultations were returned to the SAT for further dis-
,

laussion. The SAT exercised two major options at lhis4Hre-appraisal" point.in

the referral system. It could refer the case to a district wide committee, or

it could take no further action. This iecond option retains the child in the

regular classroom, .It is identified. as "no evaluation recommended" (NER)

(Career path .#5 on Figure 0.1). A vartation on this option involved "direct

placement." Under certain circumsianAs, ,the SAT Rlaced students into.partiCu-
'\

ler special edircational programs without going through tne normal eValuatiod

pnase of the program (to be described below). This "direct placement" .career

path is identified as 04 in the-system., Once again, the referral process can

be interrupted at this point, and students'Would be retained in their class-

,. .

rooms (see career path #6 on Figure 0.1).

Final "placement" decisions were made by the "Eligibility and Placement"

(E&P)' cOthmittee, a .diStrict wide', multi-disciplinary team, composed of the,

student's parents, the school administrator in charge of special education,

the school nurse, the district psychologist who was t'carrying fhp case," the

classroom teacher wno made the referral, and a special education teacher 7who

would potentially receive the referral student. The Etc11 committee had two main

options at this point: recommend placement or'. not reCommend placement. 'The

"no placement recommended" (NPR) decision retains the student in the regular

classroom (see carper path in on Figure 0.1). If tne comMittee recommends a

special education placement, it has a number of placement possibilities avail-

able, as shOwn ip/the "placement" column on Figure' 0.1.

'2 2
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A Portrait of the Studr

The overall purpose of this project nas been to follow the prOgreAs of

students' careers through this.decision making system.

Data 5ather1ng. Materials for tnis study were gathered by reviewing

official sch6ol records, from field observations of daily educational prac

tice, by videotaping key decision making events, and from ihterviewS of a

number of school persbnnel: 'The recordS of all"2700 students in the district
-

were reviewed. These records provided us with such base line information . as

the age, grade, sex, Add other demographic information, as well as the

cial referral reason', date of referral, the person m aking the r eferral,
. .

psychologinal assessment information,,eductational.teSt results, Crates of-test-'

administration, and final dispositioh of all ref70er'rals-in the district.
..

Xnformation available from school records 'was checked against information

that became available to us by,observation in classrooms, informal discussions

with principals and personnel at the district level, and more fOrmal inter
.

views conducted at the university. Informatlon gathered from this combination

of documentary analysis, interviewing andobservation is providing us with a

varied and systethatic basis for analyzing the decision making process concertv.=

ing student careers.

t

Researcn methodolux and its theoretical underpinnings. Contributing .to

the continuing dialogue among researchers in the ethnógraphic tradition

*.
(broadly conceived), our study nas been guided by research techniqueS

deyeloped in "micrOft or "conStitutive" eth ography. The scope and definition

of etnnographyl has varied considerably, and opinions and practice dtrer on

23
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many details (see for example, Sanday, 1979; 'Erickson and Shultz, 1980; Byrnes,

1980a,.1980b;* BriceHeath, 1981)A These variations Spurred serfous- re
..

,

thinking of the miny aspects of ethnographic research, and has led us (as it

has led othees), tb go beyond an uncritical narrative of'cultural detail, and

focus on a deeper analysis of our recorded observations-, and developing the

very theses (as well as new ones) that guided our research. Research, after

all, is research, a statement about.the reflections of our searches.

We are pres'sing,for an ethnographically'informed tneory concerned withc

the wider educitional and' sociopolitical context Of the.classroom and the

school. Microethnography has been associated.with tne finegrained 'analysis of

the" minute details of facetoface interaction in a small number of educe
.

tióhal events. This association developed; in part, we are sure, because as

microethnographers were developing their theories,,refining ,their research .

techniques, and acclimating educators, students, and parents to the use of

audiovisual equipment,. tney concentrated on a.small number of events. For

hin one educational set

r educational se4ings

the most part, tne social organization of an ev

ting was 'described ,separately from

within the scnool, or without comparin e of' school.

Microethnography is not just a.research technique, it is informed by a

tneony (Erickson and Shultz, 1980; Mehan, 1978, 1979;.McDermott et 61, 1978).

The theory is concerned about the ways in which the enduring and stable

features of our-everydaY lives are assembled in social interaction. One place

that these interactional processes can be located in the educational realm is

in facetoface encounters between people, for example, teachers a'nd students:

But that is hot the only place. Social structures are also assembled '441ert

24
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educators work autonomously, filling out forms, writing reports, or4ytien'a

group ot educators in the form of a committee work on a textual or documentary

representation of previous face-to-face encounters (Cicourel, 1975). An

underlying theme of this project is to demonstrate tnat.the interactional or

mutually constitutive theory infórming microdthnography has application across

. -

situations and in broader contexts.

t's

In order to describe how we are linking the structuring of interaction

A

that unfolds in face-tatace and .0erson-to-text encounters witn the broader

educational and socio-political context, it may be hel pful to borrow a popular

-metapnor. We started with a wide angle lens and 'zoomed' in on micro-contexts

(e.g., classrooms, testing sessions, committee meetings), and progressively

focusea on the setttng in order to capture the features'considered most

-

salient. Then, to avoid editing out the larger socio-political and educa-

tional issues, we 'zoomed' back out into the larger context; carrying with us

those ne4 insights we had.hined into the micro-contextual features.

In its rush to the classroom, research has sometimes been guilty of

premature closure and 'tunnel vision.' The advanced recording devices used by

ethnographic researchers are not researching for their own sake, but rather,

are heuristic and exploratory. We can't claim to account equally for every

aspect of school life (both internal and external) in our analysis. However,

while following referrals we do acknowledge a conscious attempt not to manipu-
.

late, control, or eliminate (and thereby miss out on) aspects of this cmnplex

totality and to instead systematize to give more concentrated attention to the

emerging issUes.

25
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Preliminary Observations

17

A total number of 141 "first time" referrals were processed tnrough the

referral system during the 1978-1979 school year. The cladsroopkteacher was

listed in the school records as the person making all of these referrals. We

must not confuse the official referral agent of record/and the people involved

-
in the decision to 'refer. We simply cannot determine the number of times

pareOs and teachers or principals and teacht,rs conferred before the teacher

2 /

'filled out the official referral forms.
'SW

The average enrollment of this district during'tne time'of our studY was

27-81. This means that 5.0% of the studentjin this district were referred

during tne scnool year in wnichdata wad gatnered-.

The various "career paths" through the referral system were described

above,:and are depicted in Figure 0.1 above. Table.1 summarizes the number of'

students, or rather, students' cases that traversed these paths.

--insert Table 0.1 here--

- .

The most well travelled is fro the classroom through referral,

appraiSal, assessment and placement into a "learning disabilities" program. A.

total of 36 students (25.7% of referred students) were placed 'in this program.

Tne "LD' Group, as it is sometimes called9 is a pullout prOgram, 1.e., stu

/rodents spend part of their school day in their home classroom, and another part

2. One of tnese cases lacked sufficient information to process. For the most
part we will consider A40 casesipin our analysis. Si,aeen additiional cases
were considered during this year. These additional cases were referrals' from
special education teachers, suggesting that students were ready for "main-
streaming" or a modification iriiigheir individualized assessment plan. - The
"replacement" of studentp ferigular classrooms is beyond the scope of this
Study, and tnese cases will not'be considered in the folio:Swing discussions.

A 26



TABLE 0.1

CAREER PATHS TYROtiGH THE REFERRAL SYSTOI

o -Career. Path # Ho.

at.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8,

,9.

17a

Child referred, case nevei considered by SAT; 1 0.7

'child remains n classroom

SAT considers case, no"assessment'recommended;
child'remains in classroom

19 13.6

Process interilipted at appraisal phase; child 24 17.1

. remains in'classroom

SAT-sonsiders case at re-appraisal phase, makes 11 7.9:

diredt. placement (Adaptive P.E. =1; Bilingual
=3; Reading =1; Counseling =6)

SAT considers case, recommends assessment;-
assessment conducted, no evaluation recommended,
child remains in classroom

28 20.0

Process interrupted at assessment or re-aPpraisal
phase; child remain't in classroom

.

4 2.8

E. & P. considers case, no placement recommended,

child.remains in classroom

1 0.7

:

.Rrocess interrupted at eiraluation phase; child
-

iremains n classrooM

1 0,7

& P. considers case; recommends placement 7 -5.0
,Th\

in Edudationally Handicapped Classroom.

1 10. E. & P. considers case; recommends placement
-in,Learning Disabilities Group

11. E. & P. cOnsiders case; recommends placement
in Severe Language Handicapned Classroom

12.. E. & p. considers case; recommends placement
in Multiple Handidapped Classroom

.

/ 13. . E. & P. considers case; recommends plaCement

in Speech Therapy ,

14. ' E. & R. considers case;.recommends placement
in off campuscfacility .

27

36 25.7

3 2.1

2 1.4

3 2.1

0 0

140
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of their day in a special education program.

18

The next most represented educational decision is career path #5, "no

-evaluation recommended." A student achievts this educatidnal designation when

his or ner referral is.considered by the School Appraisal- Team, educational
t,

.assessment is recommendta and conduCted, but upon reappraiaaI of the case,

not enough reason is found to warrant its further consideration. Instead, the

student is retained in' the regular classroom. A total of 28 cases (20%)

travelled tnis career path through tne system.

-41

A formal decisibn was not reached on a significant 'number of cases

because the referral process was interrupted for a variety of reasons. A

totafof 29 cases (see career paths 113., #6, and #8) (20%) fell tnto this

category, all of which have the consequence of leaving the student 4n the reg.

ular classroom by default, as it wpre.

The final points on the career paths are similar in their consequences

for students' lives: There are two main decision.outcomes generated by the

system: retain in a regular educational program, or place in a special educa-

- tion program. A student.can achieve the status of a regular education student

by design or by default. That is, a formal decision to retain a stUdent in a

regular classroom .can be reached,,or the system is interrupted in such a way
4

tnat the-student remains in Kis classroom because the case is not closed.

-

Special education programs can,be grouped into "whole day" also called,"selfz

.. . _

contained" classrooms and "pullout" programs. The programs- In -the tirst_____

.oup are considered ,the more extreme placements, while tbe programa, in the

second group are condidered less extreme. The least severe placement of all

is "counseling." In such cases, parents are encouraged to seek advice froma

a

,
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profehional psychologist outside the district.

The "career paths" in Table 0.1 are Collapsed into tnese'Regular and Spe:7.

cial'Edpeation Placement categories in Table 0.2.

--insert Table 0.2 here--

ThiA table snows that 56A of the cases referred were resolved, either by

design or by default, 65 regular edtcatiOn placements. The remaining 44% pf

tne students were placed into one of three,,types of special education pro

grams. It is interesting to note that 62% (49 of 78) of the caseS in the reg

ular education category were not "placements" at all, Out cate as the result-

of interruptions in the referral system. The great majority (63%) of special

education cases were placed into the less Severe, "pullout" programs, while
,

27% of special education pladements were placed into Selfcontained class'

rooms.
4

These are the basic facts about tne'Producti of the referral process in

tne 'Coast District ddring the 1978-1979 School Year. We now turn our atten

tion to the referral process itself.

We will describe some of the institutional practices tribt are responsible

for tne distrihution of students into these educational categories. To- this,

. end, we tmve conducted a more micro, constftutive analysis of a small number

of events at the referral, assessment, and placement,phases of.the referial

system during tnis, tne tnird and final year of tnis Project. For each of the

three key phases ih the referral, asseSsment, and placement phasesof the,

referral system, we have a behavioral record of the',interactibn that 'took

place-"betweem the partiCipants, and' documents tnat were produced in such

.20



,t TABLE 0:2

".
- /

TYPES,OF PLACEMENTS,

Tota1

:19a

Regular Education

Remains in classrpom be deciston 49

Remains in classroomdue to interruption
in process

29

.. t

To;al Regular Ed . 78 5571

Special Education

Counselling 6

yPullout" progranisl 41'

"Self-contained" proorams2 15

4,
Total Special Ed 62 44.28

Total Referral Cases 140 100% ---

\

t

1.. Pullout special education. programs are:'
LOG, Speech Therapy, Reading, Adaptive

Educatione<

2. Self-contatned prograg are: EH, SLR, MH
and Bilingual

30
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encounters (e. g., referral forms from teacherstudent interaction,. psycholog
' ois,,

ical, assessments from testerstudent interaction, IEF's from E&P COnilittee
, . M

-meetings). We also have accounts of what happened dprigg%these events from at

ts' "

least one of the participants in the event. This set of1A4terials, facilitates

a number of analyses, both within and between events .(See Figure 0.2, below).

--insert'Figure 0.2 here-- ,

.
, ,

, \-
Within egiven event, the interaction between participants is aliailable ,

4 A,

for analysis. In addition, as a student, or rather, a atudent's case or file
. t

proceeds-through the referral system, we have been able to compare ,the perfor',

mance record between events. That is, we have been able to determine how a

referral stOdent's benavior compares with his/her behavior in the ,testing

situation. We take u0 this topic in Section 2.0; below. The interaction.

tnat takes place in classrooms between teachers arid students (both referral

and 'nonreferral), the interaction between psYchologists.and students that

takes place in testing,situations, and tne.interaction among committee members

is discussed in Sections 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

The same points of comparison are available from' our yiewing sesdions.

Not only are the structure of accounts generated about a particular phase of

tne referral.process available'for analysis, but diEferences in accounts gen

erated by tne same person on different occasions,(e. the classroom teacher

,.
. .. .

while watching videotape of.classroom interaction, and tne classroom teacher
.

+( .

..

.
. ,

wnile watching videotape Of the committee meeting) are' subject to analysis.
-.
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FIGURE 0..2

,

ACCOUNTS AND.BEHAVIOR AT KEY'DECrSION MAKING JUNCTURE'S

'Setting Classroom Testing Committee Meetin6,

Accounts_ teachers j [ testers

Behavior teacher- I

student

\'

6J,

.,;

Ni

tester-
student

committee
members

'6mmittee
members

.20'a ,
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SECTION 1. THE CLASSRON BASIS OF STUDENTS' ACADEMIC DIFFICULTIES

o

In this sectio(1 of the final report, we explore the classroom performance

of students who have been referred for special education and students, who have
\

npt been,referred. The pUrpose of the analysis is to determine whether theee
.

is a eommon pattern in theFinteraction between teachers and refdrral and non-

referral students within a given classroom, and whether there are oommon
7

pat-

terns across classrooms. We engage in this analysis in' orden'to'determine the.

basis.of students' academic,difficultles. Our index of academie ...difficulties

is "referred for special edUcation," Students who. have been identified by,
classroom teachers as candidates for special education' are considered by

teachers, and hence by us, as having difficulties in school.

Theories of Students' Dfffieulties in School

This analysis of the basis of students', referrals is grounded in compet-

ing theories about students! academic success and failure. Three cowiPeting

theories,oan be identified: a "realist," a "mentalist," and . a "construe-

tivist." 3

I

The differences between these three theortes concern .the source of the

student's success or failure. Proponents of:a realist perspective on stu

,
dents' academic academie performance concentrate on ttie characteristin of

,

students' behavior. Mentalists locate the reasons for students''success or

failure in the mind of the persdn perceiving the student e, g., the iclasroom.
. 1 /

teacher Or school psychologist. Constructivists Say that students' success or

failure emerges from the interaction between the-perceiver ( g., claisroom

3. For a more completedeseription of the pnilosophieal underpinnings of these
three theories,'See Mehan (1981c) and Mehan et al (1981).

t. 33
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teacher)_and the object of,perception (the student). ihe Ontological ouestion

of the location of.tne structures of perception becomei: is "good4bad" perfor ,

mance "in the. student" (a state or a trait), in the head" of the teacher, (an-

. .

expectation),or does7t71-e-61-begory ("good ittdent," or "special education.Stu--

dent") emerge from the interaction between the student and the teacher?

'Realist Accounts of ,Students! School Performance
4c

Realist explanations of differences in students' school performance,clus.4

-

ter around tne concept of "students' characteristics." Students who succeed

and those who do not are said to have different traits, be they lingilistic

styles (bernstein 1971, 1973), Or cognitive styles (RaMirez and Castaneda.

1974), differences in backgrounds or environments (Jencks et al, 1972; ColeMan

et al, 1966), or differences in hereditary states (Jensen, 1969; Herrnstein,

1971). These "states and traits" theories are similar in that they locate the

cause of Scnool achievement in and'around the students themselves.

States and traits.assumptions are also found in the "mediCal model" '

0
inherent in PL 94-142, the federal law that governs the education of all ilan

t

dicapped students (Mercer, 1979). The medical model is a concept.ual tool used

in medical ,research to understand and combat, pathological conditions in the
'n

organism; it assumes that symptoms' are caused by some biological condition in

; tne organism, and ,that sociocultural characteristics of the individual are

irrelevant in making a diagnosis:

In the medical model, tne organisms the focus of assessment and

pathology is perceived as a condition in the person, an attribute of
the organism. Thus, vte say a person is tubucular, or has ,scarlet
fever. (Mercer, 1979:95)

14* -
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While the Education for All Handicapped Children law has specific provi-

sions for, answering questions about the physical state of students, e.g.I

measures of ,"health, viskon, hearing... and.motof.' activities" (Federal Rggis-

, .

ter 121d632 (3) F), the underlying assLmptions of the medical model extend

beyond the physical aspects of, students \Considered for special edUcation.

Attributes such as "intelligence," "aptitude,"""potential," 'or "mental

ity" are also considered to de internal states or the private poisessions of

the student.

An example of a realist account ef si'udents, school performance is Gat

of Bereiter and Englemann (1966) who focus-Upon differences in Students'

nitiVe styles." They conclude.that the language ,of ethnic'minority and lower ,

clasa preschool children is "inadequatefor expressing personal or original

opinions, for.analySis and careful reasoning, for dealing with anytKing

hyOothetical .or beyond the present or for eiplaining anything very complex"

(1966:32). They argue thai linguistic deficiency is the, basis of the Poor

. .

school performance of "disadvantaged children" and forms the basis of such

increasingly poPul ar instructional packages as DISTAR which teadh poor and

ethnic minoritY children by drill and practice; rote learning, and by dispens-

ing tangible positive reinfordements;

Similarly, differences in cognitive styles are said to account for the

. ,
. .

poor ,performance of Mexican-American children in comparison with Anglo chil-'

dren:
'

P
Research has4,3hown that MexiCam American and Anglo-American children

perTorm differently on cognitive tasks as well as on tasks reflect-

ing incentive=.motivational and human-relational styles. These find-

ings can be explained by the conceptual framework of. field

sensitivity/field, independence. It was hypothesized tnat differ-

ences iR cultUral values are reflected in socialization practices,

11.

3 5
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which An turn result in differences in cognitive style between Mexl
can American.and AngloAmerican childeen. That is, Mexican American ,
Cnildren are !'elatively more field sensitive and AngloAmerican
cnildren more field Independent .in cognitivestyle.'(Ramirez and
Castaneda-, 1974:79)

'Mentalist Accounts of Students' School Performance

. -

A second set of explapation6 of differences in students' sChool perfor7

mance shift the reason from the characteristics of the.student to the head of ,

. .

tne t er. The most notable example of mentalist accounts of school per

formance is "expectancy theory!' (Rosenthal and Jacobsen,- 19681. Bar Tal, 1978).

In its moSt, extreme and simplistic form, expectancy theory assumes that it ie

not the students' characteristics pr 1)ehavior that leads' to success or

failure; it is the expectations that teachers have for students' behavior, that

is considered paramount (Rtst, 1977).

Expectaney'theory bears a strong family re'semblance to labelling theory C

(Criffin and Mehan, 1980),'especially'as that theory has been applied-to,the

identification ot mentally retardnd stUdents (Mercer, 1974), and the study of

.rule breking in claSsrooms (Hargreaves et al1975). /nstead of searching

for the source of deviance in tne.bio1ogicp1 makeup of the actor .(ShelOn
!

1949), the nearly socialization of the child (Cohen, 1955; Sutherland and

Cressy, 1966), or in the breakdown of the social Structure (Mertbn!' 1949), .

labelling theorists (Lemert, 1951; Kitsuseo 1962; Becker, 1963) looked to

societal reactiobs to actionsAn the generation of deviance. According "to

labelling theorists, the main difference between normals and deviants is that,

deViants have been apprehended and processed by formal ,institutions (e.g.1

courts and hospitáls), while soca/led normals have not, in spite of having.

committed similar acts in many cases.

36
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Thus, from thespoint of view of labelling theory, and its cousin expec

tancy,theory, the reasons for students! success or failure are not to be found

in the acts or characteristics of students; rather, they are:to be found in

,

the teacher's reactions to student behavior. Successful students and unsuc

cessful students are such not because of the inherent characteristics of thecr

ktiops but because they'have been labelled or defined by others as'success

ful or unsuccessful.

Constructivist Accounts of Studen'ts' School Performancs

A third set of explanations of differences in students' school perför

-gmnce focus upon the interaction between student behavior and teacher treat='..

ment of student behavior. According to these lecoUnts, '"objective soCial

facts" such. as students' intelligence and scholastic achievement are accom

plished in the interaction between teechgrs and students, tgters and stu

dents, principals and teachers, counselors.4and students (Ericksodl 1975;

N ,

Erickson and Shultz, 1980; McDermottet al, 1978, Meharr, 1978; 1979):

Research conducted on tne social or:ganization of the claSsroom (Philips,

19/2, 1976; .Bremm:e and' Erickson, )977; Erickson and Shbltz, 1477; Florio,

1978; McDermott et al; 1978; Gumperz and 8erasimchuk, 195; Menan, 1979; ShUy.

and Griffin, 19781 Shultz et al, 1979) points to the notion that competent

membership in the classroom community involves' the integration of social

benavior and social con,text. Learning'that certain ways of talking anoNcting

%

are appropriate onsome,ocoasions and not others, levning when, where, and

with whom certain kinds of behavior can occur, are. part of the social

knowledge that is considered essential to a student's effective'school perfor
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mance..

From the point of view of a constructivist theory, success or failui-e is
;.

not a function exclusively or primarily of itudents' characteristics or teach.

ers' .expectations. Rather than.an individual perceiving an object in isola
.

ion, the constructivist image ts one of indiyiduals actlng together in oigan--

ized contexts to create and maintain the link,between categories such as "spe
,I.

ciaI education student," and behavior.

1,

This image reflects the uhderlyipg premise of constructiviletheory: the..

objectS of the world are social accompliihments. That is, when perceiversand

object come together, what is perceived is a function of the interaction, :of

culturally provided categories that the perceiver brings,to the interaction,

and new information about the object that occurs, in the interaction. In thiz

perspective, there .is an emphasis on the process,by which oategories such,as

"pormal" or ',special" student are created in interaction. Construdtivist' .

thedrists argue that it is in the momenttomoment give and take of classroom

interaetion that teachers' expectations are built up and'rrkethout.

Methods

A History, of the Research

The materials for this exaMination. of students' behavior and,,. teachers'

treatment of students' behavior cOme from three sources: eachers' referral

-reasods on-official_forms, videotaped segments oft' classro interaction, and

"viewing sessions" in which the teacher was interviewed about the events

recorded on the videotaPe. The videotaped classroom segment r:iovided data

about studentteacher interaction, and, the official referral reasons and

1, 38

=
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.

teacliers' commehte during viewing seisions provided data about teachers'

interpretations.of the interaction.

In order to locate students who had been referred/for special education-,
I.

we to;.tacted classroom teachereafter they made referrals; 27 teachers who had

-

referred 55 students agreed to participate in this phase of the study. Out of

4
the 55 cases, we selected 17 for in-depth case study analysis.

Before videotaping, a member of the research team,observed in the class-.

room to obtain a sense of classroom.routine and typical patterns of classroom
,

life. Based'qn .these 'observations, representative. classroom eyents- whie
'.. , . -

,

. includeb he referral student were videotaped. Thetapes wereyiewed f

preliminary comprisons of the behavior of referral and nonreferral. stUdehts
?

and then "vieiiing sessions" (ShumskY, -1972; Cicpurel et al, 1974; 8rickion and

Shultz, 1980; Florio, 1978; Davies, 1978; Shuy and Griffin,
)

Levitt, 1.981) 'were schgduled. While viewing.the videotaped

A .

the teachers were asked to recount the reasens they referred

and to comment uppn the students' behavior on the Nidgotape.

Construction 'of Case .Studies

1978; Anderson-

classroom event,

the studeht(s)

A

For each of tne 17 cases, we reviewed the yideotapes, trdoscripts.of the

videotapes and of the viewfng sessions, and the field notes-using a set.of
.

orf4nting ouestidns about differential student behbvior and dtfferential

teacher treatment. We 'asked:

Ti

1. Do students complete the nominal taskbf the lesson?'
Are there differences in the academic, perforpance,of
referral and nOn-referral students?

4. See Mehan et al (1979) for the procedures used,to selept those 1'7 cases.

No 3 94
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2. D9 students know how to get the floor?
When to talk? How to talk?

3. Once they gain access to the Moor, does'their
_contribution join in"the flowalong academic and
interractional dimensions?,

4

28.

4

e obtained a,more detailed description of individual student contribu-
.

4

tions o the lessoh througti both'a quantitative and a more complex seqbential

analy f.iiriti,rahscripb, of the clasyoom,jnteraction. The quantitatiye
. . . .. : . .

analysis consisted bf co4iling eilmple distribution of ihitiatiom turns and
0 MM.mmOMMMmr0m , , 0

m .
r .

\'conversational a t$, The.stquential,analysis required more .of an tthrio-
.. .

0

graphig-approach to the overall sense ofthe event.and a.desci-iption of Itrger

segmedts pie transcript. Here we'focustd upon the quality of students' '

initiatiens%and...responses to questions.

ThetrInscriOt of the viewinesessions with the teaaher provided'. both a

guide for our interpretation Jot% the classroom segment and new information

about-the teacher"s Interpretation of tht same events 4n particular, we

obtained information about whether teacher's were drieatine "to students'

behavior differently,.especially, that of the referral atudents.

Case Study ,Synthesis

.*Tter preparing case skudies of student behavior and teacher treatMent

'

for each classroft, we extmtned the similarities and differences of cases

across classrooms in order to determine wnether a uniform,statement could be

.,
-._ Made. The widtyariation we found across cases appeared at first td defy gen-

. . "
0 .

. . .

eralizations. At the same time, we attempted tO.organite the data in a way

tnat wduld satisfy the goala of "large scale" erdss-site coMbarksot,a,' without

-
t
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k
sacrificing the variation and richness within each case.

We selected differential student behavior as the organizing principle fqr

tne data because it is the underlying assumption of the referral irocess

itself. The,present.conception of "special stucifentS" is that they have a han
. -%

dicap, and that their.behaVior is therefore observably different than that of

.-

Other students. We distributed tne seventeen cases along a continuum accord-

4,' - (
ring to tne degree to which the referral student's be was o6served to

.... .

,

differ from, lOc.atlof the nodreferral students partiCipating in the same event

4
(See Figure 1.1).

/
.\ .. .0X..

. We defined the behavior Of the nonreferral students .as the classroom

"ntirm." The degree to which the,referral students' behavior differed from this

norm for the seventeen cases fell along the continuum into roughly four clus

ters or categbries that we, designated "overt;" "moderate," "subtle," end

"covert" norm deviation. The norm violations' oi both referral and non

referral students were also markedby the teacher's reactions sucli eS negative

sanctions and directives Miring the classroom event and by hig or her comments

in the viewing session. 1.

In order to present both tne range Snd depth of the data,--114e cOose one

case from' each category 4s am exemplar to discuss in detail: This approach

attempts to fulfill two Interrelated goals: to integrate "micro." level

analysis with "macro" level cros'ssite comparisons in order to describe the

relationship between studentteacher .interaction arid educational "facts" such

'as "special education students," and Tore broadly, the relationship between

social.processes and social products.



Figure 1.1

DISTRIBUTION OF REFERRAL CASES

29a

OVERT MODERATE SUBTLE COVERT .

Dillon Hale Kftty , Chris

(never SAT) (test/ret.) (test/ret.) (LDG).

TrAcy Travis ShAne

(LOG)
%, (NAR) (LDG)

Richard* Teresa -Robard

(Speech) . (NAR) , - e(LDG)

Preston Mindy

(LDG) (Reading

Bart
(NAR)

Luis ,

(Bilingual)

Roger
(LOG)

Zane
(LDG)

443 '
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Summary

30

Our analysis of classroom interaction proliides materials for testing/ the

adequacy of the three' theories about stuentsk. school performance diacussed

earlier in.this section. Specifically, we want to know whether a studentis

placement into N:secial education is a function of a state or trait "in-the

student," an expectation "in tne teacher's mind," or an interactIonaf_student

behavior and teachers: categories.

Overt Norm Violator

. Case Study Analysis

tr.
's

'1

Dillon is a referral student who exemplifies an "overt norm violator."
- t

His behavior was observably, different from other referral and nonT.referral

students in the lesson in which he participated, and from all other, referral

stbdents in our sample. -Throughout the yideqtaped claisroom segffent, Dillon

rar4y paid attention and by the second half of the lesson, he was jumping

around the room laughing and repeating nonsense utterances such as "turkey,

turkey." Otner students, who had alsd been referred for other reasons, commit
.

ted similar,'norm violations. 'Yet, 'the teacher treated them differently.

Altnough Dillon's norm vlolations were more severe and numerals, the teacher

: treated them more tolerantly than she did those committed by others. more,

tolerantly as'Dillon's teacher does.

4

Referral information from school records. Dillon is an English speaking
,

Caucasian sepOnd grader referredby his teacher On September 20, 1978 for the

following reasons:-

i

43
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1 daydreaming
2. does not finish assignments
3. short attention sPap
4. does not respond to rewards for cdmpletion or work
5. hot much peer interaction'

ho math skills

The'SAT met several times on Dillon's case: first on September 20, . 1978 when

it decided to observe Dillon; second on October 18, 1978 when it decided tO

continue observation; and third On February 14, .1979 when continuation of

observation was again-decided. By the end of the school year, Diion's Oase
,

had not received ent SAT. He Was kept in a "holding pat
.

tern" beca school officials, pa ticularly the teacher, hoped he would

improve over the year.

Student performance in vocabulary lesson. Our observations of ,Dillon

come from a videotaped voca6u1ary lesson in which the teacher used,flash cards

to elicit word recognition responses from students. In addition to Dillon and

the teacher, Zane and Mindy, two other referral students, andCharlotte, a

student who had almost been referrerd, participate in the lesson. However, the

representativeness olLthis clasiroOm event is problematice, In the interview,

the_teasnerj stated that this group of students was assembled\specifically for

the purpose of videotaping; normally the teacher would work individually with

Diilon and Zane on readins. Yet, when viewing the Videotaped lesson later,

the teacher. said that the behavior students eXhibited on ,the tape.was'

represeritative, and tnat these students were chosen for tne group because they

all perform roughly at the same lev'el in reading.

4 el
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.The lesson consists of three tasks:

1. naming all the voriels,

2. naming the words on flash cards as,a group
3. naring the words on flash cards in a contest

,-32

Charlotte named mo vowels, Mindy and Zane one each. All of Dillon's

utterances during this iask are nonsensical (e.g., "by, by, by, by" and .

"upside down, upside down").

In the second task, Charlotte was 6y far the most proficient at recogniz

ing words naming 17 correCtlx. Mindy-and billon-name'two correctly and'Zane

names one. Charlotta is also the only student to answer any of the teacher's

process and therefore more difficult questions (5 out of 5).

Charlotte names 14 words correctly in the contest phase of the lesson,,

Zane names 6, Mindy names 4, and Dillon does not name any. Overall, Charlotte

performs far better than the others (31 correct responses). Mindy and lane (6

or 7) perform equally well and Dillob performs least well (2 correct).

Student and teacher contributions. The teacher talks 49% of the time and

students talk 51% of the time during this lesson. She addeesses,26% of her

'initiations tp Dillon, 28% to Zane 9% to.Charlotte, and, 4% to Mindy. The

rest, t33%) are directed to the group as a whOle. Fifty=eigh percent of the

teachier's initiations are directed tb Charlotte the nonreferral student.

The significant difference in the number of initiations direct d to stu

dents is attributable to the teacher's attempt'to control Dillon's, d to a

lesser extent, Zane's, disruptive behavior. Of the teachers 163 initi tions,

47 are directives that siMultaneously function as negative sanctions a med at

focusing students' atterition on the task. Most of the initiatiOns the teacher

4
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directed toward Dillon (85%) are/directives and only_15% are qUestions about

thelesson material. In contrast,.40% of the teacher's initiations to Zane

rare directives,, and 60% are questions. the teacher addresSed three directives

to Mindy but no questions, and two directives and six questions ta Charlotte.

,

Although the teacher spelds the most time talking to, him, Dillon not

an active participant in the lesson. Out of a total of 85 utterances,'only, 12

are Teleyant to the task at hand; and of these 12,- most aril repetitions of

answers given by other'students. Another 36 of DilloW'S'utterances were non
,.

sensical or irrelevant (e.g., "by, by4 by" and "turkey for fifty cents").

In contrast to Dillon'S gradual, and' eventually total, withdrawal from

.the flash card lesson, Zand becomes increasingliinvolyed. In the first jphaie,

of the L sson, Zane was sancttoned ten times and named only one'of the woi.ds

correctly. In the second phase, by contrast, Zane was sanctioned onlYonce

and he named six of correctly. Zane's improved 'performance over the

course of the lesson may be due not only to his increasing 'responsiveness to

tne teacher's negative sanctions but also to the high number, of elicitations

directed to him. The teacher directed 14 questions toward Zane as compared té

4 to Dillon, 6 to Charlotte, and none to Mindy.
/

This difference in the teacher's distribution of talk to students had

consequences for students' performance. While most of the teacher's.talk was

dicected to Dill* and.Zane, Charlotte was able to hold her own. She per

-
formed the best of the group responding 59 times oue of which 31 were correct

responie. However, it appeared_that Mindy's pertidipation suffered under

these circumstances. The teacher did not encourage her..participation as she

did Dillon and Zane, and.she did not assert herself as did Cnarlotte. She

A6
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Spoke the feweAt utterances and makei 10 responses, 6 of which were corrict.

Her performance was thus comparable'to Zane's (who got 7 out of 18 correct .

respolses) but presumably would have been better if she had received as much :

encouragement as d Zane. Dillon's'performance Was the poor=est. He gave 2

correct responses outof 12 and these two answers were "leaked" by other stu
,

dents.

There appeared to be gender differences both in student behavior and
,

teacher treatment. Dillon and 2ane engaged in many, more instances of offtask

behavior than Mindy and Charlotte dUring tile lesson. They also.,receiVed more

negative sanctions from the\teacher than the two girls. and 1-10 for girls).

In the interview, the teacher stated sne felt that the class as whole had

more behavioral problems because there are nineteen boys and only seven girls

P in tne claSs. One interpretation of tnis difference is that' boys are more

'disruptive than girls; another is that the teacher hap different expectations

for boys and girls and treats them diflerently.

This analysis .c:o student and teacher contributions to the lesson can be

summarized in four points:

1. Charlotte, trie only'nonreferral student,,performed

better,than Dillon, Zane arid Mindy., the referral students.

2. Dillon did not 'participate in tne lesson despite the
teacher's repeated attempts to encourage.him.

3. The teacher talked to the two male referral students
more.often than the eMale referral and nonreferral students.

A. Most of'the teacher's talk consisted pf.directives and
negative sanctions designed to contról Dillon and Zane's
disruptive behavior. .

47
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Sequential features Of the lesson. A sequential analysis,of the class.;

room transcrlpt helps distinguish differentik student behavior from differen-

tial teacher treatment% In'this first sequence, students must identify 'words

fter flash cards the teacher holds up:

TURN SPEAKER TRANSCRIPT

4

168.1 Teacher

169.1 Dillon

Walk. Excellent. Walk. Okay. What is
this word, Dillon?

(soUnds)AAA, AAAgh.

170.1 Charlotte Out.

171.1 Zane (laughing) ha ha.

172.1 Teacher Out. Good. Dillon, 'straighten up.here.

173.1 Cnarlotte Out. Teacher, ne gets to say anything.

174.1 Dillon Da, da, do, do.

175.1 Teacher Sit dovrn here. Straightenup. Look at
me, Dillon. Dillon, I want you to calm
dowh. All right.,I want you to.try.

176.1 Charlotte Out, out.

177.1 Zane (into mike) ba, ba, do.

178.1 Teacher' All right. You said it was out. What is
this word?

The teacher asks Dillon to respond. He makes sounds instead 'and Char-

lotte gives the correct answer. Zane laughs at Dillon and the teacherAlega-

/ively sanctionsinim. Charlotte tnen tomplains that Dillon "gets to say ,any-
.

tning." Dillon continues to say nonense sounds and the teacher again sanctions

nim. Charlotte repeats the.correct word and Zane makes nonsense sounds into

the mike; the teacher does not sanction him but goes on to the next word.
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'This sequence occurs in the middle of a serifes,of elicitation sequences:

Turn Speaker. Transcript

193:2 'TeaCher

194.1 -Zane,

195.1 Teacher
195.2

1.96.1 Dillon

197.1 Teacher.

th, th, th. Okay. Okay.. What is this'word?

I'm thirsty. (leaves table) -

Zane: You can have'a *drink after we're finished.
Come and sit dowm, Zane..

Okay, he's thirstit Ha ha!

You will stay in at recess the entire time.

197.2 And I want you to tell me why you ran off like
197.3 that. Whylyou didn't listen. Okay. You will stay

. 197.4 in the entire recess and tell me. All right?
197.5 I'm very disappoidted with what you just did,
197.6' Zane. Very disaPpointed. All right.

198.1 Dillon Ha. Ha. pick them up.

199.1 Teacher Dillon, pick them up now. Go ahead. They're too

199.2 much of a mess now. Okay.' What is this word?

200,1 Charlotte Some, some.

2010 Dillon, Turkey, turkey.

202.1 Teacher Good.,NOw we will do '-he words you just did and

202.2 see who can get th st. Dillon, may I have those
202.3 please? All right.

203.1 Charlotte I said the most. ,

20014.1 Teacher Could I have those please We're going to do 11

204.2 contest.

205.1 Dillon Turkey, ha

-206.1 Teacher Now.

Zane starts to leave the table to get a drink of water and the teacher

issues a sanction to prevent ñim. Dillon laughs and the teacher tells Zane

tnat he must sty in at recess. Dillon drops the cards, the teacher continues

witn thel4kesson; Charlotte ansWers the next question correctly.

4.(3
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Dillon utters nonsense words; the teacher repeats her request for him, to
AF\

'put up the cards two more times. Soon after this point in the lesson, Dillon

..
.

gets up from the table and his utterances are all either.laughter or shouting

46
"turkey, turkey" and "turkey tor fifty cents."'However, the teacher does not

,sanction Dillon for getting up from the table as Zane did a few minutes '

before.

Several interpretation's of these differences in teacher treatMent can be

'made. One, the teacher has given up on trying to control Dillon's behavior

after having gotten no response from him and wants to get on with the lesson.

Two, the teacher seer Zane as a 'student who is accountable for following rules

such as "wait until the lesson is over before getting up"in a way that Dillon

is not. The first interpretaticr emphasizes the organizational constraints of

lessons. The second one'lends support to the mdifferential teacher treatment"

hypothesis in that the teacher seeml to have different expectations for each

Student.

Comments made by t.he teacher in tde viewing session about ttiese events in

the lesson suPport the second interpretation. At the point on the tape when.

Zane started to leave, tA teacher said:'

...he was just disobeying me
like talking to him and-he'd
that isn't Zane. (3-318.3-7)
nave...(3-404.1).

totally that day. It Was just
walk away rudely. And I thought,
...he knows the rules-that he

The teacher said she thought Zane wa; behaving differently because "he knew he

was being observed" and because he was "being.fed by Dillon."
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The only comment the teacher makes about Dillon's leaving the table and

shouting "turkey,'turkey,". etc. is in response to the intervie0er's question:

409.1 ,Interviewer: Now of course you have no Well Of wheee he
got Ehe turkey thing I suppose.

410.1 Teacher: No, turkey could have Come from anywhere.
(hehheh) Itla clever though because the coricept of his
head as a turkey. (hehheh)- .

Although Zane and" Dillon engaged in similar behaviors, the teacher per

ceives, ,them differently. She apparently sees ,Zane as a student who iS

accountaUle for the rule "wait until lesson is over,before "getting up". and

interprets his misbehavior as "testihg me," a challenge to her authority: In

contrast, the teacher does mit directlli comment on Dkllon's rulebreaking,

behavior; she apparently does not view it as an instance-of the tame category..

Instead sne laughs and interprets Dillon's behavior as an instance of his

cleverness.

Several interpretations of.these differences can be made. One, theae

differences are a functloft of the unonnormal"..assembly of this group of stu
.

dents. The teacher says that Dillon's,benavior on the tape is _representative

but. tnat Zane's is not. .Twoi'these differences in student behavior are:a

function of differences in student characteristics. Three, obseeved differ

ences in teacher treatMent may influence student behaviOr', that is, the

teacher has diffeeent expectatiOns that vary from student to stUdent and

perhaps from situation to situbtion.

Conclusion.' There were very significant obfervable differences in stu-1

dent behavior. Dillon's behaVior during the esson was almost entirely off

task, whereas the behavior of Other students, both'the nonreferral -and two
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othen referral students, was to varying degrees oriented to the task at hand. -

Student initiated activity was unevenly distributed, among 'students and had

different quailtative features (ranging from Dillon's non5e63ical utterances

.to Charlotte's high number of correct responses). The differences in teacher

treatment suggest an interpretation that eMphasizes a complex intera&tion

between teachers' categories and students' 'behavior ,nather than

, linear relationship.

a

Moderate Norm Violator

siMple

Bart.is, a referral student who exemplifies the cAegory "moderate norm
4

violator." In the videotaped classroom segment, Bart's behavior differs fnpm
."r

that of the tnrde other nonreferral students who participate in the lesson.

Specifically, he becomes increasingly withdrawn from the lesson, nnd in the'

latter ,Ohrt, plugs his ears complaining of.the no,pe from the videotape equip

ment. At the same time, other students also coMmit norm violatilns in some

7

cases the same ones. as Bart has committed. Yet, the teacher treats them dif

ferently both during the lesaon and later in her comments In the viewng see

sion.

1

Information from school records. Bart is an eight year old English

speaking third grader referred by his teacher for both academic and behavioral,

reasons, specifically:

1. disruptive classroom behavior
2. sensitivity
3. below grade level :reading and spellidg (trouble hearing
phonic blends and decoding and sounding out letters)
4. poor fine totor,control (written word'difficulty)
5. poor peer relations

The SAT met in October, 1978 and no assessment was recommended. The SAT met
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again. in April, 1979 and considered the result of preassessment" Preassess-
,

ment had concluded tnat emotional y based problems had led to difficulties

including attentiod.,vget. ng behavior, uncooperative behavior, no close

feiends, reading and writing.reversal problems. Whed'iested with the CTBS,

Bart was found to be a year beldw grade level. Other records indicate that

some testing for visual motor problems were Considered and tnat the familywas

asked to seek counseling.

A

a

Students' performance in.reading lesson: In addition to Bart :and the,

teacher, George, Chris and Mary,-three non*-referral students, pariicipate in

V
. the lesson. This group is'a normal configuration that meets regularly. There

were two tatks in the.lesson:

1. answering.questions about a story previously read
2. reading &segment oh a new story aloud
3.,answering questions about the new story

s .

In the first phase ot the lesson, Bart answers 4 questions correctly and

3 incorrectly. Chris also answers 4 questions correetly,but only answers 2

incorrectly. Mary answers 3 correctly and none incorrectly. George answers.2

correctly and 1 ificorrectly. In terms of number of correct responses and

degree of participation in the lesson, Bart and Chris' performed better than

George and Mary.

.ss

In the second pnase of the lesson, students read out loud. Mary read&

first in a smooth clear manner and is only piompted once. Bart reads nexi and

is given four prompts and then on the fifth interjection, the teacher does not

supply the word but begins a series of attempts to get liart to sound the wOrd

out. The teaCher makes six interjections concerning this One word while Bart

repeatedly attempts to pronounce tne word. At one point the teaclger puts tier
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hand on Bart i s book to cover the last half of the compound word and,Bdrt pulls

the book away ffom the teactie'r-and behds oier to touch the floor. The teacher

doesnot comment on this Withdrawal from the circle, hut awaits his return and

continues with her insistence that Bart day- 01e.ward.

.

4

George rens next and is prompted citic'e.," Chris eeads ladt and is prompted

six times. In contrast to Bart; the promptd the teacher gives to Mary; George
. ,

and,,Chris consist in the teacher supplying the word on which they hesitate.
\

The teaoher gives them very little'0.me to attempt to say-the word.hor does

she requirethem to sound the word out. The number of proalpts Chris, receives

(2 more tnan Bart) indicates th.at he may.also have a probtem in reading; yet,.
-

tthe teacher does not require'him tO sound words opt as shesdidEart.,

'yea

' One intefpretation of the difference i'n'teacher" treptdent is that the'

teacher Velieves Chris knows how to sound words out and is not bothering to
,

get him to do it wnich she doesn't think Bart-knows fiow. A secilnd illterpreta-
.

tion is that because Chris,- turn ccurred at the end of a sequence, the

_
teacher could feel pressed for time and want to get on with_the -.1esSon. The

firt interpretat !Ands support to-the "differential teacher treatment"

nypothesis,,that ts that teachee's have different expectations' of students.

Tne second "interpretation focuses on the organizational constraints of les-

mans.'

In the next phase of the lesson, the teacher asks questions .about the

story the students just read. Chris answers 5 out of 7 correctly, Mary.

answers 3, George one, and Bart does not respbnd at all.

z-o.70?kt
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The teacher then calls on Mary to read again. MarY reads With no prompts.

Sne asks Bart if ne is following along and then.asks him to read; then she.-

asks George to read. But the teacher cuts them]off before they have a chance

to begin and then calls on Chris.to
4
read. Chtis is prEpted five times, again

. by.tne teacher supplying the word.

The teacher then asks two more questions about the Story. Mary gives two

correct responses and one incorrect. Bart gives two responses one of which

tDe teacher questions and tne other she accepts but corrects. Chris gives one

presumably correct response and one "1 don't know." George does not respond at

all. Overall, Batt did not do as v7ell gs Chris and'Mary in the Phase of tne

lesson largely because he did not respond to questions directed to the group
_

as a whole. However, he penformed better than George.

Student and teacher contributions. The teacher talks 43% of the time and

tne students talk 57% of tne time. The teacher addresses 30% of ner initia

.ions at Bart, 20% to George, 30% to Mary, and 30% to 6ris. ThUs, while the

teacher talks to Bart more'than sne does George and Mary, sne talks to Chris,

a non-referral student, as much as to Bart. The teacher directs six negative

sanctions to Bart in an effort to monitor his participation in the lesson'

"are you following along?"),"one to Chris, and none to George and Mary.

Tne studenti' initiations are fairly evenly distributed. Chris initiates

19%, Bart 16%, Mary 11%, and George 11%. Chris and Bart also respond more

often than either George or Mary, which is a function of the number of. ques-

tions originated by the teacher:
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Sequential features of tne lesson. A sequential analysis of the trpn

script indicates Bart's lack of participation in the lesson may have been

influenced by differential tpacher treatment. In the beginning of the lesson,

the teacher checks on who has finished their assignment:

Turn Speaker Transcript

3.1 Teacher Okay.
3.2 Um.

3.3 How many of you finished your questiOns?

4.2 Chria Not me.

5.1 George Me.

6.1 Mary Me.

7.1 Teacher George, goad for you and Mary.
7.2 Bart you didn't finish.
7.3 Okay. How puch did you finish?
7.4 Okay. Youtfinished three.

8.1 Cnris I finished two.

9.1 Teacher We'll do the rest of them. Do the next
9.2 one out loud. I can't see the questions
9.3 very well from here so I'm going to ask

George to read.

10.1 Chris Were it said wnat, what the night animals
10.2 like I put

11.1 Bart I'll go read then out to you.

12.1 Chris And tnen I put.

13.1 Teacner Bart, Bart. I asked George. Thank you.

.

-

In response to the teacher's quesion, Mary and George i-aise tneir hands

and indicate they have finished the assignment. The teacher then asks Bart if

ne haS finished and when he says he nas not, asks to see his paper. After

looking at the page, the teacher announces to the group that Bart has com

pleted tnree questions. She moveson to tne lesson without inspecting any of
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thee other student's work. Chris attempts to interject that he has only com
.

pleted two problems,,but the teacher cuts him off stating that the group will

finish'the questions together.

,

This sequence provides a basis for a number of comparisons with similar

benaviors of other students and differences in the'teacher's treatment of

them. First,lollowing, the sequenCe Bart volunteers a response to the

teacher's first question about- the assignment. It is incorrect and the

teacher responds hy asking George for his answer. Although George stated tnat

ne hgd finished.his assignment, be did not have an answer. Yet, the teacher .

makes no refer'ence-to tnis inconsistency. After his "wrong" answer, Bart does

not .again volunteer a response in the lesson althodgh he responds to her mi

tiations."

Second, tne teacher's public announcement of the status of Bart's assign

ment is similar to another exchange in, the lesson in which the teacher

requests a group evaluation of one of Bart's correct responses. Instead of

responsing to the correct answer with the usual "good" or "okay," the teacher

asks four consecuti've questions, the last of which asking Mary and George if

they agreed with Bart's answer. None of the other students work or responses

were held up for group evaluation as was Bart's.

Third, the latter part of the above sequence provids a comparison of the.

teacher's differential response to similar student behavior. The teacher asks

George to go to the chalkboard and read off the first question. Just as

George gdt up, he is distracted by Chris. Seeing tnat George was slow to

./
respond, Bart starts to walk toward the board saying, "I'll/go read them out

to you." Tne teacher quickly admonisned Bart tnat she had asked George to do
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or

the task. In the.teacher's,interview, ihe ,comMented that Bart's effort was an

instance Of ,nis "manipulative" behavior. "He wdhtsto be the one, um, all the

time, you know; to have the favors." (Tea. Inter. 17-177.4-7)

Later in the lesson, George ts-again'asked to read another questton on

the- board. This time he responds quickly. Chris follows him halfway to_the

board and stands directlY in front of the teacher. George relaysthesquestion,

,to the teacher via Cnris and the teacher attends to'Chris even though she had

assigned George the task% -Chris is not cut off or in any way negatively sanc-,

tioned as Bart was when he attempted a similar action.

In the interview, the teacher says that one of the differences between
,

tne problem cnildren and the good children was that the good students tried to

please.. She makes a distinctlon between Mike and tne other students in tne

interview:.

...I don't know Why he behaves tnat way, you know. But
certainly differently from the other kids. The other kids
really want to please, most of tne time you know.

(17T.164.18)

Fur'tner questionihg by tne interviewer leads the teacher to conceed tnat

Bart's. effort could also be interpreted as an attempt to please her rather

tnan to manipulate her. Although sne concedes in the abstract, sne says in

Bart's case "somehow it's different." (17-184.4-5) This evidence lends support

to the "differential teacher treatment" hypothesi's that teacher's interpreta-

tions of students' behavior varies from student to student.

Student benavior and timing. In tne interview, the teacher points to

several instances on the videotape that she considers representative of Bart's,

"disruptive classroom behavior." While Bart is observbly mord mobile and

5
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-vocal at times and in ays nGt conducive to thy lesson, similar behavior by

Mary and George seem to go unnot1ced4d-uncondemned. The difference 'bet.ween

Bart and the other students appear's to be not so much in the fOrm but in the
-.-

timing of tneir behavior.

One instance in which similar behaviors.of Bart and afiOther, student are'

treated-differently is an extended sequence in which Mary attempts to relocate

George and Bart so she cam have a clear view of the video equipment. Mary is

seated benind the' teacher so that her arm waving went unnoticed during the

lesson. Bart complies with Mary's request to move after he is aiked two ques-

tions by the teacher but before he answers the/questions, interrupting an eli-

Citation sequence between himself and the teacher. The teacher does not com-

ment during the lesson but looks disturbed. Later in the interview, she com-

ments that Bart moved "maybe so he could face tne camera." The teacher seemed

surprised when the interviewer pointed out that Mary was directing the move-

. ment and was probably trying. to be in clear view of the camera. She appeared
11.

to overlook Mary's behavior even when she had 'a clear view oc,it on the video.

-A few lines later in the interview, tne teacher comments on Mary's behavior:

"Watch Mary. Somewhere along there sne makes a face that was really, cracked

me up at tne time. She'd been really good all along, you know, and sne just

couldn't stand 'it another minute."

In tne esson, Mary continues to instruct George to scoot back unnotieed

by the teacher. Like Bart, George' is in the.middle of a question-answer

exchange witn the teacher, but unlike Bart, George does not comply with Mary's

request .until the teacher is no longer focusing upon him. lbe teacher does

not comment on Geol-ge's move and does nOt appear to judge it as 'gisbehavidr.

J
.1
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Although Bart and George.engage in the same behavior (at Mary's instigation),

Ba.t is singled out possible not because of what he does but when he does it.

Bart is in this
\J) ense

"out of synchrony;" that is, he does not conceal iiis

t%

misconduct by monitoring the teacherla focus a the others do. Mary puts on

4

an "angel face" whenever the teacher looks- her way, but Bart did not modify

histehavior "according to the-teacher's direction of attention.

_Bart's persistently plugs his ears while looking around the room.. *By

this action, Bart violates the teacher's statement that "the best readers are

tne ones that'follow along all the time." As Bbrt continues.to plug his ears

the teacner repeatedly asks if he is following in the bciok. To these comments

Bar,t simplY says'"yes" and continues to plug his ears. Thus, Bart does .not

respond tO "hints" that nis behavior is.inappropriate and should change. The

one time that Mary is questioned about whether or not she's following leads to

.an obvious modification of her behavior to comply with the "good reader"

methods described by the teacher. Thus, Bart does not demonstrate any compli-

ance to the teacher's desired form jof reading whereas Mary complies cm-
*

pletely, at least when the teacher is looking.

Conclusion. While Bart's behavior is observably different froth that of

thet non-referral students, tge other students are also engaged in norm viola-

tions. The teacher notices And admonishes Bart's norm violations 6ut tends to

ignore tliose of the others'. .In addition, the teacher treats both_Bart's
. .

correct and incorrect responsevdifferently than tnat of the others in several

instances. For example, she asks the others to.evaluate his correct response .

and reqdires him to sound'out a word instead of supplying the word as she does

IR for the other students.

u
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The-instances of behavior discussed here appear to b4 representative of

the .kinds nf Pfehavior that the teacher refers to when he teacher says that

Bart engages in "disruptive classroom behavior" and is "below grede levelIN\in

reading.P The teacher's comments 'about the events of tne lesson indicate that

these are instances of student,behavior to which she is oriented.

One interpretation of the teacher's tendency to treat Bart's behavior

more negatively than that of the others is that Bart did not attempt to'modify

.his behavior according to the teacher's focus of attention. In contrait, Mary

. engaged in disruPtive behavior only when the teacner's attention was directed

, away frOm her and then smiled sweetly when tne teacher looked at her. , The

teacher's selective attention to student's behavior suggests another, although

not an exclusive, interpretation. The teacher does not,see the behavior in

the same-way when it is ge.nerated by different students. This interpretation

emphasizes the role of the teacher's previously formed ideas about "wno Bart

is" and "who Mary is" and so on in her categorization of new behaviors al

further instances of these student-specific tyPifications. (`

-
Subtle Norm Violator

4
Kitty is a referral student who we placed in the category "subtle norm

violator." Her behavior in the videotaped classroom segment appeared to differ

only slightly from that of tne non-referral students. The teacher's treatment

of referral and non-referral students during the segment also did not appear

significantly different. However, in tne intorvlew, the teacher was oriented

to what he perceived as Kitty's problems, particularly in reading. During

teiting it was observed tnat Kitty has a lazy eye and sne neededs glasses.
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Kitty's performance an a reading test improved dramatically when she took.the

.ztest.with glasses.

Kittyrs case is unique in that classroom observation' took place prior to

her referral by the teacher. Specifically, the original purpose behind video-

taping a portion of this second grade classroom was to try oui classroom

videotape techniques. Kitty just happened to be in the gr6up videotaped. The

tape was used as data for classroom analysis when she was later referred.

Information from school records. Classraom observation and videotaping

took place on the morning of September 19, 1978. Kitty ivas referred the fol-

lowing February for problems with readings Classroom observation again took.

place*on March 16, 1979. The SAT recommended testing. Kitty wets subsequently

administered the WISC.:11, WRAT and Bender-Gestalt on May 24 and May 29 of 1979.

Following testing, Kitty was riot recommended for placement but rather was

,retained in her classroom.

Student performance'in reading lesson. The students who partipate in'

this reading lesson are Rachel, Michael, Jeff, Brandy, Kitty, Colleen and

Tiffany. Kitty and Jeff have been referred. Tnis group is a normal confi-

guration that meets regularly for reading at the.reading center.

There are four tasks in the lesson:
1. generating WH and CH words
2. completing the WH-CH worksheet
3. reading a segment of the story
L. comprehending the main events of the story

0
'4i,
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kitty's perfotmance,was good in relation io the other children. She made

but one error; it seemed to be more a function of situational factors than

academi.o.defiCiency. She answered four qUestione; one required a process

resporrse, the other product.. Of tne.four questions, Kitty missed one. This

question required a product response and was addressed to Kitty on a- non
e.

voluntary basis (and was the on4 nonvolunteer initiation);

Student & teacher contributirs to the lesson. Approximately one third

of the conversational tUrns were initiated by the teacher. Over one half of

these turns were addressed to the reading group as a whole. Jeff was addressed

least by t0e teacher (2 times) compared to the other children in the group who

were addressed equally (approximately.? times). Kitty did not stand out in

beingt.addressed more or less by the teacher.

Within the group of children, Rachel, Jeff and Michael were the primary

initiators of turns. The remainder of the group (Kitty, Brandy, Tiffany and

. Colleen) initiated many fewer turns than did Michael, Jeff and Rachael. These

children rarely responded out sif turn, and generally raised their hands when

biddrng for acknowledgement from the teacher:

Kitty was just as likel9 as most of tne children to be a recipient of a

turn initiated by the'teacher. These turns were primarily requests for infor

mation. Therefore she was acknowledged as a potential source of information.

In contrast, the otner referral cnild, 4N,ff, was rarely acknowledged by the

teacher in spite of hii efforts to get acknowledgement. Kitty was also effec

&ve in engaging the teacher; she employed an apprOpriate turntaking proto

col: raising ner hand and waiting for teacher acknowledgement before proceed

ing to ipeak. Ironically, in following this procedure, Kitty had to workI
6
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harder for acknowledgement than those chiy,ren whq answered out of turn.

However, Kitty's consistency in following standard protocol, regardless of the

teacher's shifting critieria for student acknowledgement,was. more-reliable in

eliciting eacher recognition than shifting from responding out of turn to in

turn.

Non-verbal'features of the lessor,. Kitt,ty gives evidence of being "out of

synch" with the rest of the group in a vOy subtle way: For example, all the

children were writing their names on their worksheets and shuffling through

their workbooks as the teacher introduced the lesson. Kitty, unlike tht rest

of tne children, hovered over her paper as she wrote her name. This posture

makes her stand out from the group, which.seems to ihvite the teacher's atten-

tion. The teacher said Kitty was the last to finish the worksheet. This

interpretation seems to be based on her hoyering posture. This posture Seems

to be interpreted by the teacher a.s "still working" when it's possibleo that

she was "checking her work." It seems that Kitty's posture when reading and/or

writing catcnes the teacher's attention and subsequently makes Kitty the

Object of focus.

Conclusion. In this lesson,' Kitty's academic, behavior-and performance

does not 'differ substantially from the other children in the group: In one

instance she is far superior in terms of tne quality.of response given (e.g.,

Question #1) and other children in the group didn't perform as well as Kitty

(Coneen and Tiffany) and one child performed much worse (Jeff). The only

academic difference tnat was noticable was Kitty's reading; she tended to read

slower and extend syllables longer in words in what seemed to be an attempt to

pronounce words correctly. Part of this problem seems accountable by a physi-
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gal deficiency; she hsal a lazy eye that must be patched frequently. Symp

tomotiC of this'visual problem is the tendency of Kitty bo lean aloser to the .

page when reading. Although Kitty's reading production seems affected by .:her

vidual problem, ft is unclear from the videotape whether her reading

comprehension is also affected. Events in the tape suggest that situationalfilv

factors may have contributed to Kitty's inability to answer a questioh

directed at the story contents..

52

Nonverbal events on the videotape and the_ teacher's comments in the

.intervtew suggestthat because Kitty's visual problem madeller stand out from
_

the other students, the teacher may have interpreted Kitty's behavior in a way

,that suggested a relatively stable cognitive disability rather than a physical

problem that gpuld be easily resolved. This suggests in interpretation that

emphasizes the interaction between student behavior and teacher's categories.

I.
Covert Norm Violator

a

Shane's case exemplifies the category "covert norm,violator". because his

behavior in tne videotaped classroom lesson did not appear to gut.side

observers to be different than tnat of nonreferral students during the same

lesson. During .the lesson, there was a nigh degree of student initiated

activity, and it appeared to be evenly distributed across students and possess

the same qualitative features. Each student seemed to engage in similar

behavior with each otner and tne teacher. Yet, the teacher saw this benavior

when initiatdd by (IShane (the referral student) and whendinitiated by non

referral students in the lesson differently. In the interview, the teacher

focused on the two'referral students as deviations from the norm, but sne did

not attend to similar behavior when initiated by tne two non-:referral students
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5in-the lesson.

Information from school records. Shane i. an English speaking Caucasian

officially referred by his teacher.on Novelpber 3,,1978 for the following rea-.

sons: 0

1. low academic performance
2. does not apply himself to daily class work
3. nistory of behavioral problems and truancy in previous district

Educational tests were administered by the psychologist, and. on February 16,,

1979, tne placement 'committee assigned Shane to a Learning Disability Group
-

program. He attended that program for one hour per day for three moaths until

the end of the academic year.. During the course of her work With Shanei the

learning disability group teacher tested him. These tests indicated that his

acnievement was at a level that woule enable him to return to the regular

classroom full tide beginning the next school year.

StudentsA7rformance in the math leison. This classroom eventoi_scmath

lesson inyolving tangrims. The students are Shane, Chris, a referral student

wno nad been referred on ananer occasion,
6
and Bo and Bret. file.. students.are

asked to arrnge geometric shapes into patterns and to descripe how they (

-
assembled tnese patterns. There are three tasks in the'lesson:

1. cutting and arranging materials
2. completing theTirst tangram
3. completing the second tangram

Shane'finishes the cUtting and arranging task first, Bo is seCond, Bret 'and.

Chris are third and fourth. Shane's speed is interesting in light of

tion tnat came out of the UP. Fleeting later in the year. The ,school

5. cf Menan, Hertweck, Combs and Flynn (1980) for a discussion of this case.

6. Chris was referred, but he was not placed in special education.

66
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psychologist and the special education teacher had concluded that a major fpc-
,

tor in Shanels academie disability was difficulty in fine motor coordinat.ionr

yet he completed a task quickly here.

Chris, the other referral student, finishes the fir tangram first, even

tnough he had been the last to prepare his materials. Bo finishes second,

Shane third, and Bret, wno the teacher considered to be the brightest studedt

in -the group, finishes fourtn. Ih fact, Bret worked so slowly that the rest

4of the students started tne second tangram before he finished.

Chris also completes the,second angram first. The teacher asks Chris, a

referral'student, to help Bret, "tne brightest student," to complete his work.

Bo alzo'asks Chris for assistance. It is interesting to note-that the'teacher

encourages peer interactioh and facilitation. Shane finishes last. Overall,

Shane does not do as well as Chris and Bo, but does as well as or better than

Bret.

Student and teacher contributions. _The teacher talks 49%. of the t.ime,

and the students talk 50% of the.ttimi. TheAe'aCher ada.eSses 21% of her ini-

iiations to Chris, 1$% to, Shane, 21-etii Bret, ahd 10% to Bo; that is. ,39% of
-

her initiations arg-,directed at referral students: add 34% at non-referral

-
;Students-- hardly a significant difference. This is an unusual distribution.

Bellack et al (1966) and Flanders (197) consistently find an 80% teacher con-

tribution. Tnis diStribution seems consisteniwith the teacher's conception
1

of an ideal claSsroom as stated in the interview, one in which students' con-

ti-iblite to classroom discussion.

Om,
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Students' initiations are also evenly distributed. Chris initiates 18%,

Shane 13%, Bret 12%, and Bo 12%. That is, nonreferral students initiate 24%

of the turnsattalk, while the referral students initiate 31% ofl 'the turns

attalk. Referr'al students direct 10% 'more of their initiations at'the

teacher than the nonreferral students do. Shane-and Chris also respond more

eften than either Bret or Bo, which is a function of the number of questions

,originated by the teacher.

4

While tnere are 'some differences noted in the distribution of teachers'

talk toward the students, and differences in tne students' taIk to each other

and to the teacher, these differences in and of themselves are not definitive

for two reasons: (1) the differences are nat,that great, and (2) we dO not

pave enough evidence to' rind the cause behind tne differences.

Sequential features of the lesson. Although the teacher-is consistent in

asking similar kinds of questions of all the students and in evaluating their

responses, a sequentiali analYsis of the classroom transcript reveals, some

differences in teacher treatment. In,tnis sequence, the teacher asks students

to describe how tney sorted4he shapes they cut out:

Sequence Speaker Transcript

40 Teacher Shane, how did you sOrt yours? Scoot back
so Bret can see them too. How did you put lewr

41 Shane Sort of like a pyramid.

42 Teacher You made a pyramid?

43 Shane Sort of like that.

Teagher What are those,shapes?

45 Snane They're um, like-a triangle.

46 Teacher Are they all the same?

a
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47 Shane Um, yes.

.48 Teacner Okay, um, what.ire those two shapes?

49 Shane This is a square, and this is sbrt of like
a skinny diamond.

50 Teacher Okay. dood. How'd you put yours, Bo?

51 Bo I put all my Um triangles together and then

I put one, then I put all my squares, but I
only have one, and mydiamonds.

52 Teacner Okay. How bout you Chris? What did you do?

,53 Chris I put the little triangles together, and
the big triangles together and the diamonds
separate and tne squares separate and the
um, middle size diamond separate, I mean,
the triangle.

54 Teacher What did you do Brat?

55 Bret I just put the two big ones Like that and
the other one like' that,and then these two
like that.

44)

Shane is asked to respond first by the teacher. After he answers "sort

of like a pyramid," the teacher responds witn a ieries of requests'for'clarif-ls,

ication and information. Bo is asked similar question by the teacher at the

0

end of this extented sequence. Wnile Shane's answer was generated across a

number ofs turns witn considerable help ("scaffolding") from tne teacher, Bo

answered the que tion in one turn.

One interpretation of tnis difference would be.that Bo knew tne answer
1

(i.e., "is smarter"). That interpretation places the differences in studen

performance within the children. A second interpretation takes the organi a-

tional features, of the lesson into account. Because the same queStion was

asked sequentially of tne two students, it fs possible that the second student

6 Li
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took advantage of the information available to him in the rnteraction betypen

teacher and student in the first exchange\(Menan, 1974; 1980).

Chris is asked third;.like Bo, he answers the teacher's question in one

turn, Bret is asked tnis question fourth; he responds in one turn. Interest-

ingly enough, the quality of Bret's answer is like the quality of Shane's

answers; tnat is, ne uses "pro rms" (big ones like "that," "and like that"),

and does not describe the objects with mathematical terms like triangles and

square. However, the teacher does not cor.*ect Bret as she did Shane.

This difference in teacher treatment can have many interpretations. One,

tne teacner "knows" Bret "really" knows the answer, and is not ,bothering to

correct nim, while she doesn't think Shane does "know" the answer/ Pro, the

teacher could feel pressed for time and want to get on with-tne lesson, or

figures tnat'the names of objects have been discussed enough, and Bret's non-:

naming is inconsequential at tnis pdint. The first interpretation lends sup-

port tcP"differential teacner treatment" perhaps based on differential teacher

expectations of students. The second interpretation makes less of these dif-

fernces and concen trates on the organizational constraints of lessons.

Unsolicited comments on tne task by-the students. Tne students' unsoli-

cited comments about tne difficulty of the task provide another basis for com-

parisen in light of the teacner's focus in tne kntervieW upon the referral

students' comments. She saw their commencs as indicative of their difficulty

in working alone and needing constant attention. The following Figure lists

the comments made by eaCh student during the completion of both tangrams:

--insert Figure 1.2 here-- A

Table 1.1 summarizes these comments:



cd
N.
tn

CHRIS

Figure 1.2

k
STUDENTS' COMMENTS ABOUT WORK TASK DURING TANGRAM LESSON

SHANE

75.1 No Way!

134' Me and my big mouth

BRET BO

.0-

79 It's hard. 178 Bo got 'an easier 85 The top part's tight but
one the bottom isn't

192 This one's getting 90 The bottom part is hard.

144 It's impossibler Mrs. to,,be easier.

Pates, to do one like 94 That bottom part is hara.
%.

this way. To do an E
With one of these 114 Mine's all bendy.

260 I know I got a shapes.

hard one 116 They're bending up and s uff.

163 These wouldn't fit
anywhere.. 214 This is impossible.

-4

203 It's impossible.

209 This is the" hardest.

221 It can't (go there).

91 This part can't
tet filled.

205 I got the hardest,
I think,'

239 This is impossible.
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DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS' UNSOLICITED COMMENTS ON TASK

+ Total
Chrfx 1 3 4

- Shane 2 3 5 (

Bret 2 '. 1 3

Bo 1 4 5

6 11 17

58

This table indicates that both referral and non-referral students make

approximately the same nUmbèr and kinds of comments about the.task. Yet, 'dur-

ing the interview, tne teacher focused on the comments made by Shane and Cnris

and not on the corments made by Bret and Bo.

OP

There are a number of interpretations that can be made about this differ-

ence in student behavior and teacher interpretation:

.(1) tne instances of behavior we have listedHA.h. Table 1.1 are not

representative of the ktnds of behavior that the teacher refers to when she

says tnat the students are "constantly needing attention." While we cannot

discount*this interpretation because of our small sample of classroom interac-,

tion, tnere is some evidence that we do in fact have a good sample of

benavior: the teacher points out he behavior of Shane and Chris as represen-

.tative of ner referral reason. That is, the teacher's own Self report indi-

cates that tnis is a sample of student behavior to which she is oriented.

(2) the teacher has a different way of orienting to the% four students,

sucn that she does not see the behavior in the same way when it is generated

bx different students: That is, the students' bebavior is part of a gestalt,

. an ensemble of behavior (Gurwitscn, 1966), that is different for tne different

73
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boys. This interpretation emphasizes the role'of teachers' oategories in the

interpretation of befia.vior. It suggests that the teacher is not perceiving

classroom behavior directly; instead, it is mediated through a system of

categories that varies from student to student, and perhaps. classroom situa-

tion to Situation.

Conclusions.' While there are some observable differences in student

behavior tne differences, are not significant in amount or degree'. Student

initiated activity appeared evenly distributed among students and had tne same

qualitative features. ,The teacher treated differently behaviors of referral

and non-referral students which appeared similar to an outside Obserlier. The

differences in interpretation between the teacher and the outside observer

suggest an interpretation that emphasizes the role of teachers' categories as

a mediating factor in .their interpretation of student& behavior and ulti=

mately, their decision to refer students for special education.

Accountinufor tne Variability in Referral Student Behavior

There was considerable variability in the benavior of the referral and

nOn-referral children within ong classroom, and tnei.e was considerable varia-
.

bility in the behavior of referral children across many classrooms. filet is,

all the students who were institutionally.classified as belonging to the same

educational category e. g., "Learning disabled," or "No assessment recom-

mended" (see career Paths #10 and #2, respectively, on Figure .1), did not give

evidence of the same classroom behavior, *as indicated on official school

records and by observations of teacn&-student clavroom interaction. We will

now discuss some of the.reasons for tnis variability within and between class-

rooms.

74
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Elementary school classrooms, like other institutional systems have a

norMative component. There are rules or norms which presumably guide class

rombehavior, botn academic and social. Norms may be explicit (e. g., 16

wrong on a math test results in a failing grade, and a missed recess). Or,

they may be implicit (e. g., raising.one's hand may be necessary for getting

teaCher attention). Furthermore, norms may vary from context to context, (e.

g., raising one's hand mdy be necessary for teacher acknowfedgement within a'

math lesson, but not witnin "show and tell time." Or, they mai very=across

classrooms (e.-g., saying "teacher, teacher" as a means of ngetting teacher."

attention may be within tne rules intone classroom, while hand raising may be

the rule in another).

AssOciated with norms for classroom behavior is a tolerance range. Cer
. ,

tain typeslef student behavior *will be tolerated within this range, while

benavior tnat falls Outside tnis range will not be tolerated. Like classroom

norms, these tolerance ranges may vary from context to context withinta given

classroom, and trom'classroom to classroom. And,,like classroom norms, these

tolerance ranges may be explicitly-or implicitly communicated to students.
.

This classroom normatiVe slit4ril with xplicit or implicit rules operat,

ing within a tolerance range has charapte-istics like a "normal" or Gaussian

curve. It is clear from our reasearch that teachers have categorical

representations for their stude0s, claSsroom behavior. They have categories

for acceptable classmiom behavior, and tne behavior that is aCceptable is dis

tributed within that category. Some behavioral instances are more representa .

tive of the category of normatively acceptable behavior,thari others. fBased on

this distribution, the "mean" can be defined as the most prototypical instance
V.
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of the teacher's category of normative behavior (e. g., it is the most
4
representative of tne.category). Deviations from the mean will be indicative

of behaviors that are less prototypical of the normative category in questrop..

Therefor'e, tne,"further" that a given instance of classroom behavior deviates

from the mean, the less prototypical it is within the teaCher s category.

;

Carrying this analogy further, a teacher's tolerance range for tne deviation

in behaVior away from the prototype of a particular citegory is the "standard

deviation" away 'from tne mean. Inat.ances of behavior that fall within this

'critical deviation range will be 'tolerated. 8y contrait, instances of

behavior that fall'outside the critical are unacceptable.

The normal curve metaphor of prototypical classroom behavior provideg a

nejspful framework for understanding tne variation in referral student behavior

both witnin and across classrooms. Specifically, students who exhibit pro-

to'ypical behavior (i. e., behavior that lies witnin the teacher's tolerance

. range are "normal students." Students who exhibit Lprototypkpal behavior (i.

e., behavior tnat lies outside the teacner's tolerance range) become candi-

dates for referral. That/ ls, referral seems to result from teachers' pereep-

tion of students' classroom behavior as defined in terms of their prototypes

for normative benavior and corresponding tolerance range.

Furthermore, the parameters of prototypical categories and tolerance

range are not stat c; they are dynamic. They are subject to change from

moment to moment, student to student, classroom :ituation to classroom p4tua-

tion for a given classroom teacher. Likewise, teachers in different classroom

situations may not have tne same prptotypes or range of tolerance. It is this

A

context-specific characteristic of teacnerso prototypes and tolerance range

4,
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tnat seems to account for the variation in students' behavior, both within and

between classrooms.

Once we realize that teachers have different tolerance ranges for class-

room behavior, and are employing different prototypes for normative behavior,

it is no longer surprising that "similar" behavior will be judged differently

by different teachers. Wat counts as "unruly behavior" for one teacher does

not.necessarily count as "unruly behaviors' for another teacher because teach,

ers have dqfer,ent norms and tolerance ranges..

o a given teacher has different prototypes for different students

anth di ferent situations within a classroom. This context specific chararac-

teristic seems to account for the. variation we have observed within one class-
!

room,/ where we have described instances wnere "the same" behavior when exhi-

bited by one student is called by tne classroom teacher an instance of referr-

able behavior, but when that same behavior is exhibited by another student, it

is not identified in this way, i. e., it is seen as normal, or routine

behavior.

Saw..
Conclusions

Tnis variability in behavior of referral and non-referral students in and

between classrooms Mitigates against a behavioral basis of teachers' refer-

rals. That is, the reason for a teacher's referral is not to be found

exclusively in the characteristics inherent in students' actions. Likewise,

the expectations that teachers develop about students prior to interactionL

with them does not account for teachers' referrals. That is, teachers in tnis

study did not give evidence of forming judgments about students that were com-

11*
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pletely tmpervious to what students did in subsequent classroom interaction.

Lnstead, teachers' referrals seem to be influenced by an interaction between

,prototYPes that teachers form about studenW and siudents' classroom

behavior.

Nevertheless, this phase of the study points out tne importanOe of teach:-

ers' categories. Teachers seem to interpret students' behavior as a further

instance of existing notions. Furthermore, this phase of the research seems. '

to confirm previous research on categorr formation. Once categOries are

formed, tney are extremely reSistant to change, even in the face of contradic-

tory evidence.

Because tnis pnase of the project points outtne importance of teachers,

categories in making judgments about students' sucteess or failure in class-
.

rooms, we will, explore the issile further in the sections that follow. In the

next Section, we examine the influence thatteachers' ideas about students

have wnen tney are communicated to scnool,psychologists. We also examine the

basis of testers' judgments about students' performance during testing situa-

tions. In Section 4, we explore tne dynamics betWeen teachers' categories and

students' benavior furtner.

SECTION 2. PUTTING PSYCHODIAGNOSTICS TO THE TEST

NJ

This section of the study examines the educational testing practices

involved in iJentifying, assessing and placing students in special education

pi-ograms. Tnd "c6eers".of two students, one "learning disabled," *the other

"normal," are traced ft-Om the classroom through educational diagnosis. Before

presenting the details of these two cases, the emergence of the notion of
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..)"career" and the role of testing in educational testing will be reviewe .

Identity Constructiori and Career Patns in Organized ContextS

The concept of career was originally developed in studies of occupations,

referring to an individual's sequence of movements from one position to

another in an occupational system. This model was transformed by sociologists

for use in the study of deviance (Hughes, 1945, 1958; Becker, 1963). Devi--

1
ance, in labelling theory, has sometimes been viewea as a "career," A "deviant

career" entaiis the actual progression of a person through a series of posi-.

tionS in a social,s/Stemi. A.career in this sense implies a,,potential begin-

ning, intervening stages with distinctive features, and an end. Consequently,

tne deviant label Aay or may not become,the basis of a lasting or Substantial

identity. Labelling Is considered the primary determinant of lasting career

deViance. Rather than being a quality of an act, deviance,is the cbnsequence

. of tne "applic'ation by others of rules and sanctions to an 'offender.'"

(Becker, 1963:9).

Medical Career Paths

, The volue of employing tne career concept has been extended to the study

of health and illness (e.g., biological, organic, and mentalistic) (Parsons,

. 1959; Goffman, 1961rScheff, 1966; Lemert, 1967). The identity that arises

from the perception of otnerA that an individual is "sick" affords the person

1

with a label and a set of expectations - a role grounded in tne expectations

an0Perceptions of pthers. Whether tne "sick" person's identity is imputed or

ascribed by otners or s/he views his/her benavior as others do, the identified

person nas at leastlfor tne moment strayed from one path (healtn career) to
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another patn (;llness,career), and will remain there as 'long as the "sick"

label iz successfully' applied.

Illness need not lead an individual to a deviance career. It can be
4

"normalized" if the illness is seen as 'curable by others and unintended on the

part of tne person identified as sick. However if s/he is seen as responsible

or the illness is seen as incurable, tne definitions of others becope espe

cially important since they influence qpd are influenced by the activities of.

organized 'agencies of social control, (e.g., health care facilities, state

mental hospitals, and rehabilitation centers).

Frake (1961) has demonstrated tha't in preliterate soFieties, the' notion
I

of a chronic illness that can improvt does not exist. .During a remission for

exdmple, one is still not sick but rather s/he is well. Subsequent symptoms

re viewed as manifestations of a'new illness or of the same,illness that,hasy
been improperly cured4 In ther words, helalth and illness are 'mutually

exclusive conditions (c reer paths) -- you are either sicts or not siCk. A

good cure eliminates symp oms permanently. Recurring symptoms7 reflect a weak

and poor nealer; they do not reflect upon tne "patient.9

Special Educabion Careers

Medical careers of illness are not unlike educational careers for learn

ing disability students. All career paths are alike in thaethey are fused

ultimately with tne.perceptions and judgements of others, a specialized corn

munity of individuals. The "professional" person's judgement about

7. It nas been suggested tnat disease does not actually exist in preliterate

settings. Signs, symptoms, and disabilities exist and are interpreted and
acted upoh in terms of group concepts and beliefs.
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"handicaps" depend Upon his or her norMs or learned conceptions (shared with

other professionals). Educational labels (diagnoses) are rendered when

evaluations (examinations) show that deviance feom normative criteria is mani-

fest. The concept of "handicap" becomes equivalent, socially speaking, with

that of a"disease.

c

The equation of "randicap" with "disease" seems prevalent in the field of. .

special education. Learning .disabilities have become defined in terms of

organic and neurological dysfunction; 6f the cerebral proceis. Coles (1976)

concludes that specialists in the field of spectial education have resorted to

biological'explanations for institutional failures, focusing our attention,

concern, and attempts at remediation en the child, rather than on thelsocial

context in which tne child must perform.

Coles makes l'the connection between tne medical version of careers and the

educational version of careers explicit. He finds "the medical model" operat-

ing in both contexts:

Using a medical model and equipped with tneir own black
bag of diagnostic insteuments, the learning disabilities
.specialists, sometimes with other specialists, examine
child patients. If they thinkthere are learning

tney write authoritative diagnoses stating that,
based on the results of certain tests, it has been deter-
mined tnat tne children nave neurological problems that

. impede learning... Because the children have been given
a set of seemingly scientific and valid tests, tne con-
clusions must be valid. The cnildren, now prbelaimed to
be learning disabled, begin with the remedial path toward .
cognitive competence. (Coles, 1978:314)

'In the school context, both the detignation of a handicap as "academic"

'(mental) and the designation of a handicap as "behavioral" (physical) are the

result of decisions made by professionals based on a series of observations

.1111M3
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N.

'
).

and inferences, regardless of the sources of their data. Professionals vali-

date and label behaviors and in this way they play an i rtant role in creat-

ira handicaps, and by extension, handicapped school careers.

.Educational Testing and Special Education Careers

As we indicated in the Introduction, there are normal career paths and

special career paths through school. To get on a Special career path, stu-

dents are identified as educationally handicapped and removed from their regu-

lar education classrooms during the school year, and are placed in a variety

of "special education" programs within the school district. In the event thdt

.an appropriate education program fs not available for the handicapried child

residthi in its jurisdiction, they are placed in a special school tuLtSide the
4

public school systpm. Yet,another alternative is to keep the child at home

witn special tutoring '(see Figure 2.1 for a model of speCial education. ser7

..

vices).

--ihsert Figure 2.1 here=...

This section 9f the study examines educational testing practices that.are

involved in moving students from regular classroomsoin the public school to

special education classes in the regular scnbol system (Lire'r I' and III in

Figure 2.1).

The Role.of Testing in Eucational Deoision Naking ,

.

Working witn individuals in educational environments naturally' entails

decision-making. A teacher decides wnether each student is ready for long

division, or more importantly, is.ready to move on to the next grade. beci-

sions, of tni6 kind, involve making prediftions about a student's chance for

8
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MODEL PECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES

Level I Regular education classrooms

Level /I

Level III

Level IV

Level V

Level VI

Regular class plus
supplementary instructional

Part-time
special class

special class

Special
schools

Home-
bound

Level VII
In-

struction
n hospital/
domiciled

1, t setting

'Nong;a7.17c;;TIM.7.

vice (medical and wel-,

care,and pupervision \

. Fiore ?.I

C"

67a

*aim.
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success 4 failure on particular occasions. Like the classroom teacher, the

School psycnologist also predicts success or failure for certain academic

activi:ies that have practical conseuences. But unlike fne classroom

teacher, the spol psychologist calls upon a sophisticated technologl of

psychological and edacational tests'to make decisions.

Researchers of schools.have long been concerned with, testing and itS

apparent role in making decisicas about students' careers. There are a great

variety of tests, covering numerous identifiable chacateristics. Even for a

single characteristic such as,g0tal activity, there are many tests which have

different uses. If we are to believe that tests are in fact standardized

instruments that objectively measure differences between individuals, or

between tne responses (performance) of tne same' individual across different

occasions, then we can readily accept the psychologist's diagnoses (e.g.,

learningdisabled) and tne resulting consequences (e.g., special education.

placement). The degree of. distinction between diagnosis end prediction is a

minor one. Consider, for example, a test of visual recognition. The psyehol,

ogist flashes a roW of letters before a'cnild for a time and the child reports

wnat (s)ne nas seen. Some students may recognize and recall four letters,

while otners grasp seven in the same,brief interval. This disparity becomes

important when tne tester relates it (the student's performance ih the testing

situation) tos.ome other behavior (the potential for performance in the class

, rooM). The psychologist's diagnosis of a child as having a visual recognition

disability implies a prediction for now he or she wilL do in other situations,

e.g., performance in a particular classroom reading group.

"11LIMENLIMN
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Instead of accepting, the assertion that tests are standardized instru

mentS that 'render decisions automatically, we are rendering the testing pro
%

cess itself $roblematic by taking a closer look at assessment practices them

selves.

The Roots %if Controversy

We are not the first to'raise questions about tne problematic nature of

psychological and educatidnal testing. Testing has along history, both as a

practioe and as a; object of researcit The field of standardized testing grew,

from the soil nourished by the early experimental psychologists who were

.developing psychological ,methods, and by tne efforts of Galton in England,.

Cattell in: America, Kraepelin in Germany, and Binet and Simon ih France, to

develop aa objective instrument to measure individual differences in intellec

tual ability for educatidnai, military, employment, and therapeutic purposes.

Although an historical OVerview Of the originr of ksychological and educe

tional testing wo 4 provide a perspectiie that would aid in the understanding

of presentday testing practicei, is not Oithin the scope of this report. ,

Today, tests are regarded'as indispenaible and are, for the time being,

here to stay despite all the doubts expressed about their validity. Educe
.

tional and psycholvical tests continue to play an' important role in eci,sion

making 'about students' success or failure in scnbol. In fact, schools are

presently among the largest tez.A. users. Students face intelligence testa

almost from the day they erter school. Usually, students first come across
.

the StanfordBihet or Wechsler IQ-tests, given to,more than 2 million cnildren

yRar.

-)
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Even so, the case for testing is hardly proved. There have been count-

less articles written about the cultural bias of educabional tests. Tests

have been primarily standardized on the "non-handicapped" and are ,inadequate

for individuals diagnosed as having different needs and opportunities for

learning from the majority and whose individual characteristics create bar- .

riers to test administration and interpretatiork- 8.
Critics claim that often

the tests are misused to i...ack black and other minority children into inferior

programs. There has been a call for a moratorium on intelligence testing or

the replacement of IQ tests with criterion-referenced measures, and even for-
0

saking of tests altogether (Hosma, 1973; Bransford. 1974; Hobbs, 1975; Laosa,
9

1973; Larry. ;P. v. :Riles, 1972; Reynolps: 1975; Rudman, 1977; Naekr, et al,

1980):
9

Even among, the most faithful proponents of testing, there:is a shared

concern that-individual tests af intelligence and achievement present us with

difficult choices concerning their meaning and validity. Tne folloWing quote

from Arthur Jensen (1969, , p. 183), one of the staunchest Supporters of testing

today,,illrstrates the problematic nature of intelligence tests:

When I worked in a psychological clinic, I had' to give
individual intelligen4 tests to a variety of children,
a good many of,whom came.from an iMpoverished background.
Usually, I felt these children were rgally brighter than
trwir I.Q. Would indicate. Thity'often appeared inhibited

8. The Wiicnsler'Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) was the test analyzed

in, greatest detail for our Study. The WISC-was standardiied on 2200 white
boys and gtrls in the.U.S. .selected to be representative Of the 1c,40 U.S.

qensus. HOwever, in the,standrdization group there Was ah overrepresdntation .

. of cnildren from the middle and upper socioeconomic levels. Therefore, chil-
dren from ethnic minority groups, or from lowerSocioecOnomic groups, were not
represented adequately in developing norms. .

.

.,

4 .

0 .

9..Tne 1.8 million empe.r National Education Association is campaigning to

aborsh standardized esting in public schools.
. .'

t
.;.

- ,
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in their responsiyeness in theftesting situation on.their
first visit to my office6and when this was the case, I
usually had them mom in tWo'-or four different days for..
half hour sessions with me in a 'play therapy' room in
which we did nothing more than get better acluainted by
plaxing'ball, Using finger paints, drawing on the black-
board, making things 'out of clay, and so forth. As soon

as the child seemed to be completely at home in this
setting, I wOuld retest him on a parallel form of the
Stanford-Binet. - A boost in I,Q. of 8 or 10 points or so
was the rufe.... I would put very little confidenbe
in the single-test score, especially if it is tffe child's
first test and more especially if the child is from a
poor background and of.a differ'ent race from Abe experi-
menter.

71'

. .

This anecdote points out nicely tne possible significance of the examiner-
.

examinee relationship', especially when they don't share ethnic or-oultural

. ......,

backgroundp as well as the importance of the Telationship between the
,

environment and the cgild.

.COnstraintS in Controlled Contexts
'

The educational test is built on the assumption that the test content is

the stimulus to whicn the studene (exaMinee) is responding. What has not been

. .

seriously enough consider* are the contextual/environmental features affectI

ing test performance and the resulting outcom,e, the,structural form of

the standardized test,situation and its relationship to ihe interactionaL

features (structurfngs) embedded in it (Mehan, 1978). The environmental-

demands of the testing encounter both help to guide observed behavior and

establish' limits to the range of response options aVailable to the student

thereby helping to shape the' characterization of the cnild as learning-

. '

disabled. traditional leartning theory nas been committed to the stitrulus-
.

response (S-R) formula (Spence; Hull: and Skinner). For Estes (1970), however,
,

the 'association is not Merely the' connection of stimpluswith response but

8 7
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usually a matter of learning the relation between events. This, then, is more

a stimulus-stimulus (S4) than a stimulus-response theory;

The double bind. When a cnild is.consteained in a testing seqsioh (or in

tne claisroom), ne or she may in fact "act out" and "bgcome" the very category

(e.g., educatioovally handicapped) for which (s)he was referred. That is, what

at Tirst may beanOsolated inciderl,of "referrable" behavior in the classroom

could then lead, thE cnild to a testi g situation which is often complicated by'

a contradictory and obscure system of rules and inStructions. This places the

Child in an apparent,"nd win" situation that can become an educational grave

10
for a student wno is referred to testing., .

$.

Tests of all types'are samples of bghavior in particular, limited corn-_

texts. Testers draw upon previous experience with particular tests to inform

them about the te5t at hand. They also draw upon experiences with the Child,-

usually througn teacher information, the wriLten referral form,,official

school records that house previous teiEScores and .infornation about t,he

cnild's family- and home. It is seldom the case that dianosticians directly.,

observe or-interact with children ref,rred to testing prilr to assessment ses-

sions, but rather rely primaril. on textual data frxn otiler sources

Testing encounters often work, unintentionally perhaps, to confirjn and

val-idate. prevestablisned categories about referred cnildren ircumstance

tnat aouble-birds the participadts. It would be incorrect to imply or assume

fl-
16. At_the ageof 6, Daniel Hoffman, a student in the New Yoric City Public

Schools, was tested( and then placed in a program for the mentally retarded.

Hoffman remained in,special eduCation classes for his entire school career,

when in fact he was a cnild of normal or slightly above dOrmal intelligence.
(the Testinu Digest, 1980). .------a
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that if tests were simply designed better or "fairer" that the problems would

be solved. Tests depend a great deal on their very nature and the way they

are administered.

Test behavior. The examination seSsion-is as mucn an interaction between

two individuals (tester and student.), as it is an interchange of test clues-

tions and examinee responses. Everything tnat takes place from the initial

encounter to the termination of the dontact between the tester and the stu-
.

ient, as well as the child's case history, constitutes data for analysis.

Underlying all te'Sts of ability is the assumption that the child (exam-

inee) is "doing his best." Consequently, tne exanyiner attempts to create 'con-

ditions at the'outset to "put the child at ease" so that he will put,forth his

. .

maximum efforts throughout the testing session. A number of studies concerned

witn the in:luence of different incentives (e.g., yerbal encouragement. and

additional cues) and disruptive conditions (e.g., loud,noises, ridicule, or

discoUraging remarks) upon testyerformance, have shown scores to raise or

lower appreciably with certain groups.

, The state of both the tester and tne student are critibal factors affect-

ing the testing session, Fatigue, motivation, and incentive, or problems at

nome can adversely affect a student's response, wnile Simultaneously influenc-

irig the tester's impression of the referred child.'.The student's fear of

failing or notorious shyness may look like inattentiveness Or uncooperative

behavior. The state of the,tester can also influence' the way instructions are

given. To put tne child at ease, the WISC-R manuarrecommends tnat the tester

engage in "some informal cOnversation before getting doWn to tre more serious ,

business of giving.the test." If the child inquir4r5rto why (s)ne is being

89-
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tested, the, tester should clarify these concerns "in a truthful and

nonthreatening" manner. In most cases, in our study, the tester explained to

the cnild: "We're going to do some fun things ... We'll do.some blocks and

,we'll do some puzzles, and we'll do some things like that ... Most of them

aren't academic,.. they aren't about arkthmetic and eeading and that kind of

stuff." These kinds of talsepromises were frequently made to students. When

queried aboyt why they had to be tested, testers often told the children that

they were "special" and that: "All the otner kids from your class wanted to

come' but I had to tell them no,. I Was jUst going tO work with you today'

because you're special." We are not doubting,tne psychologist's sincere motive

to put the 'cnild 'at ease, but we must question the employed'strategies

encourage by tne institutionalized sYstem of testing when faced% with 3110

student responses as:
4.

"Ifni nervous,"40I'm tired," "I can't do this," and "I

don't want to be here." Seyeral children yawned throughout moSt of their test

ing sessions and one went so J'ar as to exclaim "I'm bored!" over and over

again. One child was so frustrated he broke down in tearS. In this instance, ,

4

tne psychologist talked with the chil:6 at length and in a highly sensitive

manner, tnen rescheduled tne te ts for another.day.
.4

Closely related to testt king motivation is thetissue of test anxiety.

Sarason and nis colleagues (1964) studied.the effects of such anxiety with

botn .:tchool cnildren and colleu students, ,and concluded that test anxiety

tP1/ noticea.,ly interferes with effective learning and test performance. The

direction of caqsal relations remains unclear, however. Is anXiety something.

already "in tne child," and if so, is it due to previous exPerience with test

failure? Or', is test anxiety."in the envtronment," i.e., is it inherent to

testing conditions? There is no definitive statement -as yel,,about this
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question of directionality: what'comes firstr-the situation or the behav4or?

The distinction between motivation and test anxiety, whether inherent in'an'

individual or situatiCn, or constitutive on the pert,of the chin, tester, and

situation, is one of degree, rather than being a twofold division. It may

well be that on some occasions the examinee's behavior is primarily a reaction

to the examiner's behavior rather than d reaction to the test demands. Admin-'

istering, scoring, and interpreting individual psychological (intelligence)

, tests are ,by no means so standardized tnat any aspect of the individbal

differences among testers and examinees can beqgnored.

Although'any unusual frustration or anxiety observed on the part of the

student was noted in the psychologist's report, it is interesting that unusual

conditions in the testing environment (e.g., someone elseentering the room,

Aisruptive noises, or observed restlessness on the part of,the tester) were

not considered in the test interpretation, nor were they reported to tne deci-

sion Making committee that determin,pd, the child's educational placement.

Methodological Approach

Database

The datg'ior tnis analysis were collected over a period of one year..

From DeCember 1978 through December 1979, we videotaped twenty (20) testing

# 0
g 4

sessions between two scnool psychologists and eight "referred" students. We

set .up thg videotaping equipment inside the testing room and waited outside

until tne testing session was completed. A microphone vlas placed on tpe test-

ing table betweda the examiner and the child. The videotapes of psycRological

and educational assessment sessions were viewed by the psychologists who had
.
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administered tne tests and informal interviews were held during the "viewing

sessions." (For a list of all tne tests adminiStered to the students we video

taped, see Appendix I). The 20 "hours" of testing and subsequent interview&

with tne psychologists served as our corpus of materials for analysis. 11

Data treatment

Tt protect the original data tapes, duplicate tapes were made. Only

tnese cc)pies were used in our treatment of the data.' 'The audio portion of

eactktesting tape was rerecorded separately'on audio cassette tapes for the

purpose of transcription. After tile audie portion waS transcribed, it 4as

checked against the videotape for accuracy. At this time the draft transcript

was filled in with nonverbal behavior (e.g., when a test i-equired that the

student point to something rather than say a response), speakers' tdentit

. ,

the running time of each hour at 15 second intervals, length of pauses, and

some talk tnat became clear when viewed in its context (see Atachment I for

an example. of a transcript, and Attachnient II for a reader's guide to tran

script symbols).

Individualized tests of intelligence and the WISCR

Proponents in the testing controversy (Jensena 1969; Shockley; 1972;

Herrnstein; 1974; Wechsler, 1974) describe tests as objective, standardized ,

and noneferenced. A., standardized test is one in which procedure,

appara's, sand scoring have been fixed so tnat precisely the same test can be

11. The term "hour" is used foe two reasons: (1) the Sony videorecorder em
ployed most often could only record for OM hour before changin tapes. On a
few occasions we used a recorder (Betamex) that could run fOt 2 rs, and (2)
the testing sessions averaged about 1 hour in length eacn.
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given across different.occasions. The emphasis ,here is tondardization of

procedure. Technically, testing kits are uniform; however, tne interactional

andtgactical consideration are far frOm it. For example, in the school dis-

trict we studied, ch,ildren were .either taken out of the-Classroom or were

tested during vacation periods. Neiiher of these situations is recommended in

the testing manual's "directions for administration,",nor are they conducive

.,2
to optimal desired test-taking procedures. The WISC-R manual makes it clear

that "it is best to discontinue the test and arrange for another appointment,"

wnen satisfactory conditions are not met. However, due to tight' scheduling

problems and a backlog of cases, this was not often possible.

The assessment and diagnosis of referred studerts was ordinarily left to

the school psychOlogist who generally administered, in an hour or so, a

psychometric battery, consisting of individual tests of intelligence, achieve-

ment, and social and personal adjustment. The$WISC-R (Wechsier, Ihtelligence

Scale for Children4evised) waS tne most frequently administered test to tne

eeferred children in our study: The W.I8C.nas been designed'and organized as a

test of general intelligence. :1 3

The WISC-R consists of 12-viote4s: 6 on. the Verbal Scale and 6 on the

Perfoftance.Scale. (See Appendix II for a description oi the WISC-R)

'VERBAO PERFORMANCE

12. The testing 'manual and tests referred to in this section are from the

WISC-R, unless otherwise specificaly noted. '

13. Wechiler published the WISC-in 949. It was revised and renormed in 1974

,as tne WISC-R. Wechhleebelieves that it is poisib:Le to measure genera' in-
telligence objectively, "and tnat, by so,doihg, one can obtain a meanAngful
and useful index 0 6 subject's mental capacity."

9,3

.}
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1. Information 2. Picture Completion
3. Similarities 4. Picture Arrangement
5. Arithmetic 6." Block Design
7. Vocabulary 8. Object Assembly
9. Comprehension 10. Coding

11. Digit Span 12. Mazes

Administering the WISC-R. Certain practical problems 'of administration

are common to all tests. First, the physical make-rup of the testlng room

snould be well ventilated, have good lighting, and there should be ample space

to work. The WISC-R manual states tnat cifldren should be testedfin comfoirt-

able surroundings. Suitable testing areas were evidently hard to find by the

school psychologist in our study. At one school', tne psycholokist admin-
,

istered tests in the nurse's office. At another school, tests .were admin-

istered ,in 'a room that'doubled as a storage space. These testing areas were

adjacent to teacher lounges where'groups of people could be overheard during

testing sessions.

The secbnd point Wt want.to mak; is witn regard to establishing and main-

taining rapport. The WISC-R testing manual also says it is highly iMportant '

. -

that tne examiner be a familiar person with whomthe Olild feels comfortable.

The school psychaogists barely nad time to complete a "case," much less make

themsellies familiar with the 'students referred tc. testing. The testing

literatre informs us that testers are trained to think.of themselves as

unernotional, impartial task-setters.

encourage the idea that she, like

object" with a technical t
14

obl. In

attribute of the indiviival and can

The school psychologist's traditions

the physical scientist, is "measuririg an

tnis way, intelligence is viewed as an

be compared to the domain of temperature.

14. The psycnologists wno participated in our study wer.e female, hence the use
'of 'she' when referring to testers.

. 9,1
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The thermometer allows fOr the objective measurement of temperature; 'the

We,

79

intelligence test allows for the objective measurement of intelligence. The

"object," however, is a person and involves a complex social relationship

between the child,tne examiner, and the conditions (situational features) of

testing. Testing encounters are practical activities; they are social accom-

plishnents (constructions). While presumably maintaining an impartial and

scientific attitude, examiners attempt to O6tain from each mhild tested the

best .accomplishment sne or he can produce, and tne examinee:trys to provide

the teSter with the response lnat she has in mind. Pnrticipanti.engage in the

social enterprise of 'testing,' actively constituting the ongoing interaction

and resulting outcoMes (e.g., te'st scores and psychological reports that lead

to special education placements).

Following is a description of the analytic devides employed in this phase

of. the study.

Analytic Devices

Tne first step of data analysis 14as a segmentation of the testing ses-

sion. Testing edcounters were generally segmemted into (I) informal openings,

(2) ius tests .("on-task" time), and (3) a cloAing down of

the hour by t e school psychologist (see Figure 2.2).

.11 nsert Figure 2.2-tne Segmentation of a Testing Session-here--.

Informal transitions\and "off task" sqquences cropped up regularly as part of

tne whole teiting scenrio. Intrnal analyses of the different segments (on-

task and off-task) are-a co tinuing concern. This segmentation of a testing

session into.ifs component parts is important in order to reduce a conception

of a testing tape to &visual page representatiOn. This data base provides a

9$



THE- SECMENTATIOit.OF A TESTING SESSION

7 9 a

Segment Informal Opening .- Formal Testing Closing

Type of
Sequence

Initiation

,...4

Instructional Question
Initiation #

Interrogative Infot:mative

-

Sequential
Organiiation

I -R-(EC)

.

IN -R
.

Q-A.-(E)

.

I-R.
,(Int)

»

I -R

(Inf)

Participants
T-S-(T)
S-T

'T-S I -s-cry
I -S

S-Tf.

' T-S
S-T

a.

Figure 2.2

Key: IInitiatton; RrRespcase; (EC) or (E)OPtional Evaluatiorlii INInstructionAl;

(Muestiori; A-Answer; Int=InterrOgative; InfInformative; TTester; S.aStudent.,

-

.00
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basis of comparison across students and acrOss different tests.

The next step was to extract an overall event structure'from
*e.

ach indivi-

dual testing session. The event structures (see Figures 2.3a and 2.3b below),

revealed in a temporal snapshop the length and number of off-task times with

respect to on-task time, as well as external disturbances during either

sequential event. Some sessions Were interrupted 1"from the out.ide" as many

as fourteen times (e.g., recess bells, intercoms, someone else entering the

.room). Breaches in on-task time, i.e., formal testing, were frequent for all

sessions and in several cases directly linked to the exterdal break-ins. The

informal opening sequences varied from fifteen seconds to six minutes. The

event structure charts were coded to make locating certain phenomena easier

(see Figure 2.3b). Coding'was merely a heuristic device employed to unveil in

a photoplay representation the interaction tnat flowed on videotape. In a

glance, particular sequences can be located (e.g., Q-A-E; Q-A-Q;RC-A).as well

as any uternal stimuli occurring simultaneously.

--insert Figures 2.3a and 2.3b here4.-

Questions for Analysis

In tnis section, we trace tne care& paths of two students identified as
41 %

special education candidates by. their classrcom teachers and subsequently

referre'd for assessment and diagnosis'by the scnool psychologist. In analyz-

ing these two cases, one a "learning disabled" student, the other a "normal

4, student," we proceed along tnree lines of investigation: (1) an examination of

the social construction of tests (2) a review of the'psychologist's diagnosis
<1

a

of students' performance, and (3) tne use f diagnostic data in formal deci-1

sion making situations.

k
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- A
EVENT STRUCTURE CHART

_I

0:15:30:4.5:1:15:30:45:,2:15:30:45:3:15:30:45:4:15:30:45:5:1.5:30:45:6:15:30:45:7
,

Figure 2.3a

0:15:30:45:1:15:30:45:2:15:30:45:3:15:30:45:4:15:30:45:5715:30:45:6:15:30:45:7

e

EN Q'E+E+ . . Q.,A A . Q (A) Q CAJQ' (10 Q. (A) . . QRC Q Q .

Open . A Q Q . . O . E+ . Q (A) Q(A) QR A q . . A (A) (A).

..AA Q A A QR QRC. . A IN Q (A) QC(A)Q (A) Q (A) . . E+ . IN .

Figure 2.3b

,

-

Key: OpenuOpening sequenCe; IN=anstructional sequence; Q=Question; ApAnswer/verbal;

(A)=Answer/nonverbal;
E+uEvaluation/positive; QR=Question repeated; QRC=Question/

Request for Clarification; QC=Question/Cue; ...Continuation of sequential act

u Informal off-task xime (e.g. Opening and Closing moves)

= Formal on-task time (e.g. Individualized tests)

Break in formal testing (off-task)

/ 4 = External interruptions (e.g., bell ringing; someone else

entering the testing room)

To read: top to bottom, e.g. Q
A

(I,
t,
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N.>

----The first-question coucerns the soatalorganization7ofeducational test

ing. How are formal tests assembled? In the context of the testing event,

what contribptes to a studentis answer (e.g., cognitive, interactional and

situational features)? How does the psychologist determine Whether, a

student's behavior counts as a correct answer, or overall performance counts

as evidenc i! of an educational handicap.

\ The second set of questions concerns tne diagnosis of students'., perfor

dance. How does the psychologist identify the student's disability? What

sources of information inform tnis diagnosis (e. g., teachers' fordal repor'ts,

informal discussions, school records, or others?).

The tnird set of questions concerns the use of information (textual

records) produced about the student in different contexts (i. e., classroOm

and testing). After a testing session is completed, tne psychologiit must

prepare a recommendation about the student who ha's bell tested; and present it

to tne committee that decides the educational category placement for the-

cnild. How is this information about the cnild frOm the classroom and the

testing situation made available to decision makers and subsequently used to

decide special education placements?

Assembling the Formal, Test

b-

The "Formal Test Assembly" topic is informed by previous work on the

interactional construction of educational test results. Mehan, 1973, 1978;

Roth, 1974, 1980; Mackay, 1973, 1974; and Davies, 1978 have shOwn that treat

ing test results as social facts obscures the constitutive process by which

testers and students jointly produce answers in individual 'tests. As a
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result, educators and researchers do not have access to students' reasoning,

; which it the very thing tests were designed to measure.

'

In order to address these issues, it is necessary to re-assemble the

individual tests and check them against testing manuals for the manne of

-

administration and scoring of responses. This process has enabled us to score

the test responses as the tester did and ascertain tne child's overall perfor-

mance.

4

"Reassembling the tests" also means breaking down the formal on-task

sequences into analyzable form (see, Figure 2.4 beloW). While Sacks et al

(1974) say tnat everyday conversation has many two-part sequences, some inves2

tigatons of the classroom have found that formal lessons seem to have a

tnree-part structure (Initiation-Reply-Evaluak!on) (Mehan et ai, 1976; Mehan,

1979), Canonically, educational tests are supposed to leave-the inflUence of

t.ne everyday world at tne door, and tnerefore one would expect a two-part

sequence again. In everyday conversations:turns are negotiated at the end of

a speakeriqs.turn, i.e., at a turn'allocation juncture; so the "two-ness" is an

open possibility. The "two-ness" of a formal test, however, comes from a

built in constraint on the tester not to give information away. Tnis is not

to say that tnred-part (Q-A-E) and even longer sequences do not exist (tee

. ,

Figure 2.4), but generally, formal task sequences consist of question-answer

pairs%

--inpert Figure 2.4 nere--

lOu
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THE ASSEMBLY OF A FORMAL TEST

Test WISC-R: Information/Sub-Test

Typeof Teqt
-

'. Verbal

Sequential
Organization

Format I Format II

,

Forbat /II
Q-A:RC-QR-A(B)Q-A-(E) Q-A-Q:RC-A-(E)

Participants T-S-(T) .T -S - T -'S-(T) - S - T -S.4T)

Figure 2.4

0.5

Key: Q=Question; A=Answer; (E)=Optional Evaluation; Q:R.C=Question:

Request for Clarification; A:RC=Answer:Request for Clarification;

QR=Question Repeated; T=Tester; S=Student.
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Informal _opening sequences took place prior to tne the first formal test-

ing sequence; This was an attempt by the psychologist to ',get an idea of the

cnild's general awareness."15 This was done by elicitin; informatkon from the

student about his family and classroom life and then asking questions of a -

more academic nature while still under the inform
16

al guise. The following

Awo excerpts from different transcripts are typical examples of what occurred

during these inforMal openings.

SeqUence # Speaker

17

fro

Transcript

53:21.0 Tester Hen'by the way how's your brother Tracy?

53:22.0 Student I don't know. ge just sits around alPday.

53:23.0 Tester He sits around. What do you do all daY?

53:24.0 Student Sit 'around and watch television, heh.

53:25.0 Tester You don't=

53:26.0 Student =and go to the coih shop.'

OOO OO .

53:49.0 Tester What's the next most valuable coin that

53:49.1 have?

. 53:50.0 Student
.you
I ddh't know. (:01) An Indian head penny-..

53:51.0 Tester (IFn2Tuch is that worth?

53:52.0 Student Two 'dollars.

53:53.0 Tester Two dollars/

53:54.0 Student It's old. It's,like- it's an eighteen seventy.

53:55.0 Tester Oh my. That was even before I was born.

53.:56.0 ,Student It's an old". .

53:0.0 Tester If itwas unt [cr.Jgh) if it was made in

53:570 eighteen seVenty, how old is it?

53:58.0 Student I.dopkt know;

15. This is an actual quote from a school psychologist taken from an interview

about t testing session. \
16. The pronoun 'he' (his) is used when referring to students because 75% of
the children te:Ited in our study were boys.

17. In the uSequence'llu, column, the numbers appearing_4efore the coloh refer

to the. testing seSsion transcript number; the number after the colon s the

line dumber.
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53:59.0
53:60.0

53.:61.0

53:62.0
-r! 53:63,0

53:64.0
53:65.0

Tester

Student
Tester
Stuctent

_Tester
Student
Tester

, 84

Come on.

I don't know.

Think. (:0?) If it was made in eighteen seventy/
Then it would be 'one hundred years old. .

Just a hundred/
TUnbred and (.:02) seventy.
Let's figure.-Gb on over here to Iny magic

53:65.1 board (points). take the yellow- I mean
53:65.2 ' take taw red magic marker, take the lid
53:65.3 off. Go over tipere and write on it. I want
53:65.4 'you to figure that out. If that pent* was
5365.5 madt id eighteen seventy nine, how old is
53:65.6 that nickel?
53:66.0 Student Penny.
53:67.0 Tester Oh penny, excupe me.

t .

32:18.0 Student Tomorrow's mY birthday.

32:23.0 Tester How old will you be?

32:24.0 Student Seven. .

32:25.0 Tester Sevens Ooon. You're getting to be a big.
32:25.1 kid. Do you have brothers and sisters?
32:26.0 Student Odly one brother.
32:27.0 Tester One brother. Ho'w old is he?
32:28.0 Student Three.
32:29.0 Tester Three. So is he older or younger than you?
32:30.0 Student -Younger.

32.31.0 Tester How much younger? (:05) If he's three
32:31.1 years old/ .

.

32:32.0 Student And I'm seven.
(:09:,

32:33.0 Tester If you're- he's tnree years old and you're
32:33.1 seven, how much younger is he than you? .

32:33.2 Can you figure that one out?
(:06)

32:34.0 Student About three years eacn.

From these examples, we can see that tne tester was seeking to guage at

what level the student could compute simple math problems.
18

Unlike the for-

mal on-task question-answer sequences discussed below, these informal elicits-
.

18. In the first exsmple, the student answered tne question correctly 14 turns'

later (line 53:81.0). The entire sequence, beginning witn line 49.0 took 2
minutes.

.
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tiona were extracted from the child's own life experiences.

<1
times when tne.student is initiating or directing the talk;)

.85

g these

e is more spon

taneous and talks in longer and mor complex utterances. For example:.

1

Sequence # Speaker Transcript

53:89.0 Testen What time dit you get up?
53:900 'Student EighC fifteen.

..

53:91:0 Tester Efght fifteen. That's a good,time.

53:92.0 Student Well since I'm on vacation'I oan
53:92.1 sleep as late as I want.,

53:93.0 Tester How late do ydu ;like to.sleep?

53:9-4.0 Student Sometithes til nine thirty.

003i
53:95.0 Tester My goodness. .

53;96.0 Student I seay up until one o'clock in the

53:96.1 morning. .

53:07.6 Tester What do yOu do until one o'clock?

53:98.0,, Studtnt Watch television all day.
53:99.0 Tester Don't-you' get zonked out?

53:100.0 Student No heh well last night I did. That's

53:100.1 ,....____when I'watched just the news.

Evaluating Evaluations

Evaluative remarks occur wire frequently during formal test sequences

\

1than during A.nformal openings ana nlosings. Evaluations seem to be \ atterned

on two things: (1) tney usually index the first few questionanswer pairs of

each new test sequence to let the student know that (s)he had underst od the

question as intended and Was providing the appropriate answer. For.exAmple:

Sequence Speaker Transcript

5.4 Tester The'first tning we're going to do, is I

5.5 , want you to tell me how a wheel and a

5.6 ball are alike. How are they alike or

5.7 how are they the
40
same?

6.0 Preat..on They'rb botn round.

7.0

v
\.

- Tester Very good, Preston. (writes] They're both

7.1 round. That's excellent. How are a.

7.2 candle and a lathp alike?.

rik

1 LI
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8.0 Preston They-,tothi-a-an light up.

9.0 _.-Telt-e-r- (writes] Yoere'doing.a good job.

"t:hey are- also guided by the teiter's personal impresSion of the

-child. If the tester felt the student appeared unusually insecure, she would

offer more positive evaluations throughout the testing session. According t6

'standardized testing procedures, testers are not permitted to give dogmatic

i-
*.*.valuations in reference to particular test items (e.g., "You, did that one

perfectly."), but rather are encouraged to yield'more neutral and generalized

evaluations (e.g., "You4re doing a fine job.").

However, the school psvchológist commonly mixed positive evaluatians that

referred to a specific task and those of a more general nature. The following
:

eicerpt from a transcript illustrates this point.

Sequence # Speaker

37:441.3 Tester

37:441.4
37:442.0 Studen t

37:443.0 Tester

37:444.0 Student
37:445.0 Tester
37:445.1

. 37:445.2

c:The same rule does not ap ly to negative evaluations however. In the

Transcri,pt

Make yours look just like that one.
That is a supersjob, Tracy.
(draw')
Wow, you're doing a fihe job.

(draws)
I'm really proud of you. Beautiful!
These are ex8el1ent, Tracy. You
did a good job'on that.

case of performance-related tasks (e.g., when using manipulatives), if the

student does not respond correctly to tne first pair of questions in a new

task sequence, the tester might say, "That's not exactly right. Let's try it

again." Fo'r example:

- Sequence Speaker Transcript

625.0 Tester Okay. Naw.these pictures aresoing to tell
. 625.1 la picture about a fan!. [displays

625.2 et] I want you to put tnese in order sa

1
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625.3 'they tell a story,.Kitty..

626:0 Kitty Okay..[arranges pictures] (:10)

627.0 Tester Kay, you through/

628.0 Kitty Umhmm=

629.0 Tester =Always make sure that II know that you're
629.1 through, so I'll know to stop.
629.2 [collects.set] That wasn't quite eight.
629.3 Now. Edisplays set] Here are the pictures
629.4 in order again. Now titis picture should

629.5" come firsts

- While with verbal7related tasks she mig, simply say, "That's a good try" ,and .

then provide the student with the correct answer.

Questioning Strategies

According to the normative theory of psychological and educational test
,

ing, a session should proceed in a metronomic sequence of questions and

'
answers, questions asked by the tester, answers provlded by the examinee (stu

dent). Figure 2.4 above reflects the oftantimes complicated nature of4 asking

a question (Rotn, 1974, 1980). Instructions and questibris o'n the part-of4 the

tester often result in students asking qtestion's of clarification see.Format

III in Figure 2.4):

Sequence Speaker Tradsceipt 'Code

26:173.1 Tester Well, what's another uh, something Q

26:173.2 ,t else? :
26:174.1 Stude4 ((Something else)).What are you A:RC

26:174.2 . taking about? This7you're mixing
26:174.3 me Up.

26:175.1 ester Well, what is.ple capital of Greece?QR

26:175.2 Well, let me see if I can help yoU a
little mor'e on that [she.looks in.26:175.3

26:175.4' manual which is on the table] Hold '

26:175.5 on ( )-(iester claps hands to'

26:175.6 after putting manual back on

26:175.7
.gether
table] Do you know?

26:176.0 Student No. A

26:177.0 Tester Okay. tscored]
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Because of the Standardized stimulus presentation assumptiorx of the formal

test,' the tester has to be caretul not to add to_the ideasexpressed in the
X

"standard" directions.- It is imperative, according to the testing manual,

tnat tne examiner give directions exactly as provided. While it is sometimes

permissible osr testers to give cues and dir4ctions, the exact circumstances
t

in which the cues and 'hints are to be given are not always worked out in
ost

detail. This is especially a problem in individual teting, where questions'

are given orally. On' a mentaltest item where the child,is'suppObed to

. .

rpceive only one trial, his answer may show that he didn't understand the

question. Where the test directions permit qply one trial and the testr
,.-

repeats the question or cues the student with additional information l'since

tne child would certainly have answered correctly if he had understooelrhat

was wanted," it is considered.a Type-1 Error (g-1).
19

For example:-
's

Sequence Speaker Transcript Code

35: 9.0 Tester How area shirt and a hat alike? Q:*

35:10.6 fAudent They're both worn. A(1)

35:13.0 .,:Tester. Both wOrn.'Whatdo you mean QI1IC

36:11.1 they're both word?

35:12.0 S6dene' Weir they both have some the hat A:(0)

.35:12.1
35:12.2

got some a little bit Of fluff and
the shirt has all the yarn.

35:13.0 Tester What do you do witn a shirt and Q?RC

35:13.1 a nat?

35:14.0 , Student You put em on. AO)

This test item is orth, one point and the student scores that pOint with hiS

first response, "Tney're both Worn." Tne tester deviates from standand prac

tice when she asks the student for clarification of tis- -answer- -and- =Ise
.

quently he obtains a score of zero with his second attempt. A direct cue IA

19. Tnis is an adtual quote from:tne school psychologist who administered this
test.

% ..%.

, -
s. .

I

e

s
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'

. embedded in the tester's second request for'clarification, 4What do you do

with a shirt and a hat?", to which the student responds correctly, re9441;1ng

his original score of one pOint.

In the above exaMple, tte student pimply retrieved his .rightful point

instead of gaining an extra point,which frequently occurred i4her1 a tester'

cued a student instead of proceeding to the next question. Preliminary

analysis shows th9t 'overall. scores were increased on the average 25%, as a_ .

.result of tnese modifications of standard procedure. In Xne following exam- .

plp, for instance,' the student's scoreMis boosted an extra point due' to an'

20

incongruous cue.

Sequence $
. '

42:198.0
42:198.1!

42:198.2'
42099.0
4?;199d1

'1
42:200.0
42:201.0

. A

Speaker., Transcript...-.

1

Code'

Tester: What!Ip'the thing to do if a boy ,-'(.)

mucil §mall.er than.youtpelf star,ts -

to fight with .you?' ,

Student rwould say please' don't74g4t.,-;-11H1A
with me..

(:62) .
___---- zz

Tester- 'Would Tou,ffih-t? ,,--- Q:RC.

.8tudent ilo,..,4-would,pst'walk away. 'A(2)

Tne student offees,a orke-pctint-answer ("I,ruld saysplease den1t1 fight with

me.") as his first-t-esponse. The student s answer is a'cor one; it gained
,

ham a point and did not -call fcr'any clarffication on the part of the psychol-
...

...------
, . o

ogist. Even nad a c4e- been permitted,:the psYChólogist would have only been

.4.ealowed.tb say: yExplain,what you mean" or "Tell me more abbut it." -InStead,

. ..--" '-.

.
.

- ..

:
sne elicy4-, from the .student 8 vety specific response.augmenting his score

7-7
4t0,a-second point:

z- . .z

20. PeeSon's4overell verbal sec:4-e on tne WISC-fr was increased 33.2% as a

esult of'ineongruous cues.
.

IP

_--
1()c)
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Altnough occurring less often; occasionally a student lost a point as a

result of,an intervening cue.

Sequence # Speaker Transcript Code

35:289.0 Tester Tell"mewhat theoalphabet is.

35:290.0 S'1udent Say it A(0)

35:291.0 Tester Remember now, I just popped in Q:RC

35:291.1 from outer space and I don't/know

35:291.2 what an alphabet is. You got to

35:291.3 ell me.

35:292.0 Student .You can makie a name out of it. A (2)

35:293.0 Testel Okay, you can make a name out it. Q :RC

35:293.1 Okay, tell ne more about the.al-

35:293.2 phabet. What do you mean you cap

35:293.3 m6ke a name out of it? c

35:294.0 Student Like you can make anybody's name. A (2)

35:294.1 Ytql con make anything.

35:295.0 Tester Could I make a table out of it? Q :RC

35:296.0 . Student No, you can make a word of t'able. A (2)

55:297.0 Tester I.can make a woi-dZ :RC

35:298.0,. Sudent Yeah. A C2)

35:299.0
35:300..0

--zrester
Studeht---

I can,make tne word table? :RC

Yes. A (2)

35:301.0 Tester Okay-, Pretton. I cap make,a word Q :RC

35:301.1 out of i Tell me alittle more
35:301.2 about the alph be See I'm still

35:301. not sure. I know I'can make a

35:301.4 word out o: the alphabei.-but I

35:301.5 don't know "cat it is.

35:302.0

35:303.0

Student
Tester

It's number; .A (Q.&

It's, numbers/ 4 Q (RC--

35:304.0 Student Yes. A (0)

35:305.0 Aster You mean like one, two, three, :RC

35:305.1 four, five, six, seven, eight,

35:365.2 .

'Studen;

nine, ten?

35:306.0 No. It's like a, b, c, d, e, f, g.A(1)

a

This transcript,extract is long enough (though not as long as some oth-

ers) to snow the oftentimes surprising amount of interaction and "social work"

that goes on betweed the initiati asking of a question and the child's final

answer (Roth, 1974). In tnis case, tne student acnieves two points with his

answer, "You can make a name out of it" (line 35:292.0). He manages to keep

nis two points tnroughout all .the psycnologist's inappropriate queries, up
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until he reports thatl)the alphabel is'"numbers," He
0

retrieves one of his two

poina whgn he lists some of the letters in the alphabet in his final response
/

(line 35:306.0).

uleas

Standard testing procedures acknowledge the need for rc5quests for clarif-
,

ication of student responses, The WISC-R manual instructs testers as follows:

If a child's rdsponse to a Verbal item is amOiguous or incomplete,
the examiner should ask hit to c;prify his answer. The only probes

permitted are the statements "Tell me more about it," "Explain-
what you mean," or siTilar neutral remarks.' (WISC-R m3nual, p. 6).

Many o the sample responses given in this manual include the.
notation (Q). When this notation appears, it indicates that the
response preceding it - or a similar resOonse - should be queried.

(WISC-R manual, p. 6)

Just as we have found that testers improvise on testing procedures by provid-lt

. --

ing hints and cues.when they are not required, we have also'found that exa-

miners modify testing procedures by not gi)rilg cues when one is expected. An

example of a "Type-2-,Error" (E-2) follows:

Sequence T Speaker Transcript

36:215.0 Tester All right, Why is it important for

36:215.1 'cars to have license plates?

36:216.0 Stydent Because if they didn't have one

36:216.1 they wouldn't know what state they're

36:216.2 from. I

36:217.0 Tester [scores response] (:20) What is a

36:217.1 criminal?

The assem ly of this task sequence (Q-A) is especially interesting Uecause the

student's 'ooverall score dould potentikly cnange - for thelkorse. According

to the manual, the student provided an answer that should Nave been cued by

tne tester since it ishit Possible to know who the student 'was referring to

when he said "they wouldn't.know what state they're from." It's probably safe

to assume tnat in "tney're from," tile utnesy" refers to the people who have tne

cars witn license plate's. However, in "they wouldn't know," it is as likerY

u

IR
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the qudent meant the -police or tne DepaAment of Motor Ve0cles, as it is

likely ae/tras referring to the same people with the cars. If the student was

4

in fact referring to the police or the DMV, then he would have received a

point. Although the student provided an ambiguous answer, the psychologist

did not ask for clarification, ,and tne student lOst his chance to answer

correctly.

Summary Remarks

The above examples and discussion have been'provided in order to familar-

ize the reader wtth the basic test assembly procedure for *standardized tests.

In tne following pages, we present two case studies--Preston and Kitty--in

The Diagnosis of Students' Performance

The following two cases are reviewed to illustrate the process by which

students' identities (as educationally handicapped" or as "normal student")

are forined, starting in the c1assr6m, and are sharpened-by diagnosticians,

ef
and finally confirmed by placement committee members,. This confirmation pro-

cess has two components: (1) locating tne disability and (2) searching for

hidden disabilities.

Locating the Disability

Preston, a seven year old boy in first grade, was referred in September,

1978 for three reasons! (1) behavioral problemS and poor peer relations, (2).

reading at tne pre-primef level, and (3) visual-motor dysfunction. The school

psychologist administered an extensive battery of tests to :reston on February
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8, 15; 22, and 27, 1979.Figure2.5 reveals that the testa administered to Pres
.

eon were consistent with the teachers! referral reasons:

Referral Reasons

,4-
(1) Behavior

(2) Reading
(3) VisualMotor

Figure 2.5: Teacher

Classifidatfon of Tests

Personality Inventory
. Academic

Visual Motor, Visual Perception

Referral ReasOns and Teq Classification '

This consistency between,referral reason and type of test administered .

was apparent for all the children tested in our study (see Table 2.1). Thus,

we can say tnat psychological and educational testing was not the automatic

administra'tion of a prespecified battery of tests. The process of educational

testing began with a judicious choice of instruments, suited to the referral

history of the. student.

--inseut Table 2.1 here--

,

Tnis tailoring of pest administration.to the perceived educational prob

lems of the referred students resulted in a "test unt4 find" approach to

).)eductional testing, however. That is, school sychologists administered edu

cational tests until they located tne disabilities that teachers had indicated

by tneir original referral. When the school psycnologist "found" verification

of the, referral reasons, they stopped They did not continue to
,

administer educational tests in order to find discepancies in, the original

fortukation of the student.

One of the school psychologists provided a rationale for this test until

find" practice in a viewing session:

When a child is referred to'me, its hard to look at the whole
picture necause'I'm constantly looking at why this cnild was
referred to me, what's going on. Why is tnis teacher saying that.

1 1
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REFERRAL REASONS AND TEST PROFILE

STUDENT (AGE) SHANE(9) RODGER(9)

REFERRAL REASONS SELFCON
V-M DYS'

READ

V-P DYS
EMO
READ

TEST'
6WHITE NAME

WHAT:Spelling 7

WRAT:Math 8

WHAT:Reading 9

WISC:Information 2

":Picture Completion 3

":Similarities 4

":Picture Arrangement 5

":Arithmetic' 6

":Block,Design
":Vocabulary
":06 'ect Assembl

Comprehension
":Coding
":Digit Span 10
":Mazes ,

BENDER-GESTALT
MOTOR-FREE VISUAL

PERCEPTION TEST
4

MOTOR INTEGRATION
DRAW A PERSON 1

DRAW YOUR FAMILY 7 2

3 WISHES 1 3

CAT ° 8

BERKELEY 9

NAME WORDS
VISUAL-AURAL .DEVELOPMENT
INDIANA/BASIC SKILLS
BEERY 5

TOTAL # OF TESTS . 15 9

CLASSIFICATION op TESTS
IN ORDER ADMINISTERED

EMO
INT
EMO
ACAD
PERS
V-M

EMO
V-P
V-M
ACAD
PERS

PRESTON(7).
BEHAV'
READ
V-M DYS

TRACY(7) 7,ZANE(8) KITTY(7) ROBARD(9)

EMO
SELFCON

READ

-READ. READ

BEHAV LANG,

'RAD

EMO
READ
COORD

7 4 1 16
8 5

9

10 7

2 2.

3 3

19
20 r

4 4 21
11 5 7 5

12 6 '8 6

13 7 7/13'
14 8 10 . 8

15' 9 1.1 9
16/2U 10 12. 10
18 11 13 14
21

23

12 14

13 6

15
..16'

, 22 6 14 11'

25 16 6/17 12/17
24 15
6/19 17 11

1 4

2 2

3/5 18 2
19 3

4

-- 17

26 9, 17 19 2r
V-M
EMO

ACAD
INT
V-P
PERS

ACAD
V-P

ACAD
V-M
EMO

PERS

-ACAD

INT
AU-k
EMO

&CAD
INT
V-M
INT
EMO
PERS'

V-P-

EMO
V-M
INT
ACAD
PERS

KEY/REFMRRAL REASONS: SELECON=SELF-CONCEPT;V-M DYS=VISUAL-MOTOR DYSFUNCTION;READ=READING;

V -P DYS=VISUAL PERCEPTION DYSFUNCTION;EMO=EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS;BEHAV=BEHAVIORAL;LANG

LANGUAGE ARTS:COORD=COORDINATION,DIFFICULTIES
KEY/CLASSIFICATION OF TESTS: EMO=EMOTIONAL;INT=INTELLIoENCE;ACAD=ACADEMIC;PERS=PERSONALITY

INVENTORY;V-M=VISUAL MOTOR;V-P=VISUAL PERCEPTION
KEY/TEST: Ic.-.test administered though not cerrain in which sequence;3/5(numberfnumber)=

this test was administered'twice,i.e., it was the 3r4 and the 5th test

TABLE 2.1

91.
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the child is.not worklng, or this bhild is It doing this, or not
doing .that. So, I'm always looking for what it ds that's going
wrong, or.w.hat is this tnild doing that not's right, 'rather than
wnat's this child doing that's.right.

(EDM Tester Interview 1132, page 18)

Search:for Hidden Disabilitiei

, If the initial set of tests did not unedver the disability suggested by

\f

the classroom teacher, then the school psychologists initiated a search pro-
.

cedure to find tnis "hidden" disability. This was the case with "Kitty," the

.second illustrative case we are reviewing here. Kitty, a seven year old girl

0
in second grade, was referred by her classroom teacher lAcause she was Per-

forming below grade level primarily in reading and language arts. At the time

o-f- the-referral- the-Classroom-teacher- was-considering fourplacement- -options

'for Kitty: (1) retain her in 2nd grade foi the following school year, (2)

place her in a learning disability group (LDG), a part-time pUll-out special

education program, (3) have her work with the school's reading specialist on a

part-time basis, and (4) place her in the multiply handicapped (MH) special

education classroom.

The classroom teacher felt the reason for Kitty's reading.problem was a

result of a visual dysfunction - a "lazy eye"-which required her to wear an

eye patch for lengthy periods of time impairing.her sight. Puring a' viewing

session\of the clasaroom videotape, the teacher reported.:

Basically, in first grade she couldn't see very well and-

therefore she didn't learn to read. I always thought that 0

she had the. capability ' read but wasn't doing it, you

know. And I thOught MLybe there was some sort of organic
problem involved, some sort of maybe nedrological problem.
She seems to be a.pretty nice girl who has you know
definite strengths in math end yet when it came to reading
she just couldn't do it.

(EDM Teacher.Interview 1154, page 40)

1 1 d
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While viewing the videotape of the classroom segment, the teacher asked us tO

stop the tape at a pOint ken Kittywas holding.ner book yerli close,to her

face, "as if trying'to seesit better" (EDM#54, p.42). The teacher interpreted

Kitty's action to Me'ad the,folloWing:

,

Maybe that was just her way of really trying hard. For
all knoW she could see it well from back here but um
the way I interpreted her bringing the book closerOr her
bending Over the table was that see how hard I'm trying,
I'm really trying to do a good job. Ilnconsciously,she

was trzing to display her trying; to impress me.
(EDM leacher Interview #54, p. 42)

Even though the teacher believed Kitty's "lazy eye" impaired her sight,

Making it difficult lo read at times, he feltthere was usomething:else"J

responsible for her low reading performance in the classroom and hence

referred her for educational and psychological tsting with the,hope&that she

would qualify for special 'education.

The school psychologist administered a complete battery of teats to Kitty,

A

(totalling 19). During tha first testing session Kitty did not wear her

glasses. The psychologist readministered several of the s

Second and third testing sessions since at these tin.

tests during-the ,

es Kitt'y had her dew .

glasses. After exhausting the academic (Wide,Range Achievement Iests:WRAT)t

motor-visual (Bender-Gestalt), and intelligence (WIBC-R) tests, the tester did

not find.any evidence of a learning disabilityr That is, Kitty perfomed at

grade level or better in all of the standardiied tests adminestered to her.

Therefore, the psychologist prodeeded with a'personality inventory in order to

uncover any erence of the teacher's referral reasons.

2.
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However, after 19 tests were administered the testr could not locate

Kitty's learning disability. Only then did the psychologist recomMend that

Kitty remain in her regular education classroom and nOt be placed in a special

education program. It seems that only after' the entireinventory of tests is

exhausted does the diagnostician give up the_search for the hidden disabilAy.

This practice had tne (perhaps unintended) consequenceof both oonfirming

the teacher's original perception of referred students, and substituting

institutionally refined designations ("learning disabled") for teachers' okten

vague descriptions (ushe needs help").'

The Etiology of Diagnoses A Forensic Analysis

A.third line of.investigation that we pursued was an examination of the

role that assessment practices play in the,diagnosis and identificatiOn of

students as handicapped and the placement of referred students into various

educational categories, whether special or regular. We looked at the textual

P

records (e.g., teacher referral reports, test scores, and psyChologists'

repiorts) produp.ed about the -child in different contexts to see how such a

record'stands in relationship to the interaction between the,teacher and stu-

-
dent in the classroom and the tester and student in the testing session.

In order,to determine howdiagnosticians come to conclusions about .stu

dents' performances and tnen make recommendations for educational placements',

we have done a "forensic analysis" of the diagnostic procesS. This is not

imerely an argumentative exercise, as the'term might perfunctorily imply.
WM.

Instead, it is an,examination of the -relationship between "clinical facts,"

those reported in the psychologist's written accounts, which are entered in

'116 .e
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the studentls records and presented to decision making groups; and observable

behavior in controlled testing actiiiities and tne more .natural classroom

situation.

Just as the coroner is presented with 'a corpus, a body of facts, and must

work* retrospectively in order to construct the cause of the.eient, we have

available to us a body of facts, a corpus of informat.ion about: the :

,

.pAychologist's interpretation of the student's behavior in the forth of the

psychologist's ,"write-Ups" of psychological settings. We* have also worked

retrospectively, tracing back from the textual record of assessment situations

tnrough the ,line of reasoning that led to the diagnostic conclusiOps

presented.

The Psychologist's Report and Its Diagnostic Implications

As researchers of schools, we are all familiar with the caricature of the

itinerant psychologist, WISC kit in hand, who categorizes a child as LD 'or EH.

or MR after a 50-minute test, and recommends special placement. We also know

tnis testing process isn't sesimplistic. The psychologist is faced with a

practical, albeit complex, task in the course of her "case" work. She has

spent countless hours in one-to.'-one testing situations, in discussions with

classroom teacners, sometimes observing in classrooms, and talking with other

people, Including parents, knowledgeable abolit the child,in question. .She

must reduce the myriad details' from thib mound of information to 'a brief,

conerent report. It is somewhat paradoxical that the school psycholOilst, who

sees tne referral child tne least in the ongoing situattons of the referral

process, is likely to have the most influence op placement decisions in spe-

cial education programs. The psychologist's report represents a process of

117
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analysis, synthesis-, and integration of the material gathered by the'exeminer.

-rile IQ obtained by the child,..as computed by the tester, is the *anchor point

foe the developmeni of the report and the basis for the psychologist's recom

mendation to the daCiSion making committee. The scores themselves, rather

than the diagnostic profile interpretations explaining the scores, formed the
%

basis for making recommendations for which educational placement would be best

for the referred cnild. The psychologist's report served as a medium through

!
wnich findings were described and impr;essions conveyed. In addition to- the

formal written report, the psychologist made her report to the decision making

committee (E&P) verbally, and usually to the child's parents.

The question that concerns us in tnis phase of the project is simply: How

does the tester present, her report? The psychologist is cOnstrained by"the

limits of numan intormation processing capacity and organizational constraints

on tiMe and space. Tnerefore, what kinds of inforniation does the 'tester

include in her report, and by inference, what does she leave out? And, what

is the basis for..decisions to include and exclude information? Does the

information tnat is reported to the-decision making committee come from the

tester's encounters with the -student during "official," I.e., "formal,"

aspects or the testing situatiOn? Or, does it come from the informal warmup

phase and informal offtask time,'or from previous discussions with teachers?

Formalizing Informal Tests

Tne.school"p_sycholog.ists often seek'validation of the referral behavior

from some indirect and circuitous sources. The school psychologist admin
'

istered the BenderGestalt test to Preston under the heading of a visualmotor

test (see Figure 2.6). However, the psychologist also used aspects of thisr

118
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test as an "emOtional indicator." The Bender-Gestalt is a wall-known 'figure-

copying test, consisting of nine designs. The child is aSked to copy each

figure so as to make it as much like the model as possible. The instructions

given to tne child are uivally: "I've got some designs here that I want you

*to copy. I want you to make.your designs look -just like the ones on. the

card." Below are the nine figures used in tne Bender-Gestalt test:

--insert Figure 2.6 lierb-- *

On one (surface) level,.this test is designed to measure visual perception and

visual-motor expression skills. The school psychologist used this same test

as part of hertpersonality inventory. She explained the rationale 'foil using

this test in this way as follows:

If a child uses all of his sh4ts of paper, that's
considered expansion. and that's an emotional indicator
.of acting out and poor control. In Preston's case,
he finished very quickly and that's ap indicator of
impulsivitY. And tnera was a lot of real eavy_and dark
lines which in Preston's case may be associated with some
aggression.

'(FlOM Tester Interview #3.2, p.22)

The psYchologist also administered an "informal" test -- "The Ibree

Wisnes" -- to Preston as part of her Personality Inventoey. Preston was asked

to tell the tester what he would wish for if he had three wishes. Preston

. -said he 'wished ne_ "could fly," that "no one would ever bother me," and he

"could stay under water so fhe) could see all the fish and staff like that."

Altnough the tester administered tnis "informal" test "just to see if he was

fantasizing," (EDM#32, p.14) she interpreted and integraied Preston's respont

into her formal written evaluation in the following way:

What I see is Preston having difficulty with interpersonal
relationships, and he hasn't found a way to deal with those

effectively. All he can think of is to get away and too
-escape.. (EDM TestempInterview 1/32, p. 14)

i
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That is,. Prestcol waspassdssed b tne psychologiit as being \-flanxious,"-

.1. "fidgety,? ;:id
/

.having Ppoor.peer r ions." Qe httie reviewed videotapes of
c .

,

.

all of,Prestonts testing seSsions%nd trans ,ipts of viewing sessions with the

AA,
r

tester to determine what information led the psychologist to reach that con

elusion. It seems that, this conclUsion was reached. b'esed on tne Atudent's
4:AP -r

.

%performance during informil, offask `timet, and informal tests like "The

Three Wishes," which comprised only about 10% of the seSsions nd not from the

formal (standardized) tests administered to the student during testing,,,Ies

1
sions.

p.

We discoyered that fA school psychologist:s-diagnostic contribution was
. . ., , .

. . .

.- .,
limited, too often providing mere confirmaton of, rather than insight into,

the problem

vidpotizzs

.

4,

s

for-wnich the child was.referred. Durinea viewingsiseAsioq!of tip

filmed during the*testing sessions with pre4on, the psychologist**.

disdicised:

Yeah, but even looking ai Prestttenow, he's you-know, .

I see him differently than I remember him in my
One of tne things I rememOr is him being a lot more actiVe.,
And I think,I'm remembering through what the classroom
teacher was reporting. In terms of his classroom beh.avIor
and playground.behavior7she4eportpd that as be
aggressive ahd him having alreal short attention span and
being real active in the classroom. It.could7be that.
my reflection of, my perception of Preston was more a
reflection,'a projection of what the teacher reported. r4.
The teacher really deseqbed him as a real problem. I

mean she really desmibed-him as a rotten kid.

;

af.,

2 '

4
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Conclusions

101

.

Students are perceived as special education candidates when they are

first referred sby classroom teachers: Although tnere are ny,prior direct
, A

int'eractions between referred students and the psychologist,"Stbdents do not

enter the testing room witn an emptli slate: Their=referral: identity (status)

has already begun to be formed since by this time thay_have been identified as

obsermably "different" on some. occasion(s). The available interview and -

videotape data -Suggests :that -the .diagnowtickan reinfoices the referring

4

agent's initial suppositions about tp child by recognizing apparent "indica
.,

tons" of such handicapped behaydor'in earlier classroom behavior reported by .

ine teacher. The aftermath oT sucn rereading of an indimidual is basic to the
,

way in which the diynostic process "creates" handicapped students and hence,

handicapped
C.

tudent.careers.
)

Embedded in tne referral process then, is a systematic confirmation pro

,.

cess, one in whiCh studdnts! identities are patterned and shaped as students

move from regular c1aS3rooms to/testing rdoms, and finally to meeting. rooms.

The initial -refernal affords the student with a4ircUmstantiate handicapped

status, tnerehy placing tne burden of proof on the student.

It is-in the diagnostid pnaSe of the referral process that referred stu
:-.

dents aresliterally put to the test. To'reiterate what,a school psychologist

said: "wny has this child been referred to testinel Our .analysis has shown

that psychologists pattern the administration of tests to the initial referral

reasons, and continue to test until they "find" the child's aisability.
-

Attp..dugh 7).l1ght" answeri provided by tne referralsistudent are appropriatefy

sbored and noted in the psychologist's written report, they go unmentioned in

122
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the psychologist's oral presentation A4 the decision making committeL

102

Diagnosticians'-reports nave an undeniable quality about them; they

reflect d construc6.on of social realities, providing statistical generalities

(e. g., "He scoied 5.2 on the Bender Gestalt and 5.7 on the Berry"), rather

than elaborate descripttilns of the testing process. Although psychological

and educational testing is a method of discovery, tests are not so infallible

that they are mecnanical devices that can render decisions automatieally.

,Howe it is the numbers (scores) rather than the ,psycholegist's discovery

process that anchor's the psychologist's report. And, it ii jie

psychologist's report that weighs heaviest on the.decision to label a student

"educationally handicapped,"and then place him in a spedial education program.

14/

When a child in public scnool is officially labeled "educationally handi-

capped" or "learning disabled," the label is treated as a "social fact" about
%

the child. Ine label becomes an object with a fixed meaning for the institu-

tion, alho.,ugh a social product of its own practices. In this state the label

can co lapse, into, a signification, a category, or a metaphor. The deliverers

11',o igmatizing labels do not acknowledge that these paradigmatic models stage

a distorted "reality" for its participants and can cast its members to be per-

. formers of misithpressioned activities.

SECTION 3, DECISION MAKING IN PLACEMENT MEETINGS

The meeting of the Eligibility and Placement Committee ("E&P" or simply

"placement" committee) is the culmination of the decision milting. process-
1.

dhiltcting students' careers. It iS,in this committee meeting that the final

,decision to place a student in a special education program or return that stu-

1,r?3

0
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dent to a regular classroom is made (for the full range of these possibili

ties, see Figure 0.1).

The "Eligibility and Placement" (W3) committee is a group c6
- vened at

Altne district level.' Its Members include the school administrator , charge of

special education, the school nurse, the district psychologist, the referrtng

teacher, and a special education teacher. The parents Of the student referred

are also required by law (PL 94-142) to participate in committee meetings.

The prinCiple purpose of E&P-Committ:ee meetings/is to determine the most

appropriate éducati4nal placement for the student referred to the committee.

This.committee had a number of placement options: it could recommend that the

student be retained in the regular classroom, be placed in a number of special

education programs, receive counseling,, or be placed,in a ptogram 6utside the

school district at district expense. Special education programs within the

-district can be grouped into "whole day" or. "self contained" programs and
_

"pullout" -programs. Self contained programs (see 1/9, 11, and 12 in Figure 1)

are considgred more severe placements, because the student is removed from the

regUlar- classroom on a permanent basis. In pullout programs, such as the one

for: "learning disabled" students, the student spends part of the scnool day in

'tne regular classroom, and part of the day in a special clasSroom.

We are fortunAe to nave videotape of and acceis.to dbcuments used in and

produced during th'e placeineni meetings for anaslysp. These materials and the

ormationwehave-about the( placement process gained bY observation in the

district afford us an unusual,opportunity to examine educational decision mak

ing in situ. Our analysis of decision making in placeMent meetings is aimed

at describing what decisions are reached by these committees. Ard, we want to

124
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dettrmine how Such decisions are reached. This latter point may require some

clarification. We nave no doubt that there is a decision reached in these dom

mittee meetings in the sense that there is an "outcome,t.i. e., a placement of

a student in some educational program. While the product of)the process is

clear, what is not so clear is a way to describe -the procesS by which the

_decision is reachel.

With these considerations in mind,'we want to determine the releyance

that existing notions of decision making have to the activities we "observe in

placement committee meetings, We want to'see whether *prevailing theoretical

constructs provide a useful framework within which decision making in commit-

tee meltings can be analyzea. We want to see in what ways deciston making in

placement% meetings is similar to or differs from decision making that has been

observed in other contexts, both naturally occurring and experimental.

Consideration of these topics has lead us to.t.-review the literature on

decision making, both the individual and group variety.

Tne Rational Model of Decision Making

4

A prevailing view in the social sciences literature, and within the text

of the federal law that governs the education of all handicapped students (PL

94,-1.42), is that.social organizations .such .as school .sysamq, and actors

witnin them behave according to rational rules or criteria in reaching deci-
,.

sions. The origins of this "rational model" (Allison, 1971; Benson, )977) are.

in the Hobbsean conception of actors: utilitarian and value maximizing. It

has been restated by Weber (1947: 115-118: 1949: 52-53), Scnelling (1950),

Simon (1949), Schutz (1943: 142-143), and Garfinkel (1967), among others.
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Parsons' (1932) delineation dt the theory Of action in terms of the means-end

,schema particularly influenced the development of this, model. .

The primary elements of models of rational action are (1) goals and

1
objectives, (2) alternatives, (3) consequences, and (4) choice (Allison, 1971:

29-31): The goals and objectives are :Che "paydffs" or ends that the actoe

wishes to reach. \--The actor must choose among a set of alternatives _displayed-

before him in a particular situation. To each alternative is attached a set

of consequences, or outcomes of choice that will insure if that particular

goal or objective is chosen. "Choice" consists, simply, of selecting that

alternative whose conSequences rank highest in the decision maker's payoff

function.

Is stated, this characterization*ia little more than an elaboration of

the pervasive everyday assumtion that peOple's-actions are goal directed, or

intentional. To conceive of action as "rational," is to do more tnan treat

choices as merely calculateg, purposiye, or-strategig& What .rationalitY dds

to the concept of purpose is consistency: consistency among goals_ and, objec-

tives and Their relatiOn to a particular actor; consistenc in the application

of principles to select optimal behavtor (Allison, 1971: 28-29). The element

of consistency, which gives action its decidedly rational character, is han-

dled in one of twp ways in prevailing theories: is "comprehedsive" rationality

, or as/"bounded" rationality.

Comprehensive Rationality

4

126
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According to Allison (1971), ifiost theories of individual and organila

tional choice, employ.a concept of "comprehensive rationality:" individuals and

organizations choose the best alternitive, taking qgtount of consequences,

,

their probabilities, and utilities. Such choices req010,: ."(1), the generation
,\

f all possibie alternatives, (2) assessment of the .1 probabil4ties of each, (3)

and evaluation ,each set of consequences for all relevant,go,als" (Allison,

1971: 71). In this forriiulation, "the alternatives" mean all alter'hatives; the

consequences mean all the consequences that will result from the chdice» of any

one alternative. As. Watkins (1970: 206) says, such -"a decision scheme ;shbuld

consist of a complete specificatfon of the PoSsible outcomes, a compiete
\

preference map, or a complete allocation of payoffAvalues to the outcomes, and
-41

(where appropriate) a comprehensive analysis for dealing with risks and uncer7

tainties." (cf. Schutz, 1943: 142-143; Janis and Mann, 1978: 11).

There is an moptimizing" (Simon, 1949; March and Olsen, 1976) principle

inlherent in the rational model. It has the goal of making the best decisions

by maximizing the positive consequences and' minimizing the negative conse

quences. The' description by 4,1tein et al (1978: 25) of Benjamin'Franklin's

method for making systematic use of available information before rendéririg a

practical judgment ig a prime example of this optimizing principle. Franklin

apparently would list.all the factors, supporting or militating against a

course of action, sum all the values making situations, just what the vari

ables are that need to be weighed, or,whether people effiploy sUch an algebr'a in

actual practice.

Rational Action and Formal Operational Thinkinki. There is a remarkable

similarity between descriptions of comiwehensive rationality action within

127
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ecohomics and sociology and descriptions of formal operational thinking within

developmental psychology.- Both treat the actor As "scientific reasoners."

-

Piaget depicts the development of thinking asprogressing through a fixed

sequence of stages, from sensori-MOtor, -,ttrough pre-operationalconcrete

operational, to formal operational thinking (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958).

-*era

According to Piaget, formal operational thinking is the pinnacle of the

developmental sequence. While the concrete operational child reasons from one

element to another, with no overall structure for representing relationships,

formal operational thinkers are able to coordinate the fUnotioning of parts

into an iqtegrated structure.-

-

struct the combinatorial of all

time while' holding everything

The coordination,involves the ability to con-

possibilfties, to manipulate one yariable at a

else constant, and to deal with possibilities

that are not actually, observed. That is, formal Operational' thinking is

assumed to entail a cognitive structure that is fully describable in terms of

the logic of the propositional calculus (Wason,. 1977).

In short, the reasoning of the actor in the rational model of formal

organizations and theereasoning of the problem solver in the Piagetian model

of cognitive development have analagous characteristics. Both the rational

Ibur4eaucrat in social organizations and the formal operational thinker'test

Inypotheses hy gathering all the relevant information, consider-sell possibili-

ties

,

,ih.their entirety, and vary one factor at a timg while holding all other

variables constant. That is, they employ "scientifically rational" forms of

reasoning, 'Solving probleos'in acCordance with the canOns of formal proposi-

tional logic.

128
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Comprehensive Rationility as a Normitiire Ideal. Some analysts employ the

,comprehensive model essentially as a norm. Actual events are expiained,(and

criticized) as approximations to the choices by the coiprehensive model. The

use of the comprehensive model as a normative ideal invites invididus distinc-0.eN

tion between the decision making that.transpires in naturally-occurring situp-

tions 'and so-called 1,tational" models'of decision making (Parsons, 1932) or

"formal operational thinking" (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958) .such that everyday

decision makers are said to employ "imperfect rationality" (Watkins, 1970),

or, are characterized as "reluctant decision makers" (Janis and Mann, 1978).

Bounded Rationality

While comprehensive rationality with its optimizing Principle seems to .

epitomize fair judgment, it is often not clear whether the conditions neceS-

sary for making comprehensive decisions can be met fn everyday and institu-

tional decision making Situations. A number of theorists (e.g., Simon, 1949;

,Watkins, 1970) have restricted their ,claims* concerning 'optimal choice by

focusing on the limits of .human inforMation processing capacity-in compartson

with the complexities of problems that decision makers face. People do not
.

make decisiofis by maximizing' the positive consequences and minimizing'the

negative consequences because:.

qietermining. all the potentially favorable and unfavorable aspects of
all feaiible ,codrses of action would- require the decision maker to
process so much information that impossible deMands would be placed

on his resources and mental capacities (Janis and Mann, 1978: 22).

While attempting to acquire the degree of knowledge needed to antiCipate

alternative outcomes, the decision maker 'is likely to'be overwhelmed with

information.
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So mani relevant variables may have to be taken into account that
they can not all be kept lh mind at the same time. The number of' ,

crucially'relevant categories needed for rational decision making
usually ,exceeds the capacity for processing in immediate memory.
Handicapped by the shortcomings of the human mind, the decision
maker's attention, asserts Simon, shifts from one'value to another
with consequent shifts in preference (Janis and Mann, 1978: 22).

109

Shweder (1977) pushes this point even further. People's ,performance on

'formal operational tasks, leads Shweder to conclude that the reasoning of well

educated Western adults is no different than that used by Zande oraclt readers

and other so ,called wimitive thinkers, Both ignore ceirrelation,relevant

information. This "magical thinking" is an elpression of a universal cogni

tive processing limitation of the human mind, according to Shweder.

In sum, the social, ecological, and psychological limits of man1S cape

city as alternative generator, information processor, and problem solver can

strain the aecision making process such that conformance with the comprehen

sive or scientific ideal is difficult, it not impossible. The gap between the

-ideal model and actual practice is a matter of 'cognitive limitation, a

failure, really, of tne individual deiAsion maker. Decision makers make mis

takes and errors because they can not keep enough information in tneir heads,

or because they aro inundated with too much inforMation. Because of these

bounds, intendedly rational action requires simplified_models that extract,the

main features of a problem without capturing all its complexit.

Tne Root 'Metaphor of Rational Action

As is the case with other concppts that structure our everyday activi

ties, there is an underlying or "root" metaphor (Pepper, 1944; cf. lakoff and

Johnson, 1980) in rational models of decision making in both comprehensive and
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bounded forms. The met0hor is composed of a set of terms, and the termi gain

their meaning from their participation in a conceptual web:

(1) the rational model implies that events have.oauses;

(2) "decisions" pre,Suppose a "decider" and.a.choice among alternatiiei

with reference to some.,goal;

(3) actions are taken by purposeful agents;

(4) what is to'be explained is.the action, i.e., behavior that
reflects purpose,or intention;

(5) an action is explained 6y reference to the aims of a unitary
actor and his.goals and objectives (Allison', 1971).

While the individual actor In a situation of choice such' 'as chess or

.prisoner's dilemma is usually the unit of analysis, the rational model of

action metaphor has been recapitulated at the organizational level. In such.

studies, the organization is equated with a person. As in everyday life, per-

sons take actions which have causes; so, too, must organizations. An attempt

is made to explain organizational events recounting the aims and calculations

of organizations. Researchers'studying organizational behavior see actions;

they look for motives behind them.

Allison (1971) examined a number of analysei of orgatilzational and

governmental actiofts, e.g., the Cuban missile crisis, the origins of World War

I, Pearl Harbor, He,found tnat .each analysis assutes that _what muat 'be

txplairied is an action, i.e., a behavior that reflects purpose or intention:

"the actor iska national government. The'action chosen is a calculated solu-

tion to a strategic prOblem. Each explanation consists of showing what goal

4
tne organization was pursuing when it acted, and hot:: the action was a reason-

/

able choice, given the nationts objectives" (Allison, 1971: 13).

131.
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1 .

0
The concept of rationality is important in organizational studios,

because it enables the theorist to steucture problems of choice. If the

theorist know's the'ends,Of some decision maker; then he can- predict .wilat

actions will be taken to achieve them.., He does so by-calculating the most

reasonable way for.,the decision maker to aehieve.his goals and assumes that

thiS- will actually be -taken, "because the decision maker is rational"

(Allison, 1971: 50). The concept of rationality is alSo AinVortant because if

a person acts rationally, his behavior can be fully explained "by reference to

a unitary actor" (Allison, 1971: 36) and "in terms of tile goals he is trying

to aChieve" (Allison, 1971: 30).

Comprehensive Rationality in Special Education 141,4

The federal law that governs special education.(PL 94-142) is 'based'.on

tne "compreheinsive" version of the rational model of decision making. The

(s

major purpose of this law is "to assure that all handicapped children have

available to them a free appropriate public education which emphasizes special

education and related services designated to meet those needs" (Sec. 601c).

The handicapped students' needs are-to be met brdeveloping an."indivIdu_
a

alized educational plan" (IEP). The IEP is developed bys.:

(1) documenting the student's current level of performance;

(2) stating the Pals to be obtained by the end of the school year;

(3) stating the short term intermediate steps leading to the annual

goals; .

(4) documenting the parti6ular special edbeation and related services
which will be provided to the student (PL 94-142).
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That is, the needs of the student are to be matched to charactegstics of

a special educatibn program. The student's needs are the first, foremost, and

primary basis upon which educational decision.making concerning placement is /

to be made.
P

, Describing the Decision Making, Process .

The purpose of this analysis,is to describe the decision 4mOing process

employed by g&P Committees. This effort ts4tottvated by the belief that in

order to understand decision making, the process asit unfolds in naturally

occurring Situations must be described.

The analysis which follows, proceeds in four steps. First, the prodiicts

or outcomes of the committee meeting are preseVed'.. Second, the circumstances,
#.

.that impinge upon the committe members in their deliberations are dlscussed:k;

Third, the organizational . practices that lead up to committee meetings are

at.

described. Finally, the organizational practices that oceur rcutindly within

meetings are described.

The'Committee's Decisions

EU committees co.nsidered 53 cases during the year of this study. The

great majority of the students (74%)_ were placed into "pullout" programs

(career paths #10 and 13), while, 23% were placed into' self contained class:-

rooms (career paths # 9,11,12) bx these committees. No st0dents liTre placed

in special education programs'outside*the district (career path

13
r
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I

The committee meetings that we.observed in the district.during the year
4. I

of our' study followed a regular iattern. The meeting was convened by either

the district representative, or bi the school psychologist in charge of the

. .

case.- Then, each of the committee members who had informatioh about the stu.

I $

dent being considered for placemen4 made a repok. Immediately after these

reports, the student's placement was determined. The following exchanges are

i-epresentative of this phase of the committee meetings:

EDM #33
92 Psy. does the uh, committee agree that the, uh learding

disability placement is one that might benefit hie

93 Prin. I think we agree. .

.

94 Psy. We're not considertng then a special day clasi at
. all for him?

§5 S.E.T. I wouldnrt at this point//'

96 tlany No.

Psy=Psychologist; S.E.T.:Special Education Teacher; Prin.:PFfftipalC

DR:Diatrict'Representative;'Par=Parents

28 Psy.

EDM#47

Okay, ia.light of all data that we have; rthink
.

.

that the proghm we want to recommend is tOe learning
disability group pullout program.

%

29. Mother Pullout=I don't Understand that//
. ,

30 Psy. For Tracy. You know, that's the program'we sort of
talked.about that day; where he would be pulled. out
of the classroom for specific work on the ar'eas that
he needs, that, you know, are.identified t

4 6

4
EDM#57

35 PsY. Okay. WM, okay, now then, let's,.why do0,t we take .
a vOte. An, for the.Learning bisabilities Group pulL-
out 'progr.am. Um, is there anyone, anyone who 'does
not agrei? (3) Okay. I think that was unanimous.
'(soft latighter) All right...Then what we'have to do

411

13 ei
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now is sign. But, um', before we!sigh I'd like to
have uh, Suzanna' um.; talk about the rights to private
schooling and talk:abdut your rights as parents.,

36 DR I thihk yowprobably haie theie twe'forms but they talk
about your rights as parents. I'm going to Ove you a
copy anyway-so, um; you aresaware.

.

6

37 PsY I think you received it in themail before.
_

38 DR Yeah. You probably did. I'd also like to inform you
of your rights as parehts to private schooling for
Ricardo if the District should not have an
appropriate program. for the child. Uh, this is the law.
However, under the same lair, we feel that.we -do
have a'program for your child that would meet his-needs.

. Okay? So I'm, going to asli you to sign this form and you'll
keep a copy an&I'll sign the form too. And this is

7

ust only to inform.you of your rights. Okay? .

.39 Parent(ihaudible) (signingY(8-9 seo.)

114

This interactional activity finished tne work of educational placement.
. A

.*
We geek to'understand this manner of reaching educatlonal decisions. This .

point may Irequire some clarification. There is no'doubilthat there are out-
,

comes in the norm of placements of studpnts in some educational program.

the product of the process is clear, what is not so blear is a way to describe

'the process by Which the products are produced.
.t)

One thing is certain. These exchangee do not have the features routinely

associated with "rational" decision makingtand "formal" reasoning presented

above. :the combinatorial of-all possible placements was,nbt discusSed at the

time these-decisions were reached. .The entire range of goals and means to

achievesthem was not 'discussed. One vartable was not considered at a time.

Rather, the possibility of placement in one or two closely refeted programs

.

was*considered, e. g., ansEducationally Handicapped classroom, or-i Learning

Disability program. And these possibilities erebnot debated as alternatives
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-
.

being weighed equally in the balance. ,One was presented es the preferred4 .0
,

option, and the other was presented as a secondary consideration%

These observationspoint to a gap betwden the rational model as conceived

in tne ideal, and the real decisions observed in actual pracetice. While we

may agree that these committee members are no.t reasoning like the 47scientific

ideal, or even like Ben Franklin, there is considerably less agreement about

why this is'so% 'We seek to avoid disparaging everyday decision making by côm-
-

partng it to rational mode/s and formal logic. Insteed,.we seek a de'scription

of institutional decision making, in its own terms, one that is consisten,t;'

with .participants' practices. That is, this inquiry is recolldtive. It aims
4

to reLcollect what is known by participants in their, practical' activity,'.1
. .

albeit tacttly,known by them (Mehan,' 1979:173-176; Heap, 1980),,v, We especially

do not want to impose schemes derived from experimental situations en everyagy
, n

life situations, becadae the principles that organize experi mental settings*

vary.in important ways from the principles tnat organize eve6daT1I fe, situa-
.

tiOns.
c

o 4

There ip a danger . . . in applying the language developed
for the psychology of the inakividual to describe'the function-
ing of the social syStem. When we sp6ak of Organizednal; 7'

goals; organizationbl chtidc6), organiahtiqnal language, and
decisiop making, we'must restrict our referehce to'bertain

. leaders and subgrOupeand not regard the organization as a
person. If we do not we will Oversimplify organizational.

-'behavior. . . . (katz and Kahn, 1978: 480,481).
,. . 4 e.

o. ..t
This interest turn5 our attention to the circumstances°Sf decision mak-

.. ' .. ..
.

c
. , . .

ing, both the organization of the immediate problem solving .Aituatibn and the
. 4,

.

O organizational feitureS of the school 8ystem as a social institution. When we

do so, we find (borrpwing a phrase from Gai-finkel) "good.organizational ma-,
,

sone for decision making in placeme'ilt meetings.to be structured in .the way.

.13 r-
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that it is.

The Practical Circumstances of Institutional Decision Making.

As we examine the decision making woek of these educators, we must be

aware of tne organizational circumstances confronting them. There are a

number of economic, legal,.and practical considerations that constrain place-

ment decisions and the processes by which decisions are reached. The public

law governini.special education (PL 94:142) indicates that 12% of the school

aged population will be served by special education programs. The compulsary

thrust of this law provides an incentive to searcn for, identify, and place

students into special education programs in order to meet mandated quotas.

The legal incentive to *search for special education students is rein-

forced by financial incentives. Scnool districts are provided funds from

state and federal sources fOr each student in regular school classrooms,'and'a

greater amount of money for students in special education classrooms. They

receive more money for students in "pullout" special education programs, and

more for students in "whole day" and more severe placement programs on a

sliding scale. This additional source of revenue also serves at an incentive

to search for students to place in special education.

* Just as there are incentives to locate and place students in special edu-

cation programs in order to receive tne maximum state and federal support, so,

t4 2,, there are disincentives t6 find too many special students. Funds for

special programs are not unlimited. A funding ceiling is reached wnen 12 stu-

dents are placed in one EH classroom,'25 with bn LD teacher, etc. No addi-

tional money is provided if more students tnan tne quota pre assigned to par-

1_ 3
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ticular classrooms.

Organizational Arrangements Prior to Committee Meetings

1 1 7

These financial, fiscal, and practical circumstances constrain the educe-
_

tional decision making process tnroughout the referral sysiem in general, and

influence the placement decisions in 'committee meetings in particular. A

number of institutional practices have deVeloped in this district in response

to these circumstances. iome of these f:,actices (those which are the topic of

this section of the final report), operate prior tO final placement meetings.

These practices include: pre-placement planning, reducing the range of rlter-

natives, and making placements in terms of aVailable programs. Another set of

practices operate within the meeting itself. They are the topic of the fol,-

lowing section.

Pre-placement Planning. We found that.considerable pre-placement plan-

ning preceeded the formal placement meeting. The "re-appraisal meetings"

identified in Figure 1 often served tnis purpose. They were occasions to

prepare the paperwork needed in*'the placement meeting. The pre-planning saved

considerable time during placement meetings which were attended by several

nighly paid professionals with busy schedules. The re-appraiSal meetings were

also viewed.as an opportunity for the staff to reach a consensus before meet-

ing with parents. The consensus,could either be a gentle way of informing the

parent of the child's problem, or it could be a defensive strategy for dealing

with a parent aggressively seeking expensive service outside the district.
\-

Reducill the Number of Alternatives. The potential range of placement

options available to the placement committee'is manifold (see Figure 1). Yet

13u
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the committee does not give evidermd of considering' this entire range of

alternatives in their meeting. A much smaller range of closely related Place.

ment possibilities is considered. A number of organizational practices

operate to reduce the number cif alternatives considered by the committeec(

its final placement meeting., Like -Gofflnan's (1961) and Garfinkel's (1967)

"management practices," many of these practices operate before a formal meet

ing is convened.

(r

Certaivi placement options, while logically possible, are, for all practi

cal purposes not-available to the decision makers durfng.committee meetings.

The option to place students in programs43outside the district at district

expense is one such option which is simply not available to the committee.

That placeMent possibility was,eliminated from consideration by administraeive

fiat long before placement cOmmittees met because of the inordinate expense

involved in out of district. placements. A separate program for _mentally

retarded students was another placemen't option not available to the.committee

as a coniequence of priot administrative decisions. the district did not

establish separate classrooms for these students. Instead, they were distri
.

buted to other programs, sucn as "Severe Language Handicapped (#11, Figure.1).

Giien these institutional arrangements, it is not surprising to find that the

MR and. tne out of district placement options were not considered by the com

mittee during the year of this study.

The num6er of students already assigned too special education programs

eliminates other options from consideratiOn prior tO an eligibility and place

ment committee meeting. programs tnat are "full," i. e., have reached the

funding ceiling, are eliminated from consideration, while programs that have

13
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not reached the legally mandated quota remain subject to consideration.

Vagaries in the scnool calendar alsO. influenced tne consideration of

placement options. The dist.rict operated on a "year round schedule." Instead

of conducting classes from SepteMber to June, and designating the summer

months as vacation, a staggered schedule of classes and vacations was main-

tained. Because of this staggered schedule, regular and special education

teachers who were to cooperate in the'education of bertain students often

found tnemselves on incompatible track sdhedules. This incompatibility of

scnedules eliminated certain placement options from consideration by the com-

mittee.

A consequence of tnege legal, financial, and practical constraints is

tne designation "hand'capped student" is as much a function of the school

calendar, tne demographic/chararacteristics of the .student population, and

other 'features of the social organization of the school, as it is a function

of some inherent characteristics of the student.

Placement 2.y. Available Category. Once the list of logically 2.91.1112.1e

placement choices has been reduced to a.smailer number of actually possille

choices by the host of practical dircUmstances constraining decision making,

tne committee decides on a placement for tne student!" The actions of the E&P

committee members suggest lat the final placement decisions are made in terms
. .

of a number of factors, including Ur.: educational programs that are available,

the funds that are available, teacher's schedules, and l4gal requirements, and

not solely in terms of the student's "disability." More specifically, the Com-

mittee first determinea which placement categories were available, and then

chose a placement for the.student, The committee did not first assess the

14Q
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student, design a program, and, then search for an educational plan that

matched tnat assessment An each and every daail.

This practice of making placeients by available category contrasts .shar

ply y ,h the theory of decision making inherent in special educatiod law and

rational models of action. The construction Of an individualized education

plan (IEP) for students with special.needs is envisioned in theory by some

special educators, advocates (such as the Council for Exceptional Children) .

and parents as a sequential process,in which.the goals and objectives for the

child's education are agreed upon, the services to be provided to the child,

are spelled out, educational criteria-are specified, and a written plan' is

prepared, which is then signed by the parent. Thus, the law implies a certain

temporal order for the conduct of the placement meetings:

1._the child's present level of performance would be determined -by_

members of tne committee viho have information about the child;

V

2. goals and objectives would be written based on the disCrepancy between

the child's actual and expected levels of performance;

3. the parents' rights to educational services, and the range of avail

able services would be explained;

4 tne committee would reach a decision about the appropriate placement

for the cnild based on those goals and objectives.

This sequence of events was not followed in,practice. The E&P meetings

that we observed did not have that temporal order. The actual order of events

was tne following:
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. the presentation of information by committee member,e, (same as #1

above);

2. the placement decision (#4) above;

3. the explanation of parents' rights (#3) above;

4. the writing of goals'and objective& (#2) above.

The variatiork between the expected and the, actual 'order of events in

placement meetings demonstrates that the goals.and objectives for the indivi-

dual cnild were not written first, and then the services suggested to meet

tnese goals. Instead, placement was selected in the context of available ser-

vices.

Tae occurrence of the explanation of parentsl.rights after the placeMent

decision, but before the goals and objectives were written was particularly
tt.

telling in this regard. The following was typical of the statements read to

parents during placement meetings:.

Districtlea:
Mrs. Ladd, if we um after evaluating Shane/
find that, um, we don't have the proper
placement, the classroom available,
appropriate placement for Shane, that you
can request-or you have rights to private
school and you can request that.
We've made the decision that we do have a
class available for Shane to go into. .

(E&P #33.97.1-5)
tr'

4

%.

This statement indicates tnat tne availability of an 'educational program

-
had been determined before the goals.and objectives for the student has been

determined. This practice effectively forecloses discussion of educational

'142
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alternatives.

Oraanizational Arrangements Within Committee Meetings

The organization of E&P meetings compliments the organizational practices

occurring earlier in the .referral process., Placement outcomes were not so

much decisions debated in the meetings as they were actions pTesented to' the

committee members (including the parents who were present). As a consequence,

.

the committees seemed to confirm preyious actions rather than activily make
-

decisions.

This section of the final report attemptS to uncover the orianizational

. -

arrangements that provide for 'this presentational manner of making placements.

Ln order to reveal the machinery that provideS for this mode of reaching deci!-

.
sions, It is necessary to go beyond the texts of the de6isioll making phase,of

the meeting, into the events that leack up to it. One.transcript of tbe-infOr-.

mation presentation .phases of a committee meeting in mhich a student, Shane,

was placed in an LDG progrmn, will be used to illustrate this point.

1Thiere are a number of striking pptterns in 'the language of the fOur

reports macte to the committee during the initial "information.presentation"

phase of the meeting. These form-function relationships lead to a distinCtion

between "lay" and "professional" reports. This distinction indexes an impor-

tant part of the rOle that language plays in authority relations within the

institutionalized order of *the school, which, in turn, reveals some of the

grounds upon which decisions are made.

143
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The discussion of formfunction relationships begins with a consideration

20
of speakerformat relations.

tpeaker7Format Relations. The information that the committee obtained

,

from the claSsroom teacher.and the mother appeared in a different form than

the information made available by-the school psychologist and the nurse. The

information that the nurse and the psychologist had about the.student was

'presented to the committee in a single uninterrupted report.

The meeting was steered by the school psychologist. She introduced the,

purpose of tne meeting as follows:

'1 Psy Uth. What we're gding to do is, rilm going to have a
brief, an overview of the testing because the rest
of, of the, tne committee has not, uh, has not an,
uh, been aware of that yet. And uh, then each of
us will share whatever, whatever we feel We need to
share.' .

2 Prin Right.

3 Psy . And then we will make a decision on what we feel
is a good, oh (3) placement (2) for an, Shane.

The sthool psychologist immediately provided tne committee members with

the information she had about the student:

Psy Shane is ah nine years old, ane he's in fourth
grade. Mh, he, uh, was ref:erred because of low-
academic performance and he has difficulty apply
ing himselfto his daily class work. Um, Shane
attended the Mont,isorrt School kn kindergarten
and first gradei and then he ehtered Cirlsbergbad
in, um, September of 1976 and, uh; entered our
district in, uh, 178. He seems to have very good
peer relationships but, uh, the teaChers, uh, con
tinually say that he has difficulty with.handwrit

,

20. See Hymei (1974) and ErvinTripp (1973) for the original seminal state
menti about the importance of formfunction relationships for an understanding
of ltpguage in society.

144.
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ing. 'key. He inioys music and-sports. I gave

him a complete battery and,.um,tI found that, uh,
he had a Nerbal of 115, performance of 111,
and a full scale of 115,,s4Ahe's a'bright child.
Uh, he had very high spores in, uh, inforMation
which is his long-term memory. Ah vobaculary,
was, ah, also, ah, considerably over aveiage,.good
detail awareness and his,,um, picture arranOment
scores, he had'a seventeen which is very:high

4 S.E.T. Mmmm

5 Psy =veri superior rating, so he, his visual sequencing'
seems to be good and also he has a-good grasp of
anticipation and awareness of social situations.
Um, he (5) (she is scanning her notes) scored in
reading at 4.1, spelling 3.5, and arithmetic 3.0,
which gavezhim a standard score,of 100 in, uh, read-
ing, 95 in spelling, and 90 in'arithmetic.,'When
ccMpared witOlis overall score, it does put him
somewhat ah belOw his, you know, his capabilities.
I gave him the-Bender Gestalt (clears throat) and he

had six, errors. And his test age was 7-0 to 7-5 and
his aetual age is nine, so-it, uh, he was,considera-
bly beneath his, uh, hisuh, age level. (2) His, I gave

' him the, uh VADS and his, um (5 or 6) (loOkini through
notes) both the oral-aural and the visual-written'
modes of communication were high but the visual oral
and the oral written are low::, so he, uh,'cannot
switch channels. His expressive-vocabulary was in the

superior range (6). Uh,,visual perception falls above
age level, so he's fine in that area (6). And fine

motor skills appear te slightly lower than, uh,

average, (voice trails uff slightly), I saw them.
(3) He read words very quickly when he was doing the
academics but I-didn't see any reversals in his written

work. Uh, I gave him several projective tests and, um,
the things that I picked'up there is that, um he does
possibly have"some fears and anxieties, uh, (5). So I
had,felt ah, that perhaps he might, uh, uh, benefit, um;

(3) from speCial help. He also was tested, um,.-in 1976
and at tnat time he was-given the WISG-R and his I.Q.
was slightly lower, full scale of a 93 (3 or 4). His,

um, summary of that evalUation, uh, was, uh, he was given
the ITPA and he had high auditory reception, auditory
association, auaitory memory. (2) So his auditory skills
are good, (3) He was.given another psychol- psychological
evaluation in 1977. He was given the Leiter and he had

,an I.Q. of 96 (6). And, um (3 or 4) they concluded that
he had a poor mediate recall (2) but they felt tnat rias
due to an emotional overlay and they felt that some eMe-

tional conflicts were, uh, interferring with his ability

145
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to concentrete.

While it is true that the psychologist is presenting information' about

the stmdent (his age, the schools he has attended, his scores on educatkonl

tests), she iz doing much more with.her talk than merely presenting informa
.

tion: . She is constructing an account about him: a biography. Her account

4

indicates thht he is nOt just any student, but he is a 'special stUde4. As

such, he is a candidate for special education. Furthermore, she is paking the

case that he is a "learning disabled" student. WhileNhe is "a bright child,"

(3.9), some of his skills are supettr, or at least above average, while his

performance is poor in certain, selected areas.

At the end of this presentation, the psychologist asked the student's

teacher to provide information:

5 Psy Kate, would ybu like' tp share with u:s?

6 CLT What, the problems I see ( ) Um...

7 Psy Yes.

8 CLT Um. Probably basically tne fine motor types of, things
re difficult for him: He's got a.very creative mi:ind
and.expresses himself well ( ) orally and verbally and
he's prettiy alerts to what's going on. (2) Maybe a little
bit too much,, watching EVERYthing'that's (hh) go
ing (hh),on, and finds it hatd to stick,to one task.
And mostly, I've been noticing tnat it's just his .

writing and things thaehe has a, a block with. And.he

can rea:ad and comprehend'some things when I talk to him,
but doing independent type work is hard for him.

9 Prin. mhmmm, putting it down on paper...

10 CLZ 'Yeah:!, and sticking to a task//

-11 Princ. mmhmmm

12 CLT :and getting it done, without being// distracted by
(nehhehheh)...
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13 SET. How does he relate with what the other 'kids do?

14 CLT Uh, very well (slight stress). He's got a lot of .

frie:endstendo ph, especially, even out on the
playground he's, um (3), wants to get in on the
games, get on thtngs and is well accepted. So::,

I don't see too many problems there.

CLT=Classroom Teacher

-126

In this sequence, we have the classroom teacher beginning to present some of
4

the characteristics of the student (8), and being interruPted by the principal

(9), before the sbecial education teacher took the Moor (13): From that

'point on, the special education teacher asked the classroom teacher a series

of questions about the child's peer relaeions (13), realing level (15), per-

formance in spelling (21), and math (27). the school nurse also partioipated

in the questioning of the teacher. .She asked the teacher how ."she handled the

reading problem" (29). After the school psychologist moved the discussion

away from these academic concerns to a more Personal one: how the student han-

dles failure (40),:the questioning shifted to the mother. The special .educa-

tion teacher asked tne mother-about his fine motor control ai home:

46 SET' How,d7, you find hiM at home in terms of
using his fingers and fine motor kinds of things?'
Does he do//

47 Mother :He will; as a small child, he didn't at all.
He was never interested in it, he wasn't inter-
ested in sitting in my lap and having a,book read
to him, any things like that//

48 SET Mhmmm

49 Mothen =which I think is

part of it you know. His, hds older brother was
just the opposite, and learned to write real early.
Now Shane, at, night, lois of times be comes
home and he'll write or draw. He's really doing a

lot

50 SET ( )

51 Mother =he sits down and is writing love iotes to his
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girl'triend ,(hehhep). He went in our bedroom,last
night and turned on the'TV and gdt out some colored

, pencils and started writing. So he, really likes to,
and of course he brings it all iritolui to see/./

52 SET =mhinmm

53 Mother and comment on, so I think, you .14110W, he's not
HEGAtive about//

54 SET =no

55 Motner =that anymore

56 ET =uh,huh

,

57 Mother He was before, but I ihinkshis attitudeis
changed a lot. IN

These branscript inserts are representative of the manner

mation about the student was made available to the Pemikers of

4

tne psychologist, the teacher and,the motrier. ,They show that

that th nurse and the,psychOlogist had about the student was

,

comnittee in a single, uninterrupted report, while the pofhe

127

in which infor

the coMmittee by

the inforination

presented to the

r's informatioh

. ,
was elicited from them by other members of the committee. ' In fact, th

,

e class

\

room teacher's presentation and the mother's presentation took the form of an

. interrogation. Information from the moth4 and.the teacher became available

to the committee in the form of answers to questions posed by the committee

members.

The format of the ciassruom teacher's report and the pother's report is

different from the psychaZogist's,and the nurse's in another respect. The

psychologist provided a siimmary of the results of a given test or subtest in a

standard' format. She named the subtest, reported the,student's score, and

gave her interpretations of the results. For example:

1 4 (3
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3.9 I gave him "eomplite 6at'tei-y, and I found that, u'h,

. he had ac*erbal I.Q. of 115,,performance of 111, and
a full sdale of 115 so he's a hright.child

3;11 He had_tex. gh scores in, uOnformatiOn, 'which is
his,l4g term memory:

,r.

'3.14 His, um, pictur:e arrangement scores, he had a seven-
.' teen, which'is.veily hlgh, very superioi rating.

Thus, the educational test results proVided the groUnds of the

psycho/ogist's assertionS about the student. 21
.

Perhaps because the mother and the-teacher were beidg interrogated, their

information was not presented to the committee in a standard format. For

example, the teacher provided general statements "he's got a very creative

mind and expresses himself well" (8), as well as some more ipecific asser-

tkons: "he can read and comprehend some things when I talk.to him, ,,but doing

independent type work is hard for him" -(8). The format of the mother's

presentation is different from both of these. Her turns at talk were lengthy

answers to immediateli preceeding questions and were embedded in commentary on

previoui discussions.

Source-mode relations. The zuurces of information for the classroom

teacheres report and the mother's report are also different from that-of the

psychologist atld the.nurse. Whereas the nurse and psychologist reported .

information about the student based op educational tests, the classroom

teacher and mother based their reports on first hand observations. While tne

classroom teacher's observations'were confined to a relatively short.temporal

unit (a school year) A a circumscribed spatial and social arrangement (thL

21. Turn 05 contains many other tokens of tnip presentational fermat. _ Alter-
native forms are td. be found.in turn

14
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classroom), the mother's observations colgin the child's actions in a wide

-vbriety of situations, and span a lifetime. Thus, the information gnthered by

rtematic albeit'indirect observations (i.e., that gathered from sp'ecialized.

1

tests) was presented_ to the cominittee, While information that was gathered by

direct albeit unguided oi =structured observation (which included inforMation

about classroom experiences and 'home life) was elicited from participants.

\ Mode-speaker relationships. The mode in which information was presented

to thecommittee varied according to the status and official expertiSe ofthe
4

-
participants in.the meeting.. In terms of the official table of organization

in the 'district, the psychologist and the nurse are ranked higher than thi

ciassroom teacher (and the mother is not an official part of the educational

6

system). The nurse and -the psychologistwork for,the district office; the

teacher works for one particular school. Te hnical expertise is coUpled with

tnis st.SIUs radking. The nurse and psychologist ha4 advanced degrees; and

represent technical specialities.

Furthermorg, the school psychologist has an institutional-ly designated

role responsibility. Part of the role of school psychologist-involv.es accumU-

0

lating all the information available about the child being ansidered by the

committee. To do so, the psychologist had discussed the child with the

teacher and his mother, and observed him in the classroom. As "case carrier,"

then, i she had more knowledge shout the child than any sidgle individual

attending'the meeting. While the mother knows the child' at home, and the

teacher knows him in the crassroom, only the psychologist has this information
-

compiled'in a single

156
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Not only does.the psychologist have "more" information, calibrated im

terms of quantity or amount, the scnool psychologist has "official" i. e.,

qualitatively different, information about the child. She has administered,
,

official and professional tests to the child. This official information is

\coupled witn the 1nform4ion gathered frém many other sourc s to compose the

"case."_

This combination of tecnnical expertise and organizational rank is mani-

fest in the stratification of talking arrangements present in the meeting.

The mosthighly technical information (that from tests) was made available by

the most nighly trained peOple_in attendance at the meeting, while the per-
,

sonal observations were made aVailable by tne participants with the least
-

technical expertise. Speakers of officially higher rank and who spoke with

tneir authority grounded in technical expertise, presented their information,

wnile speakers of lower rank, who spoke with authority based on first hand .

observations, had information elicited from tnem.

Topic-Speaker Relationsnips. There is another interesting form-function

relationship in evidesice in this pnase of the meeting, a correlation between

topic of discussion and speaker (see Figure 3.1).

--insert Figure 3.1 nere--

Academic information (including educational test results, academic per-

formance in class) istne domain of educators. It is discussed by teacher,

nurse, and psychologist. Emotions arid feelings (including attitudes toward

scnool and a new educational program), are tne province of motners and teach-

ers. In fact, with one exception, the only tc,pic that the mother is called on
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'TOPICS OF DIsqussION

1. results of ed.
testing

......

TRANSCRIPT SOURCE OF
LINE INFORMATION

(SPEAKER)

a)1.2-5.30 School Psychol.

b) 91

2. academic performance 8-34

in class

3. Student's reaction to 40-45
failure- ..:

4. Student's feelings 58-61
.. in class 82-89

5. Student's reaction
to ppecial Ed.

6. Fine motor problems
at home

a) 73-74

b)11-72 Mother

46-57 Mother

.Mother

63-68. Mother

Mother

a)8-11 Teacher

Nurse

Classroom
Teacher

Classroom
Teacher

Classroom
Teacher

Classroom T.

7. Student's sensitivity 62

at home-

8. Student's attitudes
toward school

9. Student's feelings.

10.Reason for problem

71-81

b)37
i

Learning Dis-
ability T.

NODE OF 130a
PRESENTATION

reading report; in-
formative speech act
reading report; in-
formative spiech act

elicitation; respon-
sive speech acts

elicitaticc; respon-
sive speeca acts

elicitation; respon-
sive speech acts

elicitation; responsive

.elicitation; responsive

elicitation; responsive

..

informative_speech act

elicitation; respon-
sive speech act

elicitatiop; resi;on-'
.sive speech act

elicitation; respon-
sive speech act
informative speech acts

Figure 3.1

TOPIC-SPEAKER RELAfIONSHIPS IN INFORMATION PRESENTATION

PORTION,OF E & P MEETING

)
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to comment on is the emotional aspects of the case before the committee. The

one exception was the topic of tne student's small motor control activities at

name. And, tnis issue was raised afterthe committee had established the fact

tnat thls was tne source of the student's difficulty, ,so the mother's contri

bution was not a crucial piece of information.

Tne Distinction Between 11.2x and Professional Reports,

In sum, the mother's and ,the teacher's reports .bave the following

features in common:

1. Tneir mode of,presentaton was elicitation;

2. They were made available by people who occupy either low status or

tenTorary positions
22

(both in terms of institutional stratification and dis

tribution of technical knowledge);

3. Their cl,aims to truth were based on common sense knowledge;
A

4 Their reports were based on direct ,albeit unguided or unstructured

observations.

By contrast, tne psycnologist's and tne nurse's reports had 'tne following

features in common:

1. Tney were presented, not elicited;

22. Our tnanks to Gail MacColl who pointed out to us tnat parents, unlike all

otner participants in committee meetings, are temporary members.
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Or
2. They were preserited by people who.occupy high status positions;

3. Their claims were based on technical knowledge and expertise;

4. They were based on indirect albeit guided or structured observations.

We call the first "lay reports" and the second "professional reports."

Tne distinction between lay and professional reports contributes to an under-

standing of the process'of reacning decisions in tnese committed meetings. It

gives us a way 'to understand the "presentational" way of making decisions

observed in tnese meetings. The authority of tne professionals recommenda-

tions are grounded in the differences in the structure of these two kinds of

reports. The role tnat language plays in grounang the authority of accounts

is explored further in the following section.

The Mystification of Lanpige and the Language of Mystification

There is a significant difference in the way in which professional

reports (i. e., tnose offered by the psychologist and the nurse) on the one

hand and the lay reports (i. e., those offered by the classroom teacher and

tne Mother) on the other hand are treated by other members of the committee.

The reports by the psychologist and the nurse are accepted without question or

cnallenge, while tnose of tne mother and tne teacher are interrupted continu-
.

ously by questions. No le asked the psychologiit or the nurse to clarify the

tecnnical 'terms ciuring tneir reports, while the classroom teanher and mother

mere often asked to provide further information or to clarify previous state-

ments. We have already cnaracterized tne classroom teacher's report as an

. interrogation: tne classroom.teacher presented information, and either the"

special education teacher, the principal, tne psycnologist, or the nurse asked

1 4
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ner for further inform
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ion (see transcript line # 8). Neither theTnbner nor

any of the educators present aske4tihe psychologist for more details, further

information, or to clarify technical terms.,

In fact, the mother made only one request for clarification during the

course of the entire meeting--and tnat Was at its conclusion, just as the for
.

mal business was being finished. Her question was sbout "PE":

422 SET check over ( (( )) ) (5-6) I don't think
I addresSed P.E.

423 Psy I don't think we uh, oh, ok, we do not
need that, okay, he does not need physical edu//

41 Mot. ((I wa2t to ask.something 'about that while you
mentionedP.E. You mean physical education/))

425 ? mmhmmm

426 Mot. Does tne.school have a soccer program/ or is

.that just totally separate from um, you know,
part of the boys' club or::

427 Prin. =Right. It's a parent organized, um, association-

428 Mot. Is tnere sohething at the scnool that would
have information on it if it comes up in the
season, because Shane really has expressed ...

an interest in that
Mot=Mother

. ,

IOne way to account for the differential treatment of the pro/f ssionals

and lay person's report, especially tne differences in requests for clarifies

(tion of tecnnical terms and tne grounds of conclusions is in terms Of "member

/
ship." While the psychologist's and nurse's statements about educational test

results and tneir interpretations may be obscure to noneducators (i.e.,
. . ,

researcners), they are in fact, pomprehensible to the participants themselves.

What seems to be a problem for outsiders, is not a problem for members of this

particular community.

1 5
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However, that account does not explain the mother's .request near the end

of, tne meeting about the meaning of the expression "PE." If the technical

terms used in tnis meeting were to be ranked in order from the most technical

to the most ordinary, then "PE" would appear closer to the everyday usage end

of the continuum than terms like "VADS," "Bender Gestalt," "aural oral channel

of communication." Yet, the mother requested information about PE and not

tnese other terms. The "membership" account also does not' account for the

points of clarification directed at the classroom teacher.

As a result of the weakness inherent in the membership account, we are

inclined to consider another possibility: the authority of' the professional

report resides in the very mode of its presentation. The Parents and other

educators do let challenge the ambiguity of tne psychologist's report because

they do not have the grounds to do so.

Meaning is negotiated in everyday discourse. Speakers and hearers both

take responsibility for the construction of understanding. According to

,observers from a wide variety of perspectives, a first maxim of conversation

is that speakers will speak clearly; they i4end tO make sense and be under

stood (Grice, 19 ;MerleauPonty, 1964; Sacks, Schegloff,Jefferson, 1974).

Hearers contribute to meaning in discourse by making inferuces from the

conversational string of utterances. They display their understanding

actively, through "back channel work" (Duncan, 1972), which includes eye con

tact, head nods, and vocalics such as uh huhs, and ftven lexical items-like "I

see," "I understand." When the hearer does not understand "a reque'st for cla.-!

rification," tne manifest Purpose of which is to obtain more information, is

in order. The request for clarification is generated by the hearers when they

1 I
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do not think that,the speaker is speaking clearly.
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The grounds for this kind of negotiation of ineanink are removed from the

committe by the institutionalized trappings of the Meeting. AS indicated.

above, the psychologist had been designated "case carrier." As case carrier,

the psychologist assembled the "file" on the student. The file represents the

official; school sanctioned version of the student being considered by the.

committee. The psychologist presented her report. In doing so, she is,

!
presenting the school's case,ccincerning the student. The case is the culmina

tion of institutionalized york. She is speaking for the institution ihher

presentation. The school psychologist'i presentation of tne case to the com

mittee is augmented by officially sanctioned props. These include the case

file itself (a bulky manila folder on display in front of 'the psychologist),

test resultS, carefully prepared noies, and her designation as leader of the

*meeting. When she presents the case, she.reads from notes. By contrast, the

mother and the teacher have no such props. They speak from memory, not from

notes. They call upon/Mbered knowledge of first hand aservations, not

compilations of remembered information.

The grounds fol.. negotiation of meaning are remoVed flArther by the way in

which the psycholdgist presents infOlmation to the committee. The psycholo

gist, through her report, is claiming privileged knowledge about the child,

and is making a recommendation about the next step in his eduCational carder.

The privileged status of tne psychologist's , expertise is displayed in the

technical language of her report: There is a certain mystique in the use of

technical.vocabulary, as .evidenced by tne specigl status .that the technical

language of doctors, lawyers, and businessMen is given in our society (Shuy,
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1973, Philips, 1977; Shuy and Larkin, 1978). Technical language is mistifying

4
.(Marcuse, 1964; Laing', 1967; Hdbermas, 1972).; its use indicates a superior

status and a special knowledge based on lon4 training and specialfzed qualifi
,

cations. When the school psychologist speaks, then, it is from.an institu-

tionally designated positioh 'of authority. The aUthority of the

,psychologist's claims are grounded in her official capacity.as case carrier.
0

To interrupt, to question, to request a clarification of tne psychologist,

then, is- to challenge the authority of the official position of the district '

and its representative concerning this child.
.;

Wnen technical language is used, and embedded in the institutional trap

pings of the 'formal proceedings of a meeting, the grounds for negotiating

meaning are removed from under the conversation. Because the speaker and

hearers do hot share membership in a common language community, the hearer

does.lot have tne expertise to issue a chall,enge. The hearer iS placed in the

position of assuming the speaker is speaking knowledgeably, and the hearer

does not have the competence to understand. When technical language is uwi,

even though the possibility for active negotiation of meaning see'Ms to t)e

removed, tne guise of understanding remains. Yet the unlerstanding is a pas

sively acnieved one; not the active one associated with everyday discourse.

Instead of signalling a lack of understanding via such tacit devices as back

cnannel work and manifest ones like requests for clarification, the committee

members (including the mother) remain silent, tnereby tacitly contributing to

tne guise that understanding has beeç achieved.

114114..
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Summary
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The differences in the manner in which the,professional and lay people in

the committee reported information highlights the way in which the language

tndt people use structures role relationships. And, the structure of xole

raationships found embedded in the languageiused by the committee members, in

turn, provides the grounds of the authority of the claimsAand recommendations

made. Despite the fact that-they were composed of a highly technical vocabu
,

lary, the professional reports were accepted without challenge or question,

wnile the lay reports were continually ,interrupted with requests for clarifi

"cation and further information.

This d-ifferential treatmdnt can be understood in terms of the authority

that reports gain by their very mode of presentation. The ambiguity of pro

fessiorial reports is not challenged because the obscuiity of 'professional

language shrouds professionals in a "cloak of competence." The authority of

the professional report comes from its very incomprehensibility and its obscu
.

rity.. The psychologist and the nurse gain their adthority from the mastery''

an4 use of a technical language tnat others do not understand and,do not ques

tion. 7:::e professional report gains its status and authority by virtue of the

fact tnat it is obscure; difficult to understand, and is embedded in the

institutional trappings of the formal pr9ceedingS- of the committee meeting.

And, it is tnis autnority that contributes to tne.assembly of tne presenta-r

tional manner of reaching decisions observed in the committee meetings, such

tnat decisions are "'resented," not "discussed," "argued," or "negotiated."

1 53
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Here we have yet another instance of ttri "politics of experience" (Laing,

1967; Pollner, 1975; Mehan and Wood, 1975:,215 -218). The various members of

tne committee experience tnis student differently. More speciffcally, the
. ---

Classroom Teacher and the Mother provide accounts about the student's,perfor-

mance that compete with tne Professional's version of the student's academic

difficulties. Yet, by meeting's end, one version of the student, that pro-

vided by tne Psychologist and the Nure, prevailed.

In concert with others, people work to establish some unequivocal founds-

tion beneath such "endless equivocalities" (Pollner, 1975: 411). Often, con-

sensual resolutions are achieved when one or another protagonists relinguish

tneir experience of tne world as the preferred version. In this case, the

resolution was not negotiated. Instead, the members of the committee resolved

tne disjuncture between lay and professional versions by credentialling-the

Professional version as the Cifficial version of this student.

Tnus, by tne time thesCommittee votes, a case has been made for a partic-

ular placement. The committee's "vote," tnen, is not so much a decision as it p

is an confirmation of the case as it has been presented. In deciding eases in

tnis way, the committere members are treating eacn other as "informed citizens"

(Stnutz, 1964: 120-34). They acknowledge tnat tne pulority of the others'

attions residesilith ttie information they have as a consequence of the social

organization of the scnool,.and tne knowledge gained from their professional

expertise.

160
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Concludions.
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Some of the institutional practices that contribute to the assembly of

educational placement decisions have been described in thid paper. 'The status
sf-

of these practices now needs to be underscored.

Ratification of Actions Taken Earlier.

This investigation of the organizational practices of decision making

shows that placement outcomes were not so much decisions reached in the meet

4

ings as they were ratifications of,actions that took place at previous stages
--\

of the decision making process. This is not to sgy that the-E&P is simply

applying a rubber stamp to decisions made surreptitiously (Becker, 1963) or

performing .a public ritual to parade decisions made behind the scenes (Goff

man 1961). The diStinction between conspiracy and ratification is similar to

the organizational differenced between ihe problems posed to subjects in

expertnents and tnose organizeeby partidipants in naturally occurring situa

tions.

In an experimental situatioa, a finite number of variables is presented'

to the subject. The subject's job is to sort among this small number of vari
o

ables. Thus, the problem is under tne control of a single'person or can be

managed by tnat person. The,information available to the committee is not of

tne same sort. The number of variables tnat tne committee nas to consider is

large, mucn larger than that which is presented to the subjects of an experi,,
r`

ment. The scope and complexity of tne variables is so great, in fact, that

eacn single member of the committee doesn't know them all, or even what they

are. In fact, part of the project of tne committee is to Pirst find out 'what

1
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,
the relevant variables are, and then sore them out. By contrast, the subjects

in experiments have'only the sorting.operation to perform, because the vari

ables 'have been isolated and presented .to them.

The,-problem solving situation for the placement committee'ls, like .other

naturally occurring situations and unlike experimental situations by virtue of

the presence of others who serve as social resources (Lave, 1979;` Cole and

Traupmann, 1980; Levin and Kareev,1980). The committee members are knowledge

able, not only in the general sense of being highly trained and experienced

educators, but each committee member has a repository of information about the

particular-student being discuised. Each person comes to thee meeting aS ap

"informed citizen" (Scnutz, 1964:120-134) about the student. They have a'
0

memory of similar committee meetings held in the past as part of' their stock

of knowledge. , The,information upon which decisions are being reached is not

any one individual person's memory; ft is.in the collective memory of the

-group.

Tnerefore, it is more productive to think of the E&P committee meeting as

a culmination, a formalization of a lengthy prpcess that originates in the

classroom. The eohl-et-sition of an educationally handicapped student's career

or educational biography starts when the teacher makes the initial referral.

Often, tne teacher only has a general notion that a student "is in trouble,"

or "needs help." This initial, rather general attribution establishes the

presumption of a handicap. This attribution becomesirefined as mone ahd moee
"A.

institutional machinery. (e. 'teits, committee meetings, home visits) is

applied to tne case, until, finally, by tne placement meeting, only a parent's

refusal to sign the documents during the placement meeting would be likely to
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change the assumbd placement. .The fact that all but one of tt* cases brought

before EP committees resulted in special education placement is further'evi-
.

dence that early actions were being.ratified at thl.s stage-iwthe process.

This ratification of actions reached at earlier stages or events in the

referral process is similar to the process by which a perS'on becomes

transformed from a "normal person" to a "mentally ill patient" (Goffman,. 1961;

Scheff, 1966; Rosenhan,1973). The process 'or the construction of merital,ill-

ness starts 'when a person i3 presented, to a public health official. The

entrance of a specialist into49rzituation that has been defined is "something
.

wrong with someone here" establishes-the presumption of a defect within the
,

i ,

individual. This presumption,is reaffirmed as the person, now a patient, goes

, \
tnrough s4ccessive stages of tne psychiaeric intake process, until, finally,

the,staff and patient alike accept the definition.

This ratification'of decision-d-b7eiween successive events or stages, in a

diagnostic process is siMilar to, what Elsteid et al (1978) found within one

particular diagnostic events They report that doctOrs tend to generate a par-
k,

ticular 4pothesis about the-C;d3e.of a 04sease erly in the diagnosis of a

-

patient, well before most.of1ehe data has been obtained. Instead of weighing
.

4

evidence to eliminate a number of possibly competing hypotheses, doctors take

steps which tend to confirin the hypotheses generated early in the diagnosis,

thus natifying presumptions developed earlier.

Practical Constraints and Institutional Decisions

th)
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`-This invesEiga ion of the organizational practices of deciaion making

142

also shows there is no need to disparage everyday decision making by compar-

ing it with rational models, formal reasoning or scientific thinking. Wason

(1977:112) quotes a letter from Sir Cyril Burt about a conversation he
1/4.,

witn Bertrand Russell about the use of the prediCate calculus (which is at the

heart of scientific reasoning) as a model for everyday reasoning:.

Logic...used as a method of analysis would be both
inappropriate end illuminating but used as a Oandard
for criticalevaluation it would not only beinappro-
priate but highlk misleading. Piaget seems to nave

fallen fn to the trap thus indicated. "After,a series _

Ne,
of ingenious experiments and valuable psychologibal
observations, he suddenly aAsumes the Cambridge
logician's academic gown, and judges the children's .

performance in terms of the continental version of the

Russell-Whitehead symbolism. I am thinking of the
ideal adolescent Who.is supposed to perform a combina-
torial analysis yielding 16 alternatives knd to teit
them systematically. He forgets that this logic is
modelled on the mathematician's ideal: it is not the
_logic of everyday life.

When describing tqe way in which everyday decisions are reached in insti-

4utional settings,' it seems unnecessary to posCt a gap between some ideal

model and act,al practice. Instead, it seems more 'appropriate to call into

question the efficacy of scientific reasoning as a model of everykay reason-
,

ing, because there are good organizational reasons why institutional dision
4.

making occurs in the way that it does. The deaision making circumstances

assumed to exist by the rational model are not available to problem solvers in

formal organizatioas like schools, hospitals, and businesseA (cf. Bensen,

1977; Haren and Olsen, 1976; Vick, 1976). Decisio'n makers simply do not have

tne unlimited access to unlimited resources presupposed by rational decision

making models.
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FurtnerMore, the rational model assumes tnat all the factors being con

sidered in the decision making calculus nave an equal weight. But, in the

complexity of institutional settingsNot all.factors necessarily do have tn

equal weignt. A certain fastitiousness is required when considering all the

alternatives, which can blind the decision maker to an appreciation for the

most imbortant factors that need to be taken into account. As Watkins

(197131:206) says:

"A well known obstacle to computerizing -chess is the lack
of any known way. to,program a computer to concentrate on

- interesting developments: like the ideal decision
maker of normative theory, the computer surveys
the entire board and take every possibility into account."

In the case of our school district, fiscal, legal, and practical circumstances

constrain tiku process by wnicn decisions are reached. For example, when con

sidering the placement of a student into a special education program, the stu--

dents' age, gender, IQ scores and space available in a program May all be facr

tors to consider. But, as we have seen, the space available in the program

may be tne overwnelmingly Important factor, outweighing all others in tneir

consequences for decision makers. That is, 'n dealing with comparable prob

lems, prior experience may tell cecision makers tnat it,is best to be hignly

selective, and to pay attention to a few salient alternatives which they know

well irr advance,,instead of painstakingly computing tne combinatorial of all

possibilities. These organizational cyfiltQnts and this prior knowledge lead

educational decision makers to reduce*tne range of alternatives, make educe

tional placements by available category, and ratify actions taken earlier.

1 f;
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Institutional Practices and Problem Solving Heuristics

Cognitive psychologists nave described a number of neuristics tnat indi-

vidual problem solvers use to cope witn information overload, limitations of

short terM memry, and other information processing limitations. Some of

these heuristics include the "salience neuristic" (used to select informa-

tion), tne "availability heuristic" (to recall information), tne "representa-

tiveness heuristic" (to classify) and tile "anchoring heuristic" (to retrieve

Initial judgments) (Tversky and Kahneman 1974; Norman and Bobrow, 1975).

Some of the institutional practices tnat groups of people working in social

organizations have devised to cop with the practical, legal, and fiscal con-

straints on decision making ave been described in this paper. These prac-

tices are part and parcel of an institutionally arranged system fo.' making

frequently recurring decisions (cf. Quinn, 1976).

Problem solving heuristiess and institutional practices are similar

processds, althougn tneir locus of operation seems different. Problem solving

neuristics are thougnt of as operating "between tne ears" of individuals;

institutional practices operate "between the people" in an organization.

Thus, we nave similar cognitive processes recapitulated at different levels of

social structure. While the psychological and social operations are similar,

one does not reduce to tne other. Decision making at tne institutional level

will not be described simply bi adding a few more factors to a psychological

model (as Simon, :1976; 253-67 has suggested) nor vice versa. A complete cog-

nitive tneory will need to include a description of botn psychological and

social cognitive operations, and a description of tneir articulation together

(Laobratory of Comparative Human Cognition, 1981; Cicourel, 1980a, D'Andrade,.

16u
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1981), in order to account i'or how both sets of processes are made manifest in

interaction between people.

Socially Distributed Decision Making

A number of important psycnological tneories, including those Of Piaget,

Witkin & Berry and Simon nave been characterized as.incordorating a "central

processing" feature (Laboratory of Comparative Human Cognition, 1981). Cen-

tral processing in tnis context implies a universal set of cognitive opera-

tions, internal to tne individual which operate in a centralized fashion to

control how the world is interpreted and acted upon.

Central processing is 21so a feature of the rational model of decision

,

making, in b6th its "comprehensive" and'its "bounded" forms. Central process-

ing in the psychological context .tplies tne operation of a unitary actor.

Individual problem solvers or large scale organizations make choices by con-

sidering payoff functions, generating possible alternatives, assiping conse-

quences' of probabilities, and,the rest; and they do so in centralized, con-

trolled ways on particular occasions.

The decision making, we nave observed in this institutional context does

not have the features associated with central processing. Instead, decision

making seems to be "socially distributed." Tne decision making is distrib:ted

in two senses of the term: across participants and througn

Decision making is distributed across participants in that information

about the case is not,Ader the contrcl of any one committee member. Various

members of tile committee have information about certain aspects of tne case

(tne teacher knows about the student's classroom activities, and the
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psychologist knows about the student's test performante, and the nurse has

made, a nome visit). Decision making is distributed tnrough time tethat bits

and pieces of tne final decision are made at various stages in the referral

process depicted in Figure 1. The process starts in the classroom, informa-

-
tion is added at appraisal, assessment, and reappraisal phases. Meetings with

parents provide still more information to some, but.not all, of the committee

mmbers.

Thus, informatioo is gathered at different points.in time and is scat--

tered across various committee members. The first time that the committee

nears all tne particulars of a e/ase is in the E&P meeting. It iS at this time

tnat the .complete picture of the student emerges.from the 'particulars previ-

ously distributed across the teMporal pnases of tne referral process and the

separate cqmmittee membezs.

Tne deci on making situation in which the variables or information are

not under tne control of any one person is an example of what Scnutz

(1964:12O-134) has called tne "social. distribution of knowledge," and wnat

cognitive psychologists have called "distributed proces:, " (Laboratory of

Comparative Human Cognition, 1981; Levin,.1981). In socially distributed pro-

cessing, the information upon which decisions are made is in tne" collective

memory'of tne group, not in any one individual's memory.

This distinction betweer. central and socially distributed processing

enables the logical status of the committee's actions to be reconsidered.

Looked at from tne point of view of a group of people deciding an educationar

placement based on a student's needs, tne committee seems illogical, irra-

tional, because it is not considering the full range of possible placements,
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not considering one variable at a time, not reviewing the complete means-ends

matrix. But, tnis interpretation dissolves when a socially distributed view

of decision making is taken into account. The,actions Ol the committee look

more rational wnen.one realizes tnat many factors, including money available,

space available, teachers' schedules and compatibility, and legal constraint,

as well as tne students' needs were ertered into the equation. So, too, w '1

tne combinate-ial of all possible acement categories was not considered in

any one committee meeting, tne full range can be seen distributed across

referral, appraisal, and evaleation phases of the referral process (see 'Figure

1). Watkins (1970: 206) captures tnis aspect of everyday decision making

practices exactl4:

A ideal decision scheme is pictured as,being present to tne
age 's mind in its entirety, a completed whole in which the
several components ;simultaneously play their dual role. An

actual decision scheme is usually built up bit by bit, so that
tne arrival of an isolated bit of sitUational information
may have'd disproportinate influence,' And -eyen when all the

evidende is in, the practical significance or'different parts'
of it may wax and wane as the decision maker attends now to
tnis factor, now to tnat.

. Organizational Cnoice and Organizational Routine.

Tne rational model of decision making implies tira-£' events have causes,

and that bureaucracies perform.large actions for large reasons. For some.pur-

poses, organizational behavior can be usefully summarized as action chosen by

a rational decision piaker, centrally controlled, completely informed, and

value maximizing. .However, tne present work and otner work (Allison, 1971;

March and Olsen, 1976), guggests tnat such a view must be balanced by the

appreciation tnat large organizations are highly differentiated decision mak-

Ping structures. By this "organizational process!' view, large acts emerge from
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many swine:- actions, socially distributed across many levels of an organiza

tion. These small acts are tne consequence of regular procedures. Standard

operating procedures constitute routines for dealing with standard situations.

Routines allow large numbers of ordinary -people to deal with numerous

instances day after day.. In this district we see sucn routines as directives

written to enact the provisions of special education federal law, directives

written about MR students and offcampus placements,..the organization of the

sequence of decision making, and tne 'temporal Order in the conduct of business

in a.given E&P meeting. Such organizational routines and institutional prac

tices described above structure decisioo making situations and narrow the pos

sibilities in terms of wnich decision makers can make decif.Aions about stu

dents' placemert.

Furthermore, the project before tne committee is preeminently a practical

one. The decision making task is a part of the educators' job, a routine

event in the course of their daily, institutional .lives. This practical con

cern makes the committee sedtitive to the nature of the particular case before

tnem and its particular outcome. The committee is faced witn a specific

problem that 'demands'an immediate and concrete solution, and demands it nov.

Tney are concerned with this student, this placement, at tnis time. They are

not concerned with generating the range of,all posSible actions that exist

the abstract nor the sake of doing so. Thus, tne members of the coMmittee

have a pragmatic .not a theoretic motive,for their actions (Spaitz, 1964;

Scribner, 1977). Their project is to get.tnis work done, to settle this case,

so that they can get back to other practical projects that are piling up on

their desks or that await them in tneir classrooms.
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In that respect, the actions of the committee are similar to tne actions

of grocery shoppers. .Lave (1979) reports that grocery shoppers do not often

make complex mathematical calculations overtly. Numerical calculations -are

submerged in,the practical project of getting groceries. In a similar manner,

tne committee's "decision making" is eubmerged. in the practical activities

co9fronting the committee members during the course of their aaily,

tional lives. In both cases; what appears to be the manifest project (from

the point of view of rational action i. e., making calculations,'making deci

.

sions) turns out to be a component.part of more tnclusive practical projects.

The manifest cognitive task is embedded in an ongoing project of action..

What we have here is a shift in perspective--a ,shift in metaphor,
OW

'reallyfor viewing organizational behavior. When organizational behavior is

exaMined from tne perspective of the rational model, "acts" and "choices" are

seen, and14"reasons" and "motives" are searcned for. 'Wien organizational

behavior is examined from the perspective of the organizational process per

spective, one sees end results, end looks for the routine practices that con

statute tnem. As a consequence of this shift in perspective, organizational

benevior can be understood less as deliberate choice, and more as end results,

or consequences of organizations functioning according to" stendard operating

procedures. For this case study, this,shift in metaphor means that the place

ment' of a student is more a fmilction of .Jrganizational,procedure tnan organi

zational choi-,e. The placement pf a student in a special education program is

not so mucn a decision made as it is an enactMent of routinei.
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SECTION . EDUCATORS' ACCOUNTS' OF STUDENTS' BEHAVIOR

The overarching concern of this study is the description of the institu-

tional practices that compose decisions made about students. The decision

making process involving the referral of students starts in the aassrotim for

the most part. Ws we described in _Part I of this Report, the classroom_

teacher most often takes the action that activates the referral systeT. An

important component of decision making a6out referral students is the per-

ceived cause of the students' behavior that led to the referral. We are

interested in the bases or grounds upon which teachers and other school offi-

cials ma.ke decisions about referral students at each f the key junctures in

tne decision making process. We are particularly fnt rested in uncovering the

causes or reasonsfor teachers' referral decisions.

Mediating Cognitive Processes

Our Investigation-of educators' views about the camaes of students'

scnool difficulties is informed by work on cognii,ive processes in several dis-

ciplines. A denominator.gommon to these studies is the recognition of the

importance of subjective meaning as amediating influence,in social life.

Observations about the importance'of subjective meaning have been made at

least since tne turn of tne century. Mead (1934) considered Individuals to be

licreators of their en ironments i the process of social life. This reflects

.ThOmas' tneorem tha't situatfons Jdefied as real are real in their conse-

quences.

Not only concrete acts are dependent on tne definition of the
,situation, but gradually.a whOle life policy and the personality
of tne irdivich_*:l himself follow from a aeries of such
definitions. (Thomas, 1931:41-50)

1 7.
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For Mead (1934:8) this was the emergence of mind:

The evolutionary appearance of mind or intelligence takes place
when the whole social process of experience and behavior ts
brought within the experience Aof any)6ne of tne separate
individuals implicated therein, and when the individual's
adjustment to the process is modified and refined by the
awareness or consciousness whicn he thus, has of it.

For Weber it 4as an emphasis on "meaningful action":

:..we-are concerned with human behavior_if and insofar as
the agent or agents associate a subjective sense (Sinn) with
it. ( eber, 1947:88)

The topic of subjective meaning has stimulated considerable interest in

soc.i.ol gy and social psychology, 'contributing in part to the development of

entire scnools of thought, including tnose portions of "symbolic interaction

/

%

ism" (Blumer, 1969; Becker, 1963; Manis and Meltzer, 1967) concerned with the

development r self, labelling ttifeory, and those portions of social
. .

pnenomenology and ethnomethodology concerned with the social construction of

reality (e.g./Berger and Luckman, (

/

1967; Garfinkel, 1967; Cicourel, 1964,

1973; Mehan and Wood, 1975) and acCountingpractices (Garfinkel, 1967).

2
InformationsProcessing and Judgments

AnOther line of research that takes into account the goals, intentions,

judgments, decisions and knowledge of teachers and students has been influ

enced by tne study of human information processing (see Lindsay and Norman,

1972; Rumelhart, 1980). A general finding from sucn studies is that people's

ability to process all the information in tneir environment is limited. More

specifically, people tend to process information sequentially (step by step)

rattier than simultaneously (Newell and Simon, 1972). This active processing

C., 1 7 3
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' goes on in a very limited short term memory (Re ell 4nd Simon, 1972). To make

the environment predictable, inForMation is chun ed into more abstract units.

Hence, the amount of information processed in short term memory can be

increased (Miller, 1956).

As a consequence of tnese Information processinf limitatiOns, people

selectively perceive and interpret portions of' thle available information

(Bruner, 1958), and construct a simplified model of /lity (Newell and Simon,

1972). People make judgments and decisions and carry them out on the basis of

tneir constructed model of reality. They use heunis ics like the salience

heuristic to select information, tne availability.heuristic to recall informa-

tion, the representativeness heuristic to classify, and the anchoring heuris-

tic to revise initial judgments (Tveriky and Kahneman, 1974; Norman and,

Bobrow, 1975; Shavelson, 1980):

A wide and growing literature exists in the general area of planning and

decision making by teachers which takes this information processing approach

to tne analysis of teacher judgments into account (see Shavelson, 1980 for a

review). Shavelson (1980) has presented a model for teachers in which infor-

mation processing heuristics combine information about'students with teachers'

beliefs and conceptions to produce judgments about both students and instruc-

tion. Another applicable information-processing concept is that of the

"script" (Shank and Abelson, 1977) which has been used to describe teachers'

routines for interactive teaching (Shavelson, 1980, Morine-Dershimer, 1978-
1

I

79).
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This research shows that teachers must process large quantities of infor

mation from such varied sourcps as their own observations, school records, and

test scores to form judgments about students. Stebbins (1977) has identified

six dimensionz along which teachers evaluate students (knowledge, intelli

gence, neatness,.oral expression, writing ability and shyness), but provides

little specific information about hoW these judgments are formed.

Because other studies have shown that teachers' initial evaluations of.

5tudents affects instructional decisions even when this initial evaluation is

not valid (Dunsk, 1975), it is necessary that we try and understand the actual
4.

evaluation and judgment process of teachers as systematically as possible.

1

AttributiOn !hart

Attribution theorists have investigated the processes by which individu

als make sense out of their environments through social perceptions and con

cept construction. Attribution theory (Heider, 1958; Kelley., 1967; Jones and

bavis,. 1965; Weiner et al, 1971; Dweck et al, 1975; Bar Tal, 1978) is the'name

given to investigations of how individuals in everyday life perceive events

and persons and figure out what causes behavior. It is concerned With the

antecedents and consequences of social perception and the processes through

which we assign causes and attributes to ourselves and others' behavior.

Attribution tneories consider.the bases on which-these attributtons are made.

Taking the point o'f view of the lay observer, they consider the degree and

moqe of categorizing, interpreting, selecttng and use of incoming and existent

information in the socialperceptual field.

1

17 J'

.1
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These processes are of utmost tnportance to an.snalysis of accounts given

by school .personnel concerning special education referral children. While

there has been much research on attribution, most has been done under experi

mental conditions. .S1Jbjects are often presented with hypothetical vignettes

describing a person in a situation and asked to respond to particular dimen

sions of causality or trait terms chosen by the researcher. Subjects are

asked to make an attribution about the hypothetical information given to

him/her. The categories or dimensions are provided for the respondent by the

researcher.

The experimental study of hypothetical information using researchers'

categories is not necessarily .related to the proce.Ss' by which individual,s

actually go about making attributions in naturally occurring situations. By

focudirig on the interpretive accounts given by school personnel in interviews

and decision making meetings concernkng the children they refer, the cognitive

aspect of the decision making process will be made more evident.

Weiner and his associates (1971; Weine'r, 1972a, 1972b, 1974) have

extended attribution theory into the educational domain. Weiner: utilizes

Heider's elements specifically ad/perceived determinants of achievement

behavior in schools. Weiner and his associates maintain thatOindividuals use

the four elements as outlined by Heider--ability, effort, task difficulty and

luck in their attributions regarding achievement related events.

Individuals have been shown to view the causes of success and failure as

principally being due to ability, effort, the difficulty of the.task, and good

or bad luck. Weiner, following Heider, classifies these causal elements along'

two dimensions. On dimension differentiates causal elements in terms of

#4t

176
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.1

their locus of control,-internality or externality. -Thus, ability and effort

would be considered internal because they originate within the person, whereas

task difficulty and luck originate outside the person,and therefore are con-

s-idered as external causes. A second dimension differentiates causal elements

in,termi of their stability over time. ThUs, ability and task difficulty are

considered stable because they do not vary if the same task is re-attempted,

but effort and luck are considered'highly unstable because they fluctuate over

time.

The following table displays the four elements along the two dimensions

(Weiner et. al,, 1971:96)

TABLE 4.1: ATTRIBUTION MATRIX

STABILITX,OVER TIME LOCUS OF CONTROL

INTERNAL EXTERNAL

Stable Ability Task

Unstable Effort Luck

The following are examples of attributions made about children in

achievement situations along these dimensions. If a chila is viewed as "lack-
?

ing ability," his/her educational problems are viewed as winternally caused.

If a cnild is viewed as "unable to perform the task at a certain time of day,"

nis/her educational problem is viewed as externally caused. If the child's
A

failure -in school is attributed to either of these two factors, then Weiner's

typology would predict educators would believe that there is not much hope for

change, because both of these factors are considered relatively stable.

.171
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Likewise, if a cnild's failure at a task is attributed to "lack of e'ffort,"

hes/her educational problem is viewed as,internal. But since effort is an

unstable factor, it is possible for,that failure to .be reversed. If the

failure' Is attributed to "luck," there would'be less chance of a predictigh

for change, because even though luck.is an unstable condition, it outside'

the control of the individual.

AcCounts and Semantic Relations

Related work which has a bearing on our present investigation concerns

the critique of prevalent trait inference theories. D'Andrade (1965, 1.974)

and Shweder (1977) propose that inferences made on the basis of trait tenni

may be due to the semantic similaAties in the meaning of terms.'

'Nob

D'Andtade (1965) asserts that an individ4pl's memory of an,event is. more

closely related to the cultural expectations of 'what goes with what. tban,

wnat takes place in an actual event. He compared observations of small group

interactions, ratings' made immediately afterward by participants AT eabh

other's behavior, and ratings made by the observer after the sescon, yith

independent judgments .of similarity of paning for -each pair of sociA

behavior categories used in the observation and rating Scale. The part-ici

pants' ratings and the observers' ratings were similarto each other, and to

the cultural expectaticins as measurdd by the sinillarities of the social
.

behavioral categories. Neither of the participants nor the observer's ratings

nor tne semantic similarity judgments were similar to the record of the event

as observed.
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Shweder, expandrng on tnis theme (1977), questions the validity of an

individual difference theory of personality, maintaining that all this theory

amounts to are statements about how subjects and researchers classify items lof

like meaning. He views the tendency for trait inferences to reflect semantic

similarity, groupings as a type of "magical thinking." Magical thinking is an

expression of a universal disinclination to "araw correlational lessons from

experience," and a universal inclination to seek symbOlic and meaningful 'con-
,

nections among events. This "magical thinking," as,an expression ef a cogni-
,

tive processing limitation of the human mind is not ohly characteristic of

primitive society, but industrialized society as.well.

This and related work (Mischel, 1968; Cantor and Mischel, 1979) is 105r--

tent because it augmeits,questions raised in attribution theory concerning the

relationship between the behavior beneath the attribution and the attribution

itself. An assumption underlying trait theory and prevalent personality
-

theories is tilt attributions index, underlying conditions. D'Andrade,

Mischel, and Shweder are challenging this tenet. For them, the dispositional

consisieney lies not so much in the persOn or the environment, rather, it lies f

in tne labels used to describe these persons or tneir environments. These
4

tneorists take consistency out of the personality of the individual, and place

it in the semantics.of the language used to describe people.

Summary

Witnin tne framework of the tneories outlined above, we will consider tne

motivational, perceptual, and conceptual componnnts of educator'erjudgments

about the causes of students' behavlor, especially that behavior which leads

educator

\

to refer students, identify tdem as educationally handicapped, and

\\, 17 4
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place them into special pmgrams for remediation. Upon completion of our

analysis of our interviews and viewing sessions, aspects of the judgmental

work employed by school personnel in the referral, identification, and place-

ment of students will be more fully understood.

Interview Aolais

In order to determine educators vie,ys about the causes of students,

'school difficulties, -,ortionb of the 1.nterviews with educators ("viewing ses-

sions") nave been analyzed for statements chlraracterizing students and tneir

academic difficuities.

The materials.

We nave interviews with 27 teachers who have referred 55 children, 6

interviews with psychologists about the educational testing situation, and the

process by which they diagnose a student's' behavior, three transcripts of

decision Making committee meetings, and three interviews with members of those

decision making groups.

Interviews with tne educators are lengthy, far ranging, and complex.

They generate a. wealth of materials. We aimed for an analysis that is

comprehensive and which captures the educators, perspective on the educational

and referral pi-ocess. Although interview material was summarized, the inter-

. view transcripts have been retained and indexed so that inT'ormation from the

original source con be retreived.
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The questions Used in the interview are presented in 'our first,end of

'year report (Mehan et al, 1979) and in Combs'and Hertweck (1979). Each inter-

Niew was taperecorded and transcribed. Each educator in. the study is identi-
,

fied by a number. That number is used to,mark each interview with tnat educe-

tor, thereby preserving anonymity. Each line of the transcript is numbered.

Each transcript is summarized. The summary crosS-references the transcrpt

line numbers so that the materials upon which a summary is made can be

retreived.
00.

With few'exceptions the interviews were comprised of two major parts.

One part covered a wide range of topics, i.e., optimal school and class organ-

ization, curriculum, tne special education referral process, children who are

referred and attitudes toward the project research Methodology. Wg refer to

the an;slysis of the firstpart as a "context analysis." The secont part cen-

tlred around ,the educators' viewine and commentary of ,the videotape in which

tney were involved. -While the first partof the interview was done in ,typical

open ended question-answer format, the se2ond part gas unique in its use of

tne videotape as a Cocument of t behavior of the'referred and non-referred

cnildnen in the classroom :eszon videotaped. 'We were able to Otain the'

teacher's reports of tile lesson events in which the children were engaged as

/r
well as their, indications of occurrenCes of referral behbvior. We refer to

a

Ulf analysis conducted on this second part of the interview as the analysis of

educators' accounts.

Context analy!is.
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In order to provide a context for the extracted in-depth analyses whicn

focus on the attrlbutional narrat:ives to be outlined below, each interview was

summarized according to various topics, i.e., classroOm characteristics, stu-

dent capabilities, referral criteria, referral process, etc. The topics

addressA in these context-analyses varied depending on whether the source was

the teacher, the psycnologist, or the E. & P. Committee member. Some of the

special topics include:

(1) The Special Education Referral Process. Educators were asked to give_

tneir views on the referral system and to.descrtbe the process-in detail.

They wev&asked to state their criteria for -eferral and tfieir past ind

present experiences with the referral system. More specifically they were

asked to discuss tneir -knowledge of the referral procesS, results of priors

referrals, expectations of the referral process and anecdotal'informatton on

the referral process. This material was.Mimmarized.for each educator. Com-

parisons have been made,across educators. The above material hi'S been con-
.

densed and summariied to provide a context for an in-depth analysis of the

attribution process.

(2) Referral Reasons. Of particular interest to our study were the rea-
.

sons them teacher gave in the interview situation for referring the children.

Analysis of this topic allowed us to make comparisons of the reasons given on

the official school district referral forms, plus to get an expanded versioh,

tø
of the Official reasons tne.teacher referred a.child.

(3) Knowledge.of the Referral Process. *We have been concerned 'with

exploring the teachers' familiarity with tne refer'ral puocess, the steps

leolved and the raimifications of eeferring a cnild.

182
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(4) Teacher's Referral History. The teacher's past interaction with the

system should have some bearing on his/her present interaction with the sys-

tem. Given.successfur resolutions of referrals in the past a teacher would

tend to refer more freely in the present.

(5) Expectations of Referral Process. This concerns ,what the teacher

expects of the System. Is it placement, help in the classroom, etc?

(6) Attitude Toward Referral System. This tlapic concerns f.he teacher's

overall impreSsion oft. the referral system, his/her feelings abOut the efficacy

of tne probess, the consequences for the children and tne teachers, and th'e

services of the personnel involved.

(7) Conceptions of Education,Educators asked to discuss their con-

ceptions of education, classrooms; and students. They Weep 'given an opportun-

ity to discuss ways in which they would like to see classrooms organized.

They were asked to make comparisons between ideal classrooms and' existent

classrooms., between idea' students and poor students.

Analysis of Teachers', Accounts.

, Prior to actual viewing of the videotape, teachers were given an oppor-

tunity .to express their feelings about the videotaping Of the event and to

brjief t:he inte'viecier on the event to be viewed. Next, the teacher identified
\ e

the children on the 'tape for p.rposes of discuSiion\ and transcrIPtion of

voices. Then, they were gi'Ven tne following instructiOns for asking the

interviewer to stop the tppe,

a. When mil. see romething ocdUrring'about which ypu would
like to comment.

1b3
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b.- When the child who
,

was referred is doing something about
which you would.like to comment.

c. When you 'or the children other,than the referred are doing
something about which you would likb to comment.

d. When you see a comparison between behavior and/or ability'
of the child referred and other members of the group.

e. 'When you see some'of the behavior on-the tape which_caused
you to refer the child. (

.

f. 'In general, tell
t

me about the tape.
,

This second part of the interview, the actual "viewing session," forms

the backbone of the analysis of teachers', accounts of students' academic dif
'/

ficulties. This part Of tne ahalysis f=ases on the educators' descriptions

oC the referred child' and cited referral behavior. It also foeusel on

beh;vioral/ability comparisons of the referred cnild and other lesson partici

pants as discussed and referenced by educators during his/her ceunentary on

the videotape in question.

Once.the transcript was summarized and indexed, it, served as a b sis for

the analysis of teachers' theories about success and failure. The transcripts

-

were searched for all statements tnat'educators made about students' school

perfOrmance. These statements were, Isolated', extracted from the transcripts

and a line number attached. -These statements then became the materials upon

which the analysis was conducted.

At first, coding schemes Used in previous attributiori studies (Frieze,

1976; Cooper and Burger, .1980; Medway, 1979; 3ar Tal and Darom,- 1979; Bar Tal

et al: 1978) were'applied to these materials. However, it quickly became

clear that the small number and limited Scope of coding-categories 'would be

184
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insuffioient for these material5. These codescame from studies in,which edU-

cators were asked to comment on hypothetical ducational situations using

'categories provided by researctiers. We figund sv-h codes to be Imsufficient

because the -educators in our study provided descriptions that were much more

'varied and numerous than previous studies provided for.

By moving back and forth oetween the materials and an emerging analyti7..

scheme, a more.comprehensive. set of coding categories was developed. A set of

20 factort was located that encompassed the full range of teachers' accounts

about success and failure.

--insert Figure 4.1 here--

,

Some Features of Teachers' Theories About Failure
4.

An assumption underlying trait theory and prevalent personality theories

is, that .descriptions index underlying traits of people. That is, there is a

stable det of invariant conditions beneath trait terms. fhe warrant for ,suCh

claims facludes the personaliti research that shows considerable consensus can

be achieved by observers assigning personality characteristics to the .same

actor (Allport., 1961).

This perspective raised the following question for our studyl are teach-

ers consistent in the ways in which they, account for student success and

failure? Or, do they show diversity in thei'r accountd? If teachers Show

liverdity, this may indicate that teachers have particularistic or individual-

istic theories of referral; which bear little,relation to one ,another. If

teaohere uniformly account for student success and failure, this may .indicate

tnat those in the teaching profession have a common theory of referral.



FIGURE 4.1

CODING CATEGORIES FOR TEACHER ACCOUNTS
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Behavior
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Ability-Task
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Teachers' Reasons for Referral
#

We addressed tnis issue in a number of ways which are described below.

First, tne fifteen teachers descriptions of 31 students referred for special

education were analyzed.
23

The accounts they gave tor students success and

failure were coded using the'20 categories shown in Figure 4.1. Then, the 20

categories were ranked in the order of their frequency of occurrence. The .

Kendall coefficient of concordande W (Siegel, 1956: 229) was used to determlne

Whether there wa agreement between tne teachers on the rank order of the fre-

quency of attributions.

Tnis analysis.snows tnat teachers account for student success and failure

'in similar ways. The, factor that one teacher cites as the most important

determinant of scnool success and fatlure is also the factor that 15 cited as

ow! of the most -important by tne.other teachers. This is not to say that

-

teachers were in perfeet agreement in the rank opder of their statements about

tne causes of success and failure, and a-Ylw varied widely in the number,

type, and resultant rank ordering of the reasons for sucoess and failure.

However, the agreeMent of teachers' attributions was statisiically signifi-

cant.

--insertTable 4.2 here--

23. These oases were selected from 55 referrals made by 27 teachers. See'

Mehan ,et al 81979) for the rationale for the selection of this sub-set of

teachers for this portion of the study.

.
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TABLE 4. 2

RANK ORDER FREQUENCY OF ATTRIBUTIONS BY CATEGORY

Category

Ability

B9h-avior

Psychological State

Percentage

23.6

14.7

11.5

Trait . 7.8

Cognitive Focus

Task Disposition 5.3

Physical State 4).2

Effort 3.8

Miscellaneous Internal 3.8

Extrinsic Motivation 3.3

Miscellaneous External 3.1

Other§ 2.4

Intrinsic Motivation 2,2

Miscell&neous Internal/ 2.2

External

Abtlity/Task. 2.0

Impersonal External 1.9

Lack of External 1.6

'Others Negative Actions .7

Others Traits .6

Task Difficulty .1

186
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Table 4.1 lists the.frequency with which teachers make certain types of

statements about the causes of students' classroom difficulties. Students'

ability is the most important factor that teacherit consider when judging stu-

dents' reasons for Naving difficulties in the classroom,.and as a baSiS for

referring students to special education. Thts concern for ability takes the

form of comments about a child, e. g., being "two years behind in reading," or

having an "articulation problem," or "the*abifity level was there." The sedond

most frequently cited reason for students! difficulties was students'

'behavior. Teachers' cited the following as instances of tht behavioral basis

of students' classroom difficulties: "He's usually out of his seat," "He will

'argue with you," "He socked somebody ." The third most frequently cited reason

for Students' difficulties was stuaents' psychological states.. Teachers made

statements like: "He's always in a bad,mood,"' "He's feeling persecuted," or

"he withdraws" as instances of stadentst psychological states.'

t is also important to Kate that the locus of these lessons for refer-

'ring students is internal to the studerits. Extei.nal factor, (e. g., condi-
.

tions at home, Motivational assistance from parents) were cited very infre-

quently. So, too, more complex causal statements', e. g., some combination of

factors to be found at home, and fact6rs found to be within the student, - were

very seldom cited.. Teachert were much more negative in their descriptions of

students than they were positive.

The foregoing data concerning teachers' accOunts gives some evidence of

generality in the views that teachers have about the Pause of students' diffi-

culties in schools.
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Teachers' Aaribution and Student Placements

166

We also the influence that teachers'. attributions have on students'

placements. Here, we considered the possibility that the way in which teach

IP

.ers account for failure will.be linked to eventual placement in, the special

education program. For exampleif teachers see the cause of students'

academic difficulty to be the result of their inability or effort, will those

students be placed differently in the sy44tem than students whose teachers,see

their difficulty to be the result of factors external to the students (e. g.,

home or situational factors)?

The impetus for this line of thinking came from Carroll and Payne (1977)a

06 analyzed judgments about crime and the criminal by using the

internality/externality dimension of attribution. They found that a person

will be perceived as responsible for a crime to the extent that a criminal act

is attributed to the internal qualities of the perion. Thoy also found the

corrollary to be true: a person will be perceived as less responsible for a

crime to the extent that the crtninal act is attributed to situational (sac

> tors. Aotual punishments were shown to be distributed along these same dimen

sions. More severe punishments were meted out when criminals were seen as

responsi(ole for the crimes, and less severe punishments followed crimes when

the.criminal was considered less responsible.

Although placement in a special education program can not be equated. to

"pdnishthent, we wanted to iee,whether parallels can be drawn to the tnpor

tance of the internalityexternality attribution. If school personnel attri

bute problens to internal factors of the child, will theprediction about

placement and,the actual placement be more "severe" than if the attribution is

190
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made to external face.ors?' That is, will external attributions be linked to

in-class treatments or pullout programs, while internal-attributions be linked

to alI-day self-contained special education treatments?

We did not find support for a 'relationship between teacher,' attributions

and final students' placements. Since there were gender differaces in refer

rals, only boys were used in this assessment. In terms of the severity of

Placement (where severity was 'defined in terms of the amount of remedial

help): the least severe was "no:assessment recommended," the nert was "tested

and returned to the classroom," the next was "returned with remedial help,"

and the most severe was "LDG."

We did not find any differences in the way that teachers talked about

studnts' difficulties, regardless of whether students were placed in,all-day

educational programs, part-time pullout programs, or whether they stayed in

classrooms with some sort of'remedial help. Regardless of eventual student

placement outcome, teachers talked about students' ability, behavior and

psychological states as among the most important reasons for students' diffi-

culties. Indeed, tne seven most frequently cited reasons for students'

academic difficulties were closely aligned.

'.7-insert Table 4.31here--

. This means that students who are institutionally defined as LD or EH .are not

conceptualized differently by teachers than students who are institutionally

t

defined as normal.. Teachers talk about students who have been institutionally

\ ,
.

defined as normal in the same way as students who have peen institutionally

defined as having leer-ging diSabilities.
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TABLE 4.3.

TEACHERS REFERRAL REASONS AND SPECIAL EDUCATION PLACEMENT

01.

LDG

41:217.

TRR TR NAR

1 Behavior Behavior Ability Behavior

2 Ability Ps. State Ps. State Ability

3 Ps. State Ability' Cog. Foc. Ps. State

4 Task Disp. Task Disp. External .'Misc. Int.

5 External External.. Task Disp. Externalr

6 Trait Trait Ph. State Trait

7 Ph. State Ph. State Trait Int/Ext

8 Int/Ext Cog. Foc. Behavior Ph. State

9 Cog. Foc. Misc. Int. Effort Task Disp.

10 Misc. Int. Int/Ext. Misc. Int. Effgrt

11 Effort Effort Int/Ext Cog. Foc.

12 Int. Mot. Int. Mot. Int. Mot. IA. Mot.

of

KEY'^

LDG: Learning'disability group

TRR: Tested, returned to classroom with remedial help

TR: Tested, returned to classroom

.NA.R: No assessment recommended .

1941:
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School Perfermance and Gender

We also investigated whether'teachers account for the school]. performance

of boys and girls differently. A number of experimental studies have shOwn

that sex stereotypes,rear to operate'in schooling situations in the attribu-
y,

tiOn of success and failure (Feldman-SuMmers and.Keisler 1974; Etaugh and

I

Brown, 1975; Dweck et al, 1975). ypically female success is_attributed to

'C

,.. - .

motivational factors, effort, lu k, and easie'r tasks., while male Success is

attributed to ability factors. Female success is thereby disparaged, because

when failure is accounted for terms of low motivation, failure then does
4

not reflect on ability. The imaication is that given a simftar task, greater

motivation would tiring success. However-hen failure is attributeet0 the;

-difficulty of the task or to "bad luck," control of achievement on the task is

out of the hands of the performing person..

These studies are important, bega icate that educators eem to

think about boys and girls .difi'e ently. Honever, extensive comparison of

%---
these experimental,studies and tne present study can not be made because they.

9
employed prearranged categoricil scqemes, and prespnted subjects with

.

hypothetical situations of success and failure, while we evoked far-ranging

narratives abobt actual educational situations.

There were marked differences in the ways teachers in our study,-talked

about reasons for boys and girls, success and failure,. Teachers made more

attributions about boys than

4

and girls in more positive

failure in terms of their ab

inability.to do math, their

.

girls. They cast boys in-more negative terms,4

terms. Teachers talked about the causes-iif glrls1

1

ility, or rather their inability, 1. e., their

inability to read, while the teachers talked about
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the caUses of boys' failure im terms of their behavior, i. e., unruly class-

--------- --
room conduct-. Tiiaers alsó cited boys'negative psychological states i. e.,

being in depressed moods, being frustrated, as a main reason for their

academie difficulty.

--Insert Table 4.4 here--

' The findings concerning ability as the 'primary cause_ of girls schoOl

'

failure agree with findings from experimental studies. However, our finding

that teachers account for boys' school difficulties in terms of their unruly

behavar is not to'be nound in previous studies. These differences may.be due

e

to the methodological differences between experimental and this more natural

istic study. We may be getting'more ecologic'ally valid interpretations when

teachers are describing their actual students, in actual situations, in their

owm terms, instead of reacting to hypothetical students in contrived situa

tions in'experimenters terms.

Teachers' Accounts and Students' Grade Level

Teachers who taught at different grade levels talked about the reas6ns

for students academic difficulties in similar terms. Kindergarden, first,

second, tnird, and fourth grade students who had been referred were discussed

in similan terms by teacherls:

7
Teachers at all four grade levels talked about students in similic ways.

7

The rank ordering of their attributions was very similar.

a
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DI:STRIBUTION OF ATTRIBUTIONS Fog B0k5 AND GIRLS
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Category

Negative

Boys Girls

Positive

Boys Girls

Ability 16.6 31.7 38.0
1

.26.4

Effort' 3.1 1.3 4.5 7.9

Cognitive Focus 6.1 9:6 , 3.0 ,3.7

Physical State 5.0 7.1 1.1 3.7

,

Psychological State 15.1 11.7 7.4 5.0

Trait 5.7 6.7 12.8 7.9

Behavior 20.2 1004 8.9

Intrinsic Motivation .5 4.9 5.8

Miscellaneous Internal 5:3 2.9 2.1 2.1

Task Disposition 6.7 7.5W 3.2 1.7

External 11.6 8.8 21.5 10.7'

16.

,Internal/External 4.1 2.5 4.3 5.8

TOTAL* 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

)

It 7
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Across Context and Within Context'Comparisons

Because we folDpwed students' referral cases from the :classroom through

the decision making system, we were able t5 make several comparisons. We com

pared the accounts about students ,success and failure made by teachers,
-

parents, and psycholggists within the final placement meetlng. Wefalso WM-

pai.ed the teachers' accounts within the decision makings meeting to the

accounts they made during,interview sessions about their classrooms. These

comparisons have allowed us to 'consider differences in educators opinions

about the reasons for success and causes of failure across situations and

across geople.,.Tnis information has been helpful in determining the relation

Iship between adcounts about behavior, surface behavior, and presumed underly

C

ing behavioral patterns.

Teachers' Judgments Across Contexts

Teachers.refer students for a wide varie* of reasons. We want to know

this ditrerSity. jeaCherS must provide

students at a nuMber of points in the

wather there are commonalities beneath

accounts of their reasons for referring

rAferral systeM: on official referral forms, to school psychologists, and in

committee meetings, to name but three. We want to determine if there..is vary

ation or commonality in these accountsby the same person across contexts..

Teachers discussed students' academic difficulties in similar ways in the

context of the interviesiand in the context of the committee meeting. Teach
.

ers discussed tne students' difficulties in terms of internal factors in both

settings. pnly a small percentage of the reasons given were external to the

student. That is, no teacher'indicated that a child waS referred because the

1961
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present .home -or school enviroAment 4as the problem. .'Students, abiiity,

benaVitir--;--amormarotogicaI states were-the-Too '-56-frequently-otted reasonS

- both vntexts.

While the causes of students' difficulties were overwhelmingly accounted

for in internal terms in both contexts, teachers did introduCe or. provide

expansions of their reasons for referral in interviews. For example, Shane

was officially referred for low academic performance, not applying hlmslef

'daily class work, a history of behavioral probleMsand trdancy in a previous

district. The interview provided.more information about this case.,

Tne teacher said Shane's° home background greatly influenced is clatA-

room performance. She indicated that a recent shift in the structure of the

;
family and a resultant lack of time spent with Shane also had an effect on.

his performance. Shane appeared to be quiet and cooperative in class,,end

0
so the teacher was shocked when he cut school. When the teacher indicated to

the parents that she feA. Shane, needed extra help, the mother'indicated that

there had been some discussion about this, but she resented it. .The teachef

thought that much of the delay in getting Shane tested and placed Was due to

the parents' lack of concern.

The teacher expressed particular concern because of Shane's interest in,

drawing gruesome pictures and writing gruesome itories. However, the parents

indicated to the teacher that he had always been intrigued with war movies'and
V.

science fiction, and saw it as a stage he would probably outgroW.
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gThe teachir said thit-e-he-Wehted- the--psychologist--to-farretout -the'

' causes of 'this behavior, and to "let her know where "to go feom here"

(11.333.2).

Teachers covered tne same type:s of topics in interviews 'and placement

meetings. In the interview,,the teacher indicated that Shane was too depen-

dent upon her:,

I Just started really working with him a lt more and trying
to just get his hfad going in another way. And anything
positive he.would write, one sentence, five-wordsor smnething,
I'd say: 'Gosh, that's really a-nice sentence.' Well, he

started getting more positive things. It still had to do with

war, but itseemed to be more positive. *(11.323.16-24)

In tee placement meeting, tne teacher stated: "Doing independent work is hard

. for him" (8.7).
4'

In the interview, the teacher indicated' thA.. Shane's motivation was

.influenced by his enjoyMent of Writ:

At the end of the day he turns his contract in and, he'd

finished everYthing. And I said [ Shane ], 'I'm just so
excited,\you know what's happening?
He said: I just made myself a schedule. I just thought
that if I looked at that clock . . . and say at nine

thirty I'm going to have my schedule done, then I really work
for that, you know, I'get as much done as I can.

Then I thought,I got to go on, I got tv Win (11.351.26-43).
0

In the placement meeting, tj teacher indicated tnat "he really seems to
,r\

-enjoy-handwriting-andwants to learn-it- -He-really-trteS.-hard-at-it-and

seems to want to learn it better" (30.7-34.4).

196
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AlthOugh the emphasis on Anternal factors was fairly COnstant in the

interview ,and placement meetings, teachers were much-more positive in the

' placement meeting than in the interview. This diffeence Could be accounted for

by the demands-of the placement meeting tO show a discerepancy between poten

tial and performance, or a wish to portray the child in positive terms in

front of the parent.4 This difference could also reflect the reduction of con
.

straints in thi interview; teachers consistently said they were more relaxed

in _interviews. Hence, we might conclude that the personal interviews-give a

mord accurate profile of teachers' perceptions about referral students.
7

Educators' Judgtents Within Contexts

Although a teacher's judgments about the causes of a student's academic

difficulty is important to the final decision reached about that stddent in

tne process of referral, there are other sources of information wtteh are

influential. Among, them are: (1) the school psychologist's tests and formu

lated test results, (2) special educators' observations of children in class

rooms, and (3) parents' observations about their children out of school. This

plethora of.information comes,together in the final placement, meeting, where

I.
tne disposttion of the case is settled.

Conttngent and NonContingent Reports,.

We will present a detailed examination of one'final placement (E&P) meet

ing to compare the accounts of students' school difficulties provided by dif

ferent committee members. The meeting we will diicuss is the same one dis

cussed in Section 3 of this rekmrt. In this meeting, the student, HShane,"

was placed in an LDG program. The following discussion is taken from the

19J
L !%
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"information presentation" phase of that meeting:

The Audent's mother, his teacher, the school psychologist, and the

school- nurse all discuss the student and his.academic performance, and they

all do se; differently.

Categorical assessments of student-performance. The student is charac

terized by the psychologist as having "troubles" and "problems." For example,

the school psychologist seys:

"he has difficulty applying himself to his daily work" (3)

"he cannot switch :!hannels" (5)

. "he has some tears and anxieties" (5)

At some points in the meeting, the classroom teacher characterizes the problem

in a Similar way:

"the problems I see" (6)

"...the fine motor.types pf things are difficult for him" (8)

"doing independent.work is hard'for him" (8)

Tnustne issue before the committee ts tne child and his *prob em: The.

cnild's problems were characterized by, both the claSsroom t'eacher and the :
. ,

monologist as betng private and internal-.to the stu8ept. They are., treated

/

as if they are his private and personal possession. The purpose of the meet
!

ing, indeed tne entire referral enterprise is to solve the student''Soproblem,

and to do so by.altering or modifying the internal states of the student,.

Situational contingencies of student'performance. While the student's,

problem the focus of attention for the entire ;OMMittee, the mother and .

teacher introddce information about tne student which is different than that .

offered by .the psycho.logist and the nursee Notable in this regard are

tri

2 tiu
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r , -
comments about the student's motivgtion4 the teacher says "he enjays math"

(28) in response---tirthe.special,education teacher's-request for information

about-nis-math performance. She comments: "he endO-Ys handwriting and wants to
6

,---,learn it" (30), "he seems to enjoy handwriting and wants to"leareit" -(30),

"he really ries at it hard and seems to wen n? learn it better" 34).
cs,

She al'sbjjscusses some of the circumstances surrounding the student's

o,

"problems." She introduced a number of contingencies that influenced the

student's performance:

.

1. nis performance varies as a funaion of preparation: "If he studies

his spelling ald concencrates on it he can do pretty well" .(22),

2. his performance varies accordine:to the kinds of materials and tasks:

(a) "It's hard for him to copy down [math] problems...if he's given a sheet

where he cAn fill in anSwers.and work them out he- does much better" (28) (b)

he does better on group tasks, "but do;ng independent type work is hard for

him" (8), (c) if the tasks at hand are a means to 'some other end desired by

the, student, then his performance improves: "if there's something else he

wants to do and knows he needs to do and knows he needs to get through that

before--he--can-get-on to so ething-else,--hell_work_a

at it" (45).

3. The teacher's remediations are contingent upon the kind of work and

the importance of the task. When-the nur-se asked her how she dealt'with the

"writing proOleis," tne teacher indicated tnat her response varied. She

either had him redo work if the task was important (30), or if it was a'Hrush

job," then she would onlkhave him clean it up a bit (30).

2
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The classroom teacher provides more details about the circumstances sur,

rounding the Problems. When the classroom teacher was asked by the special

education t'eacher about the student's reading level (15), the teacher

responded: "about middle third grade" (16), an answer presumably based on the

results of a reading test or the.reading series used with the student. She

then embellished this response with some details about his performance:,"He's

a good reader, but as far as compnehending it and being able to 'recall

sequences of a story and thin,s like that" (16). She identified two cam
.

ponents of the reading task, and provides some sense of the particulars of the

reading process Upon which her assessment is based.

When the special education teacher asked her about the student's work in

spelling (21), she did not only comment on-his level of performance; she also

provided information about the aspects of the spelling process that cause 'him

4

difficulty--namely final consonants and silent letters (22).

4

When the special education teacher asked the teacher about the student's

handwriting (31-34), even though presented with a "choice question," she did

not respond with either a yes or a no answer. She exceeded the 'N.nimal

detandS of thit- quettion by inhcating frequency-of use,-by -comparing this-

student to other students that she knows who "slip back into printing." And,

once again, she mentioned his motivation--"he tries to learn" and performs

academtc tasks.

The classroom teacher also made observations about the manner in which

the student periorms his work, that is the process, and not just the outcome

or product of his work:

2
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"he's.got is multiplication tables down pretty well, but not as

quick as I'd like to see him have thee (28)

Here,.the speed of processing is discussed al4ong with the student's knowledge

of the academic task.

"...doing independentlype work is hard for him...sticking to a
task...and getting it done without being distracted" (8-12)

4

Here, hls f:erserverance and concentration are diicussed along with the kind of

academic task he has been assigned.

The psychologist had introduced the topic Of "peer relations" in her

.report: "he seems eb have goo:4 peer relationships" (3). The special education

teacher returned to this topic in her questioning of the teacher.

The teacher provided some more detail about his relations with classmates

ifi her answer (14). She provided more particulars later in the meeting,

explaining that he's been elected a class officer, and gets along well with
,

girls (87 and 89).

0

In alm, the teaoher, like the psychologist, characterized the issue at

hand as "the student's problem." However, the teacher's characterization,.
0

unlike that of the psychologist, had a contingent quality.

Historical and biovaphical contingencies of student pe5Pbrmancei If it

__
can be said that the classroom_tgicher is expanding the range of information

available to the committee spatially, by providing.Lituational er local con

textual information, then the mother's report adds a temporal dimension by

providiAg nistoriCal and biographical contextual information. She continually

contrasts her son as he was at an earlier age with how 4e is now. In each of

these contrasts, she emphasizes improvements and changes for the better. Thus

2 ),3

t
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it seems she is working to redeem her cnild. While she seems to acknowledge
,

the official comm4tee position that there is a problem, she attempts to legi-

timate her child by emphasizing improvements and by providing an alternative

explanation of the source.of the problem. For her, the locus of difficulty is

not within him, ("it's not physical," "it's not functional"), but it is to be

nound in his past experience, and the situations he has been in.

Summary,. Thus, the reports provided by the psychologist, classroom

teacher, mother and nurse can be placed on a continuum from the contingent t6

,the non-contingent. The mother's report is at the contingent end of the con-

tinuum because she provides particulars about the biography and history of her

son, and references situational circumstances. The classroom teacher's reportl

sits next to the mother's because she tempers her report with statements about

local'circumstances, but does not provide historical particulars. The nurse's

and the psychologist's, report are at the non-continent end of the continuum,

because these statements are presented stripped- of all contextual features of

the situational, and historical variety.

\

The Psycnologist made absolute and categorical statethents about the '

studentIs abilities. Sbe placed the locus of the student's problem within

him. The lesult is a view-of a child who has a general, i.e.,."context free"

disability. In rlesponding to the questions asked by other members of the'lem-

mittee, tne classroom teacher tempered her report with contingent factors of a

situational sort. She saiNnat the student's performance was influenced by

his state of motivation, kinds of classroom tasks, and types' of materials.

The result is a "context bound" view of a cnild, one who haS specific problems

in certain academic situations, but who operates more.than adequately in other
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situations:

Conclusions

179

The most general conclusion that emerges from this phase of our study

concerns the importance of subjective interpretation as a mediating force in

social and educational life. The educ'ators in. our study are not perceiVing

stgdents, behaor direct7v. Their perceptions are mediated by culturaliy anc?

experientially provided categories. This general finding is consistent with4

current research on human information processing, and cognitive studies in

sociology and anthropology.

There are more specific conclusions that emerge from this ttase of the,

study as well. These cOltce : (1) The congruence in teacher's' accounts abopt

students' performarice; (2) The use -of adou in institutional contexts, and

(3) the ecological validity of educators' accounts.

.
, .

Congruence in Teachers! Accountsr'

-7

"4(
The prec!eeding analysis of teachers' accounts about students' academic

difficulties. (1) sOoss many teachers, (2) across many primary school grade

.leVels,,(3) many pectal education placement outcomes, can be interpreted. "as

giving evidence for a general,theory of referral for teachers.

- The teachers in our study,seem1to have .categories or conceptions in terms

of which they view theirAtudents,.behavior. These conceptions affect their ,

perceptions,of students' success and'filUi-e. While indivddual teachers vary

in the way they constr*t specific dimensions of disability, this'variation

fades away when the structure Of tneir accounts about disability is con-
.

ao
*. 4
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(-- , :
sidered. Despite the wide variation in the.circumstances in classroom confi

.
- v

. ,

gurationse)iddividual s,tudents, biographies, teaching styles, grade levql,tnd

the rest, the categories that teachers use to account for students'. success

and failure are verY cohsistent.
4.

o 7+.

One of the most consistent features of these educators' accounts concerns

the locus of the student's problem which becomes the basis of referral. TheI.
child's problems are characterized by classroom teachers, psychologists, and

nurses as being tnternal to the student. They are treated as if they are his

personal and private, possession. This is a prime exdmpleof the use of dispo
,

sitional properties in the search for the explanation of other people's

behaviors (D'Andrade, 1974; Shweder,,1977; Cantor and__ Mi-schel-,--1979). This

"persodological" \or individualized defect (Lopes, 1979) metaphor places the

source of the problem "squarely on the back, or rather .in, the head, of th, r

child" (Coles, 1978:333).
24

PerSonological accounts offer categorical assess

ments of student performance, and result in a contextfree view of student

disability. I

, ..

/

I,

Teachers conceptions of students' success and failure are mediated by
1

i

observed behavior. But, they are not a direct reflectiod of observed

behavio
\.

. Teachers view students' behavior in terms of thel; disp:aional

categorles, and relate, particular' behavior to the production of particular

accounts'4

24. See Lakoff and Johnson c1980) Tor explication of the structure sand

power of "metdphors we live by."1

2u6
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''Our study has uncovered some of the omplex intractional and ontextual

features involved in the perception escription, and characterization of stu

dents. This complexity has convinced us that theories that posit consistency

to roles (tnose of referral and nonreferral students) and labels creferral

student, EH student, LDG studenj ? need revision: Mord specifically, these

roles and labels need to be understood,as products of the interactional work

tnat educators and students engage in to produce,them. For example, many per

.

sonality theories maintain that there is a stable set of invariant conditions

beneath trait terms: The warrant for such cl'aims includes the personalitV

research 2that snows considerable consensus can be 'achieved by observers

assigning personality characteristics to the same actor (Allport, 1961). 'Our

study is similar to recent research (Mischel, 1968; D'Andrade, 1965, 1974;

.1

Shweder, 1973; 1975, 1977) in.the area that has 3hown that behavior across

situations is not very consistent, while descriptions about

very consistent across situations.

Accounts in Institutional Contexts .

ehavior is

4

The gap between educators, accounts and observed behavidP raises .the

related issUe of the uses of accounts in institutional contexts, more specifi

cally, the consequences of applying,labels like "referral siudent"(or "learn

ing disability" for udents careers ih,schools. Garfinkel (1967) showed that

.the procedures-uged by a jurf to reach decisions were only tangentially

related to the accounting procedures used to report the verdict after it had

been decided. Cicounel (1968,1978) has shown the ways in which accounts in

official records serve as posthoc justifications of previop1 taken bureau

cratic actions. They are not "springs" or "causes" of beh pr or to the

2

I.
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event.

This work is related tO ours in a number of ways. First, the basis of

teachers' judgments seems to be,more in the structure of mantic categories

innerent in the language used,tp describe students, behavior th n it is inthe :

presumed stable patterns of, behavior beneath trait terms such as fllearning

disabled,': or "educationallyliandicapped.H_ Second students' behavior does not
,

seem,to lead to:educators' judgments, which then become the basis of an educe-
.,

tional decision/. Rather, tne educational status of the educators' acco ni'
4

, seems to be a 'post hoc institutional rationalizaN of actions taken previ-
e

ously.'

,The Ecologicalohlidity of Educators' Account,

The attributions used by edupzitors in our study are different nah those

reported in experimental studies. For example, Cooper.and Burger (1979)

report that teachers state that students succeed most often because of their

effort, whileb we tound the mos salient factor in educators' judgments to be

students' ability. A

We also found variations across personi in the use of xternal and inter-

nal attributions. The psYchologist and the special educe on teacher pfaced

tne locus of tne student's problem within the student, while the mother and

the teacher brought in more situational factors. These cross-person differ-

ences seem to be a function of the knowledge available to each committee

member, Which in turn, is a function of their place in the institutional order

'of the school.'

2 08
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We also think that these differencep may have a methodological basis. In

experimental itudies of attpibutions, subjects are typically asked to evaluate

hypothetical situations in terms of categories provided by the experimenter.-

In our study, educdtOrs evaluated actual) current, situations in terms of

their own categories. As a result, we seem to be getting closer to the

categories that educaiors actually use to malie educational judgments.

Our comparisons of educators' accounts across situations, observers, and

0

time have enabled us to consideT the relationship between attributions, sur.:-

face behaviors, and percer;ed'underlying patterns in considerable detail. By

taking into account howparticular attributions avd Criptions of students'.

)

performance are generated within complex eduCational enviumments, such as,

e-lassrooms-,--testing_situations., anl, declitqamakihg meetings, we have been

able to consider the consequences that the genel-ation of teachers' accounts

has for Students' Identities and career paths through the special education

referral system. We have an advantage over many of the previous investiga-
i..

tions of attributions: a record (videotape) of naturally occurring situations

-

that augments the usual sets of attributional accounts 'abciut. hypotheticalo
situations, The videotape of classroom events enabled us to check out the'

relationship between teachers' accounts and students' clasiroom behavior.

By analyzing a behavioral record of naturally occurring situations in

conjUnctions with apcounts about the behavior, we have gone beyond previous

work on teachers' jUdgments"!to describe some of the interactional activity

that contributes to the constructiOn of teachers' acCounts, and the relations

between behavioral patterns and descriptionS of those patterns.

2oJ
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Two/primary policy implications emerge from our investigation of the

'basis of teachers, referrals of students fon special education. The first

'concerns the Conception ofspeciak students in,Federal polidy guidelinei. The

second concerns the implemeritation of the law itself.

.The Conception of Speci4 Students in Federal Guidelines At present, the "med

...foal model" forps the, basis of definitions of disability in Federal guide

lines. handicapped chilaren are:
. 01

mentally netarded, hard Of hearing, deaf, orthopedically impaired,

Other health impaired, speech impaired, visually handicapped, seri -
ously emotionally disturbed, or chillren vith specific learning

.. disabilities, who.'by reason thereof'requiyipospecial education and

related services :(P.L 94.142: Sec.4(a)(1)].

Thdt.is, health, vision, hearing, and motor activieies are physical states' of

children:that require medication. So, too, are intelligence, aptitude, or

menpl ability. Furthermore, students are treated as having "a prOblem"; this

disability is perceived as residing within them; it is their private and per

sonal possession. Assessment oi he problem is therefore focused on the

:)

child; psychological testing.is used to find and/or confirth the the,Oresence

of a disability within the child. This approach ignores the role 'of others

(e.g., teachers, tester, other students) and tne educational tnd societal con

text assessing the nature of the disability.

Our reiearch recommends an alternative approach to special education, one

that counters 'this perT 4logical sense of identification and assessment by .

redefining the problem of disability in interactional terms.

2iU
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Our research shows that disability is a feature of educational interac-

tion; that is, the institutionali..zed,practices of identifying.and assessing

students as disabled.. We agree with certain versions of libelling tiledfY that

disabilitY is not. inherent in students' acts. While:it ta true that atudents

'musk present or engage,in behavior that becomes defined 'vas edpcationally

anomoloua, a teacher's scheme of interpretation is necessary for the designa-

tion "disability" to be attached to students' behavior. "That is to say,

"disability" is also grounded in the:Categories that teachers bring 'to the

interaction, including expectations for academic performance, norms for

1

appropriate classroom conduct, OrganizatiOn of family and community life, and.

parent-child relations.

1%

When_we_indicate_the_importanc.e of teachers2 categories..:_for determining

educational disabilities, we are not adopting a simplistic versiop of label

ling or !Apectancy theory. (Rist, 1977). The categories that the teacher

.

brings to the interaction are not independent of students' behavior as some

versions of expectancy and labelking theory would lead us to believe. Rather,

what teachers bring to the interaction with the Atudents interacts with what

thc students do *with the teacher in tne classroom; from thi's interaction the

designation "student disability" is generated.

Tnus, from the point of view of this study, disability exists neither in.
.

,

the head of the teacher nor in the behavior of the itudent. It is, instead, a

function of the interaction between educators' categories and students' chara-

cateristics.
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This constructivist approach to.special education concerns the relation -

that cognitive processes, have to social Contexts. There have been many

demonitrations of the variability in people's displays of ,competence across

eyntexts (see LCHC, 1981, 1982 for revieWs). It Seems that_RdisabiIitym also

has this feature of context specificity.

People with mlearning disabilities
'

" "edubational bahdicaps;" and other

,forms of what Edgerton (1979) and othef.s call "Mild retardation," are first

identified in school. However, 'once such children leave school, 'many- will

never be- identified as retarded again. Edgerton (1979) reports a 1956 study

of over 1000 individuals who had an IQ below50 as.children.in BirMi.ngham Erg

land: 14% of the women and 26% of the men were employed, and only 14114wee

living ITinstitutions.

Evidence like thrs has lead to the use of the term the msix hour retarded

child" (Edgerton, 1979:72) referring to the fact that children who can npt

acleguately perform academic tasks in school'hevertheless adapt perfectly well;

.to life outside of 'school. Since children are only retarded in school, it is

possible to say that the school itself has, in some sense, caused or created

Oe retardation.

Mercer's (1974) findings abOut differ-lames in the mentally retarded popu
.

lations in Catholic and public school makes this pqint norcefully. Mercer

found a significant number of students placed into classrooms for tne mentally

retarded in Riverside County in the year of her study; there were dispropbr
4

tionately mere ethnic, poor, and male students in these, classrooms than in the

schodl population at large. By.contrast, she found that there were no men

retrded students in Catholic schooli! Resisting the temptation to

212
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reintroduce a Durkhermian>interpretation equating solidariiy acquired through

religious training with mental, healthYahe had .group and. individualized IQ

tests adMiniatered to the students in the Oatholic schools. She found a simi-
\

lar proportion ,of students who qualified for special education among the

Catholic 'students. However, these students-were not segregated from their

peers; they were educatedaalong with other stUdelzts in regular classrooms. It

geems that the students in the Catholic schools were not mentally retarded

because the Catholic schools had no ftmentally retarded category,!' and hence,

no mechanism for having students classified in this way. Without an institu-

tional machinery to identify, Afine, and treat students as retarded, the stu-

dents.were educated. in roUtine ways in regular classrooms.

31
4

Feldman's (1979) analysis of child prodigeeS--children at the ther end

-of the intellectual continuum as measured byIQest3-..-reinforces,-the-conteict--

specific view of reasoning. The prodigees Feldman studied, those-children who

performed in a given field at an adult level of preessionalism before their

tenth birthday, wehe also given a wide range of tests of formal reasoning,

including -Piaget's five chgMicals task, Flavell's role taktng est, and map

drawing. Feldman found that procicity in one area of develoPment does not

seem to generalize to other developmental domains. All prodigees fell within

the normal range on these tests, but none were spectacular nor remarkable in

comparison with their extraordinary achievements in cheOs or music.

a

This Contexi specific viec: of cognitive processing precludes the notion

of disability as a general or static trait (cf. Shweder, 1977; D'Andrade,

1974, 1980;).

2 *)
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Arguing,against the medical model which.perceivez educationaf handicaps

as an attribute of the pér.qon, i. e., an individual pathology, kercer (1975:

99) argues,for a "social system" perspective which:

attempts to See the definition of the individual's behavior as a
function of the values of the social syStem. within which he is being, ,

evaluated. . . ,Deviation is not seen as a characteristic of the
individual or' as a meaning inherent in his behavior, but as a

socially derived label which May be attached to his behavior by some
social systems and not others.

Based on this view, we would therefore make two recommendations:

\, (1) redefine 'disability' eliminate definitions that place disability in

the indOidual to one that recognizes ibility and disability'exist in the

'interaction between educators and students;

(2) redefine ability.and disability in context specific terms: incor

porate definitions and *actices,of ability and disability that recognize that

students' performance All vary from context to context, and that this varia

tion is a natural and normal part of growing up, as much for the 'gifted' as

for the thandicappéd'ostudent. A second policy implication that derives from

our study concerns the imilementation of special education laws. '

The Implementation of Special Education Laws

Elmore (1980) didtinguishes between,,two forms of policy implementation:

tne regulatory view, which-exercites control from the top (i .e., the Federal

level), and the prog91nmaic view, which exercises control from the local

level. The former involves hierarchical control over policy; the latter

involves delegated control over policy.

2
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41 94-142 is a classic case of hierarchically controlled 11,olicy'implemen

tation., This is a law written at the Federal,level. A series of administra

tive actions--regulations, guidelines, body counts, budgetary decisions, and

the like-7have followed the law. These direct actions at the local level.

These traditional devices, emplox,ed to control policy implementin, e. g.,

more, specific legislation; tighter regulations and procedures, close ympitor

ing of compliance, seem to have had an'effect opposite to that intended by the

4 A

lawmakers and policywritees, at least in the ca'se of special education for

so called "learnfng disabled" and "educationally handicapped" students in the

district that we studied.

The school district seems to have spent mare time in writing local .pro

cedures, conforming to regulations, filling out reports and forms, and moni

toring compliance, than it has been concerned with providing actual, practical

edncation for LD and EH students. The success of the-SOecial Education pro

gram has become equated with compliance with the letter of the law, i. e., the

number of stuents in programs, the amount of time processing ,students through

the system. Submerged in this concern'for compliance has been the.concern for

eduCation. That is, thkimportant tssue has become defined as compliance with

the law, not delivering an important educational service. The net effect of

this law seems to be to increase the number of students in certain categories

of special education, but it is_not clear whether the Students in such pro-

-

grams are benefitting directly from the programs therAselves.

While tt may seem cavalier to make comments on policy based on a case

study, it is our concerted judgment t hat the Special Educaion effort could

be nefit greatly by considering Elmore'i ( 1980) recommendation oshcerning the

p

2
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progrommatic view of policy iMplementation'. In the case of special education

for LD and EH students, this would mean providing Oistricts with greater flex-

,

ibility in determining ways to educate students with special needs. It would

also mean removing processing restrictions and quotas. In the extreme, it

would mean eliminating those provisions of the law that govern Learning Dis-

abled and EducationallysHandicapped Students entirely.

This recommendation will require clarification, especially in light of

the current climate in Washington, which .seems to.include slashing support for

educational other social programs. Me are not calling for the elimination

of funding for special education; nor 'are we supperting.s'o-called "block

grants." We are calling for an approach to Special Education that provides

extra (i. e., governmental) funds for students who have special needs, and

makes provisions for flexibility and control at the local level. That is, the

rules should still require thatthe Government provide support for special

students, but people at the local agencies need to be given the authority to

coordinate and imOIement programs so that it works best for students at the

local level.

Such an approach seems to require some version of what Elmore'(1980) has

called "backward mapping." This means that, the implementation process is

tnought of as beginning at the

those at the top, rather

legislation such as FL 94-1'42

local ievel, and constraints are imposed., on

than viice-versa, which is the arrangment under

. SuCh a reconceptualization is necessary,

,because if a policy does not ma e sense at the local level, it will not be

implemented--regardless of the number e rules, regulations, and restrictions

written into the law. Furthermore/compliance with a law,or federal regulation

21 6
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does not guarantee that the services implied by the law or regulatkoR will. be!
<

rimplemented:

4. to

-,,,44
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Section 2.0: Appendix L.

PSYCHOLOGICAL AND EDUCATIONALIESTS ADMINISTERED

CLASSIFICATIC!; OF'TEST

I. Perionality Inventory

3 Wishes
.Draw A Person Test
Draw Your Family Test

II. yisual-Motor/Visual-Perception

Beery Developmental Test of'Motor Visual Integration
Bender-Gestalt Test
Developmental Test of Motor_Integration
MOtor-Free Visual Perception Test
VADS (Visual-Aural Development Scale)
Write-Your:Name,

III. Academic

Berkeley
CAT
Indiana Test of Basic Skills
Name As Many Words As You Know
WRAT (Wide'Ran§6 Achivement Tests)

Subtests: Spelling, Math, and Reading

IV. Intelligence

WISC-R (Wechsler Intel)igence Scale for Children-Revised)

Subtests: Verbal ) Performance

Information . Picture Czapletion

Similarities Picture Arrangement
Arithmetic Block Desi9n

/Vocabulary

Object Assembly

Comprehension Coding

Digit Span Mazes

2)P)
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APpendix II

THE WISC-R: WECHSLER INTELLIGENCE SCALE FOR CHILDREN (REVISED)

The WISC-R has been designed and organized as a test of general intelligenCe.
The WIS&R consists of,12 sub-tests (6 On the Verbal Scale and.6 on the Per--
fOrmance Scale).

VERBAL
1.* Information (30 question) 2.

3. Similarities (17 questioPs)* 4.

5. Arithmetic (18 problem0 6.

7. Vocabulary (32 words) 8.

9.
ISTMeMsli?81:417oncainstions) 1.(2.

PERFORMANCE
Picture Completion (26 items)
Picture Arrangemednt (12 items)
-Bc.lok Design (11 designs)
Object Assembly (4 items')
Coding
Mazes1(9 mazes) (Optional)

INF'OR:JATION

1. What it measures:
A. A background of general information that "the middle clai.,s

child" gets during growth.
b. Information is basicaly cognl ition (intelleatual). (S)hk

builds larger.memory bank, .\

c. It is a recall of previously learned and acquired informa-

tioh.
d. A memory for ideas development and function,

e. Another factor is verbalcomplrehension,(doei (s)he under-

stand the language) Verbal output reoulres auditory reception,

association, verbal expressiqn.
£. Organization is necessary,. Formaation-otansver is verbal

expression score.
g. Test reflects education, social, and cultural environment.

2. 'Examples and Pecularities:.-
a.. EX: How many e4rs do you have?
b. EX: What do we call a babSr-cow?

c. EX: Why does oil float on water?
d. ,Test allows 5 conscutive misses.

'SIMILARITIES
'91

, , ..,

1. 'What it measures:
a. Measurs logical fault and'reason: . .

b. Measures abstract and contept!iai tfilnking and associational:

.
fluency/verbal fluency, verbal comprehension._ .

c. Measures intellectual maturity ability to see relationships

and generalize,
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2. Examples and Pecuiarities:'
a. EX In what way are a wheel and a ball alike? How are they

the same?
b. EX: In what way are an apple and a banana alike?

c. EX: In what way are a pound and a yard alike?

d. Discontinue after 3 failures.

ARITMAETIC'

1. What it measures:
a. Measures power of number reasoning.
b. Concentration is more necessary.-
c. Numerical fluency. Has time limit.
ct. Has to.have general reasoning ability in,numbers.

2. Examples and Pecularities:
a: EX: If I cut an apple in half, how'many pieces will rhave?
b. ,EX: Jim had 8 marbleS and he bought 6 more. How many marbles

did he have altogether?
c. EX: Four boys had 72 pennies. Tbey divided them equally

among themselves. How many pennies did each boy receive? .

d. Discontinue after 3 consecutive failures:
e. There is a time limit for each problem.

VOCABULARY

1. What it measures:
a. Recall of previously learned apd used words..

b. Verbal compreheelsion/level of formulation and expression.

c. Maximal culture - more likely to reflect culturally disad-,

vantaged than any other score.

2. Examples and Peculaaties:
a. Directions: "I am going to say some words. Listen carefully

and tell me what each word means?
%b. EX: What is a knife?
6. EX:-What is an alphabet?
d. EX: What does nonsense.mean?
e. EX: What do4.contagieus mean?'
.f. Discontinue after 5 consecutive failures.

#

'COM PREHENSION ,

1. What:it measures:
a. Use of past experiences.
b. Understanding of social situations.
c*. Has practical common sense questions.

d. Requires understanding and judgement and stable emotional

balance. .

23o
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2.* Examples and RecularitieS.:
al EX; What is the thing to do when you cut your' finger?

bc EX: What-is the ,thing to do.ira boy (girl) much smaller
than yOurself,starts to fight With you?

c. EX; 'Why shouldIa promise be kept?
d. Generally long quesp.ons.
e. Hard on audio impaired.
f. Maximal bulAtre ZWASP).
g. 'MR/Disadvantaged: score will be low as culture not his/her.

h- Discontinue after 4 consecutive failures.

,DIGIT SPAN (OPTIONAL)

1. What it measures:
a. A test to indicate reading readiness.

b. 13equires concentratian, attention, etc.

c. Requires ability to screen out ditractions similar to

'learning situation.

2. Examples'and Pécularities:
a. Digits Forward: Directions: "I am going to say some numbers.
Listen carefully,' and. when I am through-say them right after me."

b.1 Digits Backward: Directions: "Now I am going to say some more
riuhbers; but this' time when I stop I want you to say them back-

wards. For example, if I say'9-2-7, what would you say?"

c. kchild who cannot remember 3 digits fbrward is usually not

ready for reading.
. d. Discontinue after failurg on both trials of any item. .*

e. Digits.should be given at the rate of one per second.

PICTURE COMPLETION

1. What it measures:
a. Not positive what it measures. . .

b, Alertness to environment, perceive detail and to
betaeeri essential'and non esbential detail.

c. Perceptual foresight, visual c.ognition, utilizes
iences to measure perceptual and conceptual abilitie

d. To combrehend a"picture,as a whole, tes.t.require

aation.
..

'discrlminate

past ekper-
s.

s no verbali-
.

2. Examplés and PecUlaritiest
a. Directions: "ram going to'shaw you some pictures in which

there is a part missing.. Look at each picture carefully and tell

me what is missing."
b. 'El: PIcture-oomb; Missing Part-tooth(teeth)
c. EX: Picture-scissors; Missing Part-screw (bolt)

d. EX: Picture-cow; DUssing Part-cleft (split) in hoof -

e. Discontinue after 4 consecutive failures. ,

f. A maximum expoSure of 20 secOnds is allowed for each picture.

fe



nCTURE ARTAANGEMENT

1. What it measures:

203c

a. Measures soci;al good sense, social alertness, ability to

see cause and effect 'or relationships,' evaluative ability and

the ability to size up'a total situation that is social,in

nature'.
b. Involv,es anticipation, visual perception, sequence of events

in a logical order and ability to synthesize segments into a ,

mepingful whole..

2. Examples and Pecularities:
a. Directions: For each ited, the child is presentecrwith a

series of mictures4fi a Mixed-up or.der, and is asked to-arrange

them in an order that tells a story that Makes sense.

b. Allow 45 seconds.for items 1-8 and 60 seconds for 9-12.

c.. EX: Place cards in front of the child, "These pictures tell

a story about A fight. The pictures are in the Orang order now:

See if you can put:them in.the right order so they tell a story

that makes sense."
d. Discontinue after 3 consecutive,failures.

BLOCK DESIGN

1. What it ileastires:
a. Involves the ability to perceive and analyze patterns, visual

motor coordination, logic reasoning applied to space relationskips.

15% Involves ability to óopy and reproduce'andsee whole part .

relationship.
_ .

.c. No.verbalization required. .

d. No. 59 blocks could give clue to color 151indness. Indicator

of reading readiness:
,

2. ExamT4.es and Pecvlarities:
a. Materials: 9 blocks colored red on two,sides, white on *hp'

sides, andred/white on two sides. 11 cards with printed designs.

b. EX: Design 3 directions: Take four blocks in hand and say,

"See these blodks?They are.all alike.. On some sides they'are

all red; on some, all white; and on some halfored and half white."

Turn blocks to sho* different sides. "They can be put.together-

to make a deSign like the,one you see on the card. Watch me."

Construct the design *slowly. Thefi scramble blockt,*give them ti)

the chila. "Now you.make one like the card. Go ahead." .Start

timing.
c. If using blocks instead of design cards then tester will

assemble designs behind a screen except for Design 1 and 3.

d. ldscontinue after.2 consecutive failures.

. 232
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OBJECT ASSEMBLY

1. What it measures:
a. Involves perception and conception from i.ncomplete parts o'f:

a familiar configuration.
b. Familiar: configuration ability to analyze ahd synthesize

'concrete forms. Spatial relationships, flexibility in worAng

toward an unknown goal,.
c. Visual/motor coordination, spAtial orientation, effected by

accuracy:of speed.

2: Example's and Pecularities:
. a. The entire test is given to all children.

b. :Tester shield-s pieces wh'en laying them out.

c. There is a time limit for each iteM.

d. EX: Sample Item Directions: APPLE. Arrange the pieces behind

the Object Assembly Layout Shield, according to the layout shown

below, Then expose the array, and say,, "If these pieces are put

together the right way, they will make an apple. Watch how I do .

it."

4
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e. The tester tells child what items 1 and 2 are: girl and horse

respectively. No clue is given for items 3 and 4 (Car and face).

CODING (A)

1.- What-it measures:
a. Pe'rceptual speed, fine eye-hand coordination, accuracy of

symbolic fability (how well does child use-symbols).

b. Change of mind set, concentration, attention.

c. Persistant effort, psycho mot9r speed visual/motor coordina-

ti.ori and ability to manipulate-pencil.

2. Examples and Pecularities:
a. No verbalization.
b.- This is the first'time subject picks up pencil.

c. If score is low it is fi!ne-eye-hand coordination,or memory

d. Gives clue to reading readiness.
e. EX: Directions: Hand child pencil without an eraser and say,

!fLook here (point to the Key) and you will see a star, a ball, a

'triangle', and these other things. See, the star has a line-up ,

anqdown like this (pointli-the ball has two line,9 ac-ross (point); ,

233
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the triangle has one line across like this (point); the cross

has a little'circle in the center, and the box has two straight
lines up and down. Now look down here (point) where you see the
balls, the stars, the boxes, and other things all mixed up but
without any marks-in them. I want you to fill in the things
here with the same marks they have at the top. "This is (the way

to do it: Here is a ball. Let's look up at the top and find t e
ball (point). You see i has two lines going this way (point).
So you put the two lines in this ball like this (illustrate).
The star has one line going up and down, so you put the same
mark in here .(point)'.. Now yoirdo the other things until you get
to thisline (point).0 When the Sample exercThe bas been comr
pleted, and the child ubderstAnds what po do, 64, "Wgen I tell
you to start, you do the *rest( of them: Begin here (point) and
fill-in as many things as you can, one aTtar the other, without
skipping any. Keep going until I tell you to stop. Work as
quickly as you can wittAout making.mistakes. When you finish
this line (sweep across the first row), go on to this one (point).
Go ahead."(Begin timing). At the end of 120 seconds, say, "STOP."

Coding A Example

A

SAMPLE

A. .6111116104.1.111.

* 41*
0.0*AsEDO*ADO
*-0 Fl* e A.O.E23*
OFIA0[23Ftc-j OA
li*EDA*0*A11

4-`
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Coding B Example

SAMPLE

A 1613 5.
I 1

II

2i

0
ci

A
203f

ginguemin nrAgi 1 2 MEI
11111111111111111111111111111111111111

4

MIRIERMIEI .6 9 avgnmENINEN486 9 am
..111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

a Ella 6 EINEIR2 6 8 Mi639 NERD
aumniamminummusimnii

UM= sIfl kilINIEN 6 fflifigi
1111111111111111111111111M111111111111111111111111111111111111111

9 7

MAZES (OPTIONAL)-

1. What it measures:
a. Va.mal/perceptual/foresight.

.6. I child able to look and plan ahead?

c. Visual/moto coordination (e.g., holding pencil)

d. Scores,av e fected by impulsiveness (e.Z., might grab Pen=

cil and hurry th ugh).

. Examples and Pecularities:
a. Discontinue after 2 consecutive failures.

b. Each maze has a time limit.
c. The child should not lift pencil4from the paqi and should be

reminded of this whenever necessary. There is no penalty for

lifting the pencil.
d. EX: sSample Directt*ons: Place maze booklet in front of the

child.. Demonstrate the sample maze as follows: Say, "See this

boy in the middle here? (Point) He wants to.get out to the streqt,

there (point): Let me show yOu how he could do it without g'etting

stuck. Wateh me." Illustrate. After completing the sample maze,.

point to Maze 1 and say, "Ngw see if you can get.out of this one

23t--y.: "ft
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yourself. Start here (point) and draw the path you should take

to get out without getting stuck. Don't lift your pencil from

the'paper until,you, have finished. Go ahead." Start timing. The
,examples are shown below an.:1 on the followlng two pages.

SAMPLE

74.110T
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ATTACHMENT I: Transcript Sample

Tester M.H. Tests Administered WISC-R (Similarities, Vocabulary, Object Assembly, CoMprehensioh

Student Robard . gp)Eg_entTest1._(S_Eel.l_2gDiitSan'rde'RaneAchievoro4athReadin)
Date 8-24-79 Ruaning Time 73:25 Videotape Number 55

-

R:TIME SEQ.f SPEAK%
.

TRANSCRIPT Pa:e.1 of 23 CODE . COMMENTS

(0:16 not transcribable) .

, ,

9:16 1.0
1.1

Tester Okay, I'm going toPhold.the stopwatch'while we work. Otherwise you'll
, -

be timing me 4(with) eVerything 1 db.
.

OP Opening

,

2.0 . Student, hehheh yeah. Time.us. Zees see how long it takes us to , J

2.1 do someehing. ' .
. -

:30 3,0 Tester Well we'll imve some things that aie.timed. you remeMber T timed

3.1

_Don't

you the other day/ Robard, there are A couple of things that I'm going .

1r 3,2 to have to.leep all of these things over here because I (want yod t.,;,).

:45 3.3 . Robardi I want us to go back to where 'we were the other day,and I want

3.4 to ask you some things. Okay, now we've got to get.serious and work.

1:00 3.5 Cause I want to know what you Can do. The other day I was asking-you IN WISC-Ri

3.6 Robard, how some things are alike. I wanted you to tell me how they Similarities

3.7 were the same.

4.0 Student Same or alike.. .
,

5.0 Tester bh huh. And you said you understood that: ,.

1:15 6,0 Student DiffeFent and they seem different and '

7.0 !rester But remember the directions. You're supposed-to figure,. to tell me how'

7.1 they're alike. Okay/

.

8.0

9.0

Student
Tester

.

Oh yell.
.

-All right. Now I'M going to say ome things again', and I want you to

1:30 9.1 think real hard before you answe .// And I want you to give me your very

9.2 . best answer Robard. [

10.0 Student .

hhh .

10.1 Uh huh

11.0 Tester. It's- important.
.. ,

12.0 Student ( ) .

13.0 Teater
.

Okay. ... .

14.0 Student (Your very best)

1:45 15.0 Tester I'm going to be guaging you. I want you to do yodr very best. (:03)

15.1 "Tell me how an apple and a banana arealike. Q 1/5 .

16.0 Student That's easy.
A (0)

17.0 Tester Okay.
SAT

.

18.0 . Student They're both fruit.
A (2)

2:00- 19.0 Tester- Good. ,

E+

20.0 Student YEA::: (:62) Apple and banana are both fruit/ Yeah.

(:06) [playing with microphone] -IS*

2:15 21.0 Tester Okay. Now i that going'to'distract you Robard? . .

22.0 Studeilt Unh. 24 0
. .



ATTACHMENT II

.

READERS' CUIDE TO TRANSCRIPT SYNSOLSi.

I. Sequencing

// A: Okay, what letter is//that?

B: Cc

A: Okay, read this problem right
here for me. Tell//me

( One plus one

is two.

A: rrNo. Put it there.
B: "Oh, she puts it down.

205'

The double obliques indicate the

point at which a current speaker's

talk.is overlapped (interrupte0
by the talk of another speaker.

Al single bracket indicates the
point at which the overlap begins,
with the overlapping talk placed
directly beneath the talk it over-

laps. ,

Double brackets placed in front
two serially transcribed utter-
ances indicate that they start

simultaneously. '

A: rrNo. Put it there. An asterisk ihdicdtes the Point

B: "Oh, she puta it down:* Oh I see. ai which,iwo aVerlaPping utter-
ances end. Inthis example, the
words either" and "down" end

simultaneously.

An alternate system, not uied

in our transcripts consistently,
is to place an asterisk at the
point in each of the overl4ping
utterances where the overlap ends.

In this example, "me" and "One"

are uttered simulataneously.

The equal signs indicate latching

of talk, i.e., no interval between
the end of a prior and start of a
next utterance. There are no gaps

or overlaps.

A: Tell//me*
B: [ One* plus one is twn.

A: All right, are you ready to

work?=
B: =Did I bring that pencil?

+ These transcript symbols are adapted from E.Schegloff (1973).

2 4
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READERS".GUIDE TO TRANSCRIPT SYMMOLS

Sound-Production

? / Aa Fifty-eight cents. All right/

, B: (Okay)) .

At -Was I close at least?

B: Pardon/
A: Oh boy, this is gonna be flint

A: How many hours did he work?

B: Thii::0 six hours. Right/ Am

I right?
A: You're doing a good job.

B: Can I just do my ma::::ze?

CAPS A: I need you to pay close attention.
How ,old are you, Joel?

B: Eight.
A: YOU'RE EIGHT YEARS OLD so we're

going to start with number three.

Aa 1 can't remember//Easter..

B: [ Who-

...Who invented the electric

light bulb?.

,205a

Punctuation'markers are not alwaYs

used as grammati,cal symbols. They'

_also indicate intonation. Thus,.

a Question'may be constructed

, with a '?' or

Colon(s) indicate that the prior'

syllable is,prolonged. 'ffultiple

colons indicate a more pxolonged .

or stretched'syllable, as in'the

second instanCe.

Underscoring indicates various
forms of stressing,,'and May
involve increased pitch or vol-.

ume. Capital letters indicate
increased volUMe to the point

of "shouting."

The dash indiLates a self-
interiuption or cut-off ofa.

word.

(( )) A: ((Okay. That's riot quiteiright.)) Miterials within double parentheses-

(:02)
indicate various forms of decreased

B: Okay, can I pick one? or lowered volume, i.e., whispering.

III. Descriptive Devices

(. ). A: It's not locked.

B: Well (just) shut it.

A: (How caie i4 was longer?)

B: ((Just a little harder, I guess.))

(You know)
A: All right. we-worke&

(Maybe)

just elittlebit before.

A: I think that's (

----) A:. Tell me what a hat is.

(:02)

B: You wear it.

24
....no., . r v... too dm...

Single parentheses indicate that
transcribers axe not sureabout
Dtle word(s) containedtherein. '..

Pairs of'parentheses, as in the .

third instance, offer pwo possible '

t
earings, and'address the equivo-

, ality of each. Empty parentheses
indicate that no. 'hearing' was
achieved. The amount of space
within the pareRtheses indicates
how long the utterance is.that is

not transcribable.

An arrow above an utterance
indicates a 'speeding-up' of
the word(s), i.e., the speaker
is talking very fast.
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(0:00) A: Let's go to the.next'one.

B: Nine, two, five. (:05) That was

easy.

A: You make your drawingd look jyt
like that.

B: (1:13) (working]

A: Ready/ (:05) Clays,out cards]

B: (working] (:10) I think I got it.

, [continues working] (:14) ((Okay.))'

A: (Are you) sure(you did ehem right?

Don't don't speed ip so miss any

of them [coughs].

B: Right/ (Right again) [whistles]

A: Do you need to stand up and take .

a,stretch break?

B: (Might as well.) (:14) [stands

and stretches]

c.;

24

'14

205b tql

Numbers in parentheses indicate .

elapsed time in seconds.' Numbers

appearing in front of a colon

indicate time in minutes.

Materials within braekets indicate
featuies of the audio-video portion

other than actual verbalization,

i.e., non-verbal'behavior. Other

,times, they are used tb inform

the'reader of verbalized behavior

that is not transcribable.. When

parentheses octur along side of

transcribed comments' within bra;:k=ts,

it indicates.how.much time,clapses

to complete the activitY or

1


